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We have had an extremely busy second quarter acquiring well over 100 consignments utilizing moving trucks and several trailer loads.
This auction by far the largest, physically we have ever offered. There are 848 lots in the first session made up of 1231 large cartons,
221 medium and smaller boxes, and 59 albums. So much material was arriving on a daily basis we cut off the consignment deadline a
month early and since then warehoused 26 pallets for the November auction. There are five major estates in the sale. The largest is the
“Country Club” estate which was delivered in a 26 foot truck consisting mainly of multiple collections of United States and mint singles,
along with a huge pile of United States mint sheets and postage. Also included in the estate are four extensive Canada collections, two
with complete Jubilee sets. Secondly, is the “Coaches” estate housing a very impressive Third Reich and German Zeppelin cover collection and accumulation. Then there are the “Cardinal” and “Lakeside” estates offering up a magnificent Worldwide Zeppelin cover
group. The Peninsular estate of Chinese covers round out the spectacular single cover section. Please note that due to the size of

the auction a bid sheet has been inserted separately.

Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 6:00 p.m., (CDT) Friday, August 18th.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and updated until Friday August 18th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows;
Saturday August 12th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; Monday-Friday August 14th-18th; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Please note that the office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm everyday for lunch. There will be no lot viewing during this time.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner than
August 7th but no later than August 16th and we will be pleased to assist you.
Requests for additional scans on any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday August 19, 2017 9:00 a.m.
Supplies and Literature...............................................................................................................................................Lots 1-18
Coins and Currency...................................................................................................................................................Lots 19-25
United States Postage...............................................................................................................................................Lots 26-48
Miscellaneous Collectables.....................................................................................................................................Lots 49-73
Picture Postcards.....................................................................................................................................................Lots 74-82
United States Collections, Accumulations, Stocks...................................................................................................Lots 83-148
United States Areas and United Nations Collections, Accumulations, Stocks..........................................................Lots 149-155
United States and General Foreign Collections, Accumulations, Stocks.................................................................Lots 156-185
Topical Collections, Accumulations, Stocks........................................................................................................Lots 186-200
General Foreign By Area Collections, Accumulations, Stocks...............................................................................Lots 201-293
General Foreign By General Foreign Collections, Accumulations, Stocks.............................................................Lots 294-381
General Foreign By Country Collections, Accumulations, Stocks..........................................................................Lots 382-550
United States and General Foreign Cover Collections and Accumulations...............................................................Lots 551-649
United States Individual Covers............................................................................................................................Lots 650-687
General Foreign Individual Covers By Country......................................................................................................Lots 688-848

DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant oc. Off centered
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 to $10,000.00

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale
of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding
and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids
are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to
accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot
is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in
arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the
right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks will be subject to a
$10 service charge and foreign credit card purchases are subject to an additional 2% Buyer’s Premium. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be
collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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Eleven cartons of like new mainly albums, slipcases, binders, and miscellanous supplies from the Country Club estates. Consists of a
variety of makers including Lindner, Scott, and White Ace. Great for expanding your existing countries and then selling the extras.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Twelve heavy cartons of supplies from a large consignment. Brand new in box Lindner items to lightly used glassines and mounts.
Anything and everything supply related demanding research and an in person look. Will fill your needs for a long time.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Thirty-nine unused, many brand new, expensive stockbooks in three heavy cartons. All are from famous German makers with
high original cost. Easily marketable individually to collectors.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Two full cartons of ten unused, almost mint expensive albums. Includes eight Palo, one White Ace, and one Davo each in its own
slipcase. Easily marketed by country. Offered at a fraction of replacement.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Ten cartons of never used mainly albums, slipcases, binders, supplements and plus miscellaneous supplies from the Country Club
estate. Comprises a variety of makers including Lindner, Scott, and White Ace. Fantastic offering for resale or adding to your everexpanding collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Eight heavy cartons of used and new supplies from the Country Club estate. Albums, binders, supplements, glassines and mounts
are all included. Still plenty of value for the small dealer as there are dozens of useful parts.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Large carton filled with open packs of various mounts from various makers. Includes Crystal mounts, black strip mounts, and a
few other supplies. Most have been used. Mixed condition needing inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Three cartons of supplies from a small consignment. Best parts are twelve boxes of 2x2s for coins, a dozen or so aged bags of cover
sleeves, a stockbook or two (one expensive one), lists, check lists, and copies of precancels and perfin catalogs. And all the other expensive to replace stuff that fit the category. Every US coin and stamp collector could use a lot like this.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
End of the line from the Country Club estate consisting of six cartons of supplies. Includes binder, albums without pages, some
mounts, and miscellany. Viewing needed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Supplies filling four cartons. Condition ranges from unopened to barely used/like new. Includes topical albums with pages, stockbooks,
glassine dividers, blank pages for Scott and Minkus, sheet file folders, etc.. Offered cheaply.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Three full heavy cartons of barely used general collectors reference books. Over three dozen individual items some with specialist
value. An in person look is the best way to see the value and make an informed bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Small but valuable China literature group. Five books Ma’s Illustrated Catalogue, June 1947, first edition, lightly used; The Rare
Stamps of China, 1972, Weichoy Kan; The Shanghai Postal System, Dougan, 1981, The Postal System of the Chinese Treaty Ports,
Livingston, along with Postage Stamp Catalogue of the People’s Republic of China 1949-1980, People’s Posts and Telecommunications, 1980. Rare and difficult to duplicate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Sports, space and political magazines and baseball books from the 1970s to 2000s weighting approximately 150 pounds. Coists of
three cartons of over 150 magazines and one carton having only seven copies of 2004 “Play Baseball the Ripken Way” signed by Cal
Ripken and his brother Bill.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Five full heavy cartons of “space” related literature. Dozens of hardly opened hard cover books. Plus kid books, collectable books,
and even some coloring books. Almost all are related to space and the exploration of the final frontier. Excellent condition, good reading.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Accumulation of well over a hundred titles. Ranges from definitive works to catalogs to pamphlets. Some duplication and condition
runs from like new to serviceable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Five cartons of mainly United States literature and supplies weighting roughly 250 pounds. One carton consists of new stockpages
and binders, one containing 2016 used Scott catalogs, and the remaining three cartons are various genres of catalogs. Pound for pound
a great value.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----All the literature from a large consignment in one carton. Involves a three-volume like new United States Postage Stamps of the
19th Century by Brookman from 1966, six different Mellone catalogs plus interesting miscellany.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Three oversized cartons of United Nations literature from the 1980s to 2000s as received from the consignor weighting around 150
pounds. Includes “The Journal of the United Nations Philatelists, Inc. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
(Webphoto) S.B. -----

COINS AND CURRENCY
19

$

Accumulation of United States mainly medals in two cartons. Highlights include 23 Space medals in a frame which appears to be
sterling silver but are not marked and selling them “as is.” Also includes several dozen mostly 3” brass or bronze appearing to be both
US Mint and other products having various themes including military and space with many still in their original boxes from the past
twenty years or so. Likewise includes promotional coin sets and around 175 worldwide demonetized currency in plastic pages from the
1980s to 1990s as well as miscellany. Digging might be fun.
(Webphoto) S.B. -----
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$
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$

United States coin assortment in a medium box. Comprises promotional items in fancy boxes including four circulated common
Peace dollars, $2.50 face circulated Walking Liberty half dollars, a polished complete set of silver war nickels, two each 2007, 2011
Proof Sets, and six sterling medals plus miscellany.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Phenomenal assortment of mainly different Military Payment Certificates (MPC) from the 1940s to 1960s in a binder. Over thirty
notes including a Series 691 $1.00 Second Printing graded 58 Choice About Unc. Also includes ten Columbian Expo tickets as well as
several interesting American ephemera items. Check it out.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----PAGE 3
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The Corn Exchange Bank from the Waupun, Wisconsin 1850s to 1860s. Uncut sheet of $1-$2-$3-$5 notes. Unissued Remainder in
what appears to be in uncirculated condition. This sheet has some soiling from handling or age. Imprinted by the American Bank Note
Co. New York
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Canal Bank of New Orleans uncut sheet of four $10.00 notes. Unissued and appears to be in uncirculated condition. This sheet has
some soiling from handling and age. Imprinted by the National Bank Note Company.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----United States uncut sheet of 32 one dollar Series 1999. As received in its original Bureau of Engraving and Printing shipping tube.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----USPS sold 24 EGP .999 silver stamps in original box from 2002. Consists of 25 in various sizes and weights. (Webphoto) S.B. -----

POSTAGE
US sheets face lot filling a bankers box with well counted sheets. Ranges from 3 cents up past 25 cents. In collectable and useable condition. Owner’s accurate face value of $6,246.53 counted and listed by numbered sheet file. Recount if you must. Easy to
figure.
Face 6200.00
Mainly scrap lot filling a bankers box with well counted multiples and sheets. Ranges from one cent through $13.65 face. In collectable and useable condition. Lots of self adhesive. No Forever. Owner’s accurate face value of $5,959.17 is counted and listed by
denomination in large glassines. Recount if you must. Easy to figure with the enclosed list.
Face 5950.00
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An impressive 1920s to 1930s commemorative and airmail mint sheet accumulation. Mentionable #’s are 617-619, 627-629, 639,
643-645, 646 x2, 647 x2, 648, 649-650, 654 x2, 655, 657, 680-683, 688-690, 712, 171-719, 724-7229. 740-749, C8, C25-C31. Usual
minor margin problems here and there, 629 with telescoping perfs, centering ranges from Fair-Fine to F-VF. A must have for the serious
sheet collector.
S.B. 1400.00
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Two full bankers boxes packed with collectable and/or usable postage all counted into individual groups. Ranges from low face
to Forevers, sheets to scrap, lick ‘em stick ‘em to self adhesive. Unsorted. Huge over $7,000.00 (owner’s deliberate count) face value
offered reasonably. Will serve ones needs for a long time.
Face 7780.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5500.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5500.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5355.00
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Sheet lot filling two small magazine caddies with well counted sheets. Mainly self adhesive mini sheets from 32 cents - 44 cents.
Ranges from 1 cent up to $10.75. In collectable and useable condition. Owner’s accurate face value of $3,199.48 counted and listed
Face 3199.00
by denomination. Recount if you must. Easy, compact lot to figure.
A tidy accumulation of booklets from 32 cents to 55 cents.
Face 2355.00
Accumulation of mint sheets, mostly 8¢ to 15¢ values.
Face 1469.00

A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5330.00
A medium size respected face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and
a fresh new set of batteries required.
Face 5310.00
A gigantic face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh set of
batteries required.
Face 5275.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5275.00
A medium size bulbous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and
a fresh new set of batteries required.
Face 5250.00
An adventuresome face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a
fresh new set of batteries required.
Face 5250.00
Good mixture of booklets, self-adhesive panes, and Forever stamps. The count is light so will need to count it.
Face 5160.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5160.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 5135.00
A luxurious high value postage group. $1.00 values and above. Great for a high capacity shipper.
Face 4516.00
High value face accumulation. $1.00 to $13.65 issues.
Face 4000.00
A humongous face lot that includes loads of sheets and uncounted scrap. Warning the count is a little light. Patience and a fresh
new set of batteries required.
Face 2810.00
Accumulation of mainly 22¢ to 37¢ booklets.
Face 1270.00
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Before there was a Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, Stark county, Ohio was known as the “Cradle of Professional Football”.
On Wednesday, January 30, 1952 a testimonial dinner was held in the Ballroom of the Hotel Onesto to honor professional football
player and “The Greatest Athlete of Our Time” Jim Thorpe. Here is one of a pair of tickets to this dinner attended by a man and his
son. Both tickets were autographed by Jim Thorpe and attested to by Mr. H. O. Cain attendee. Rare piece of Ohio, Football, Olympic,
and all around sports memorabilia.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
George Washington Carver autograph provided to a collector in 1942 by L. J. Harris, secretary to the president of Tuskegee Institute
in Alabama., Dr. Patterson. It is attached to the bottom of a signed letter on “Office of the President” “Tuskegee Institute” stationery.
Bold legible, historically significant piece of African American Heritage not often seen.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Judaica cinderellas, over 1,000, moderately filling a large stockbook. From all eras during the formation of Israel to more modern
times. Duplication. Saved over many years, so sleepers are not out of the question. Will really dress up an Israel collection and add
to its value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
A worldwide selection of labels, cinderellas and revenues roughly from 1904 to the 1950s. Includes a shoe box filled with hundreds
on 107 sales cards and sheets in plastic pages. Austria, Germany, France and Latin America are some of this offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
A huge and very heavy assortment of over 1500 Modern Age DC comics featuring all your childhood favorites. Buy this lot and
you will have a well stocked Comic-Con library. Shipping weight is 350 lbs. plus. Call or email for a FedEx rate quote.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Neat original Maud Humphrey chromolithograph 1898 six print calendar as received. In excellent condition considering its age.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
All the breakable glassware from a large space related consignment. Fills one heavy tub and four equally heavy cartons. Most are
space related “brick a brack” of limited value. Perfect for display by any space collector. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY. BREAKABLE.
NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Seven cartons of ephemera as received from the consignor mainly from the 1950s to 1990s. Two cartons are mostly Life magazines,
two mas grande cartons contain tubes of space posters as well as other posters loose or in cardboard mailers having various themes.
Offered appropriately for the person who needs to decorate a man or stamp cave.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Pan American cover in a sealed, matted and framed display. Postmarked Buffalo, New York, July 23, 1901. Interesting one color
Pan American Hemisphere cachet. Perfect for stamp room or office.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Pan American cover in a sealed, matted and framed display. Postmarked Buffalo, New York, December 15, 1899. Interesting three
color Pan American Hemisphere cachet. Perfect for stamp room or office.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Pan American cover in a sealed, matted and framed display. Postmarked Buffalo, New York, 1899 using the 1901 flag Expo cancel.
Interesting multi color Pan American Buffalo tipping his top hat cachet. Perfect for stamp room or office.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
(O114) block of 50 in a sealed, matted and framed display. Cataloged by us as the cheapest type. Complete with its plate block of
12. Pale shade or washed out by long hours in fluorescent lighting. Perfect for stamp room or office.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
German Telegrams, the large ornate ones from Coach’s Third Reich holding. 24 in all with a few duplicates. Also includes a large
telegram envelope and two small size telegram mailed envelopes. A few outstanding pieces make this lot a bargain at our suggested
bid. Better than usual , but handled with a few pencil markings, condition. All are webphotoed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Germany two 1936 Olympics awesome “like new” menus from the Hamburg America Line. Involves one from the S S Reliance and
the other from the SS Milwaukee. Just looking at these menus will make your mouth water. Some fine eating here.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Collection of 570 different Hot Wheels from the late 1990’s to 2001 with a handful of later. All in their original bubble packages.
Good profit potential.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Assortment of Military items as received from the consignor. Includes a Civil War flask made by W. T. Fry New York, buttons from
an unidentified soldier killed at the Battle of Carrick’s Ford West Virginia, 1861, various other buttons from the Civil War French and
Indian War etc. and an Alabama State Button Post Civil War, and, even dug cartridges from Indian War 1880s. We are not experts on
these items and selling them “as is”.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----World Series 1928 Official Score Program for Cardinals vs Yankees at Sportsman’s Park. Program was used with scoring information, stains, small tears, and several pages have been loose in the middle after separation from the staples. In remarkable condition for
its age having many period advertising and information about the players.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Small carton of St Louis World’s Fair 1904 items. Ten period pieces in less than stellar condition and two modern soft cover books.
Problems include bent pages, torn covers, no medals in the two medal boxes, foxing, toning and everything that you would expect from
being carried around on the fairgrounds. Plenty of value remains for the conservator of such material to rescue and cherish.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
The ultimate in Olympic collectables. A 1936 Hitler presentation book for the Berlin Olympics showing limited edition photographs
(16) from many venues. Inside the front cover are two pages of actual signatures from many of the medaling athletes. Includes Jesse
Owens, Cornelius Johnson, Jack Medica, Ken Carpenter, Helen Stephens, and over 25 others from all over the world. Coach liked to
tell the story that Hitler had had these made up just for the German signatures, but every athlete “just walked up and signed the records
to be included in the book”. Great story, better Olympic autographs. Some cover problems with a loose emblem and severed leather
strap. But all parts are here and original. Please examine with care.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
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Collectable toys in 20 cartons. Over 85 WWII German soldiers and other Nazis done to realistic detail by Dragon collectables of
Hong Kong and later china. All are the 1/6th scale models perfect in details down to the buttons on their uniforms. High capital outlay
to secure these limited edition WWII collectables. Great eBay sellers from $30-$200 each. All 85+ are different in original factory
boxes and have NEVER been played with or displayed. Every one has its detail laden accessories. Not at all politically correct with
many evil looking dudes included. Realistic weaponry to scale. Disclaimer on the box reads, “for historical use only” “age 14 and up”.
We would think that these are for the serious adult WWII history buff looking for realistic display. Downright creepy in every detail.
Priced low enough to interest the history buff and the eBay merchant at the same time.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Collectable toys in 15 cartons. Most are space themed with limited edition high retail down to dollar store space tributes. Hundreds
of different items for the flea marketer and eBayer along with plenty for your children and grandchildren. Substantial capital is tied up
in these, but most have limited secondary market appeal. Cheap enough to interest many buyers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Stereoscopic viewers and a couple hundred cards from the turn of the last century. One of the two viewers is in excellent condition,
while the other needs some work. The cards are in expected condition with many interesting varieties. Representative antique group.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Russian nested dolls (matryoshkas) in a small carton. Six different, five nested, one with music chimes. The cats are extremely
interesting and seemingly old and antique. The three newer ones; each has Russian makers marks on the bottom. All six for one bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans collectables in two cartons. Highlights include a 1984 FDC with autographs of both, 1943 Life Magazine,
plus many other items mostly filling two small cartons. Offered to appeal to the cowboy in each of us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Just over 15 unboxed toys on display in our gallery from a large toy consignment. Includes G. I. Joe size examples of Obama, G.
W. Bush, Saddam, Osama, Putin, etc. Along with a few astronaut and other male figures. As is As found. NO SHIPPING. OFFICE
PICK UP ONLY. In you box it and take it condition. With and without original boxes.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00

PICTURE POSTCARDS
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PAGE 6

Collection with about 920 Art Deco picture post cards in three binders. Organized by state (including an inventory), with Chicago
and New York City being the heavy hitters. Also several from both the Chicago and New York World Fair. Attractive lot, viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
United States postcards from roughly WWI to WWII in plastic pages. Around 350 military cards both Army and Navy including
ships having a good variety for this genre. Viewing recommended to thoroughly enjoy this offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
United States accumulation from 1908 to 1980 in one carton as received from the consignor. Over 700 postcards and covers having
many with Indiana towns cancels of which roughly 85% are postcards About 15% of the cards have Christmas Seals with many tied
from 1908 to the 1960s. Postcards consist of buildings, streets, scenes, holidays, greeting etc. About 10% of this assortment has machine
cancels either on postcards or covers. Inspection necessary as condition could be an issue of some material but still a fascinating holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
United States awesome selection from the Coach’s collection on postcard pages in a Safe binder. Around 100 “Golden Age” unused
and used postcards including Santa, Christmas, New Year, Thanksgiving, Abraham Lincoln, St Patrick’s Day etc. An enjoyable offering
that you will bring a smile to your face.
(Webphoto) S.B. 270.00
All the postcards as received in seven cartons. Thousands and thousands of mainly unused postcards so tightly packed it is difficult
to count from the early 1900s to 1990s. Includes Golden Era from Germany and linens from the United States but mostly United States
modern cards for aviation and ships as the collector had a passion for these genres. Well worth your time to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany study of “Adolf Hitler’s rise to power” 1913-1933 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe album.
Uses 70 propaganda picture post cards, oversize blown up magazine pictures, and other ancillary materials to tell the story. Masterfully
constructed with rare cards and pieces. Highlights include two different PPCs from Nurnberg “Parteitag der Nationalsozialisten” 1929
(Offizielle Nr.1 and Nr.2). The cards range from common to extremely scarce, so viewing for condition is important. See the webphotos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Germany propaganda and private mailing cards circa 1936-1937 in two custom organized, clean Safe Albums. Over 130 in all with
a fairly complete assortment of these cards. Runs the gamut from common to very scarce. Mixed mint and used. Some duplication.
Needs a long up close and personal viewing to come up with the right bid. Low reserve to encourage many bidders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
Germany study of World War I 1914-1916 from Coach’s extensive Germany collection in a sparkling Safe album. Includes 111
mainly propaganda cards, all selected for their various themes that would lead to the rise of Nazi Germany. Themes include royalty,
military leaders, workers, propaganda, veterans, the Red Cross, children, and battle scenes. Colorful and in better than usual condition.
Each one carefully selected to tell part of the story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Germany Propaganda fifty-nine picture postcards in a clean ready to display safe Dual album. From Coach’s extensive Third Reich
collection carefully chosen to illustrate the rise of Nationalism and Hitler’s assumption of power 1924-1932. Some of these cards are
common. Most are not. A few are exceedingly scarce so viewing either in person or webphoto is necessary to prove the value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
83

/

An exhausting far reaching two volume mint and used 1847-1964 collection in Lighthouse hingeless albums stored in slip cases
from the Country Club estate. The powerful mint selection includes #’s 38 ng, 39 og, 63 x2 both og, one w/ cert., 72 rg, 91 ng, 92 og,
95 og, 100 ng, 133a w/ cert., 166 og?, 89 og, 216 NH, 219 og, with photo cert., 229 w/ photocopy of a cert, when it was the upper right
of a block, 230-245, (242 w/ cert.), 260-261A, 275-278 (276-276A, 278 w/ cert.), 285-293, 294-299, 300-313, (309 w/ cert., 310 with
a photocopy of a cert. when it was the center stamp of a strip of 3, 312 w/ cert.) 331-342 (342 w/ cert.), 357-359, (359 w/ photo cert.),
362 w/ cert., 364-366, (364-365 w/ certs., 366 w/ photo copy of a cert. when it was the lower right stamp), 369, 374-382, 394, 397-404,
414-421 (419, 421 w/ certs.) 422-423, 439-440, 459 single, 461, 477-480 (477 with photo cert., 479 w/ cert. when it was the lower left
stamp in a block), 498-504, 506-518, 519 w/ a photo copy of a cert. when it was the left center stamp of a plate block, 523-524, 547,
551-573, 581-591, 595, 599A pair, 658-679, 630 NH, Dot Over “S”, C1-C6, C13-C15 (all three are NH), K1-K18, RW1-RW9. Suitable
used includes #’s 1-2, 12 w/ cert., 14-15, 17, 27-30A, 36 x2, 37, 67, 70-72, 75-76, 78, 79, 83, 85, 85B, 86, 90-91 96-97, 99-100, 112122,137-138, 141 w/ cert., 145-155, J1-J28. Confederate States house mint 1, 3-5, 9. The overall condition of this assembly is superior
to your normal collection as if each item was hand selected for freshness and centering with many NH or vlh, items starting with the
1890-1893 American Banknote issues. Much time was taken to come up with the right number which is a conservative one. Careful
viewing will be rewarded.
(Webphoto) S.B. 12,000.00
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An impressive three volume mostly mint 19th and 20th century front and back of the book collection from the Country Club
estate housed in Scott Platinum hingless albums with slip cases. Loads of medium to higher values spread throughout this power laced
assembly. The early material is mainly used which includes #’s 1-2, 7, 13-16, 19-20, 22, 27-28, 30A, 31-33, 67 x3 shades, 71-72, 78,
85, 85B, 86, 91-92, 95, 95a, 96-98, 100-101, 112-122, 154-155, 166, 182-191, 218, 275-278, 311-313. The better balanced mint #’s are
3, 30A , 38-39, 40 with cert., 70-72, 45-76, 90, 99, 153, 155, 157, 211, 212-217, 216-229, 230-236, 238-245, 264-275, 285-290, 293,
300-310, 312-313, 331-341, 369, 374-382, 397-403, 414-421, 423 with cert., 424-437, 439-440, 461, 467, 462//471, 479-480, 498-518,
523-524, 547, 533-573, 599A line pair, 630, 685-679, C1-C6, C13-C15, E1-E3, E5, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, K1//K18, RW1//RW33. Condition is mixed, however many Fine or better copied abound. Take your time with this one, as a patient miner will be rewarded with the
gems scattered about.
(Webphoto) S.B. 7500.00
Incredible mostly used accumulation assembled in five stockbooks identified and priced with some misidentification. Used higlights
include #37x4, 67, 70a x7, 75, 78 x4, 121 w/cert., 191 x3ea, R43a w/cert. This type of assemblage does not come around that often,
and is going to make someone a nice profit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 7000.00
Small accumulation of ninety-six 1851/1870 proofs. Mostly P4’s with a few P3’s sprinkled in. Some duplication, condition is mixed
with most very fresh appearing and nicely centered.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6935.00
An enormous 1847-2015 mint and used collection housed in fifteen beautiful Marini hingeless albums with slip cases from the
Country Club estate. Appears virtually complete from 1938 to 2015 minus the very expensive items while including scattered to full
populations of the pre-Columbian issues, then gets pretty serious with the early commemoratives, Washington-Franklins, airmails, and
fair groupings of Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, a bit of Officials and Confederate States. Used items include #’s 1, 12, 15, 29, 32,
70-72,75, 85, 90, 101, 112-122, 145-155, 156//166, 182-191, 523. Mint #’s are 24, 26, 117, 137?, 141?, 229, 30-243, 245, 276-278,
285-293, 323-327, 328-330, 341, 357-358, 369, 388-400A, 419, 421, 524, 551-573, 578-579, 581-591, 630 NH, 658-679, C1-C6, C13C15, O93 x2. Duplication in certain areas exist and the condition is quite mixed as you will find many Fine or better copies.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00
A rewarding three volume 1848-1995 mint and used collection assembled in like new Lighthouse Hingless albums with slip
cases from the Country Club estate. Moderately populated until the Columbians then gets a little busier with a decent scattering of
Washington-Franklins and then well defined up to the modern. Airmail are missing the 1930 Zepps., and the rest of the B.O.B. is very
light. The early used are #’s 1, 12, 14-15, 17, 20, 29, 30-30A, 67, 70-72, 75-76, 83, 89-90, 92, 95, 97-100, 112-122, 145-155, 162-166,
191, 217-218, 244, 278, 292, 311-312. The momentous mint are #’s 30A, 211, 200//229, 241-243, 245, 260 with cert., 277, 310, 341,
397-400, 421-422, 454 NH line pair, 480, 500, 498//518, 523, 547, 599A NH pair, 630, 658-679, C1-C6, E2-E7, J6, J19-J20, both NH,.
Condition is mixed but a careful hunter will spot some nice items.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3750.00
A serious 19th and 20th century front and B.O.B. mint and used collection in three very clean Lighthouse hingeless albums
with slip cases from the Country Club estate. The pre-Banknotes are a little light but then starts to pick up with a full array of early
commemoratives and regular issues, airmails, some BOB with a nice selection of Federal Ducks. The used section includes #’s 1-2,
12, 15, 17, 30A, 33, 37, 67, 70-72, 76, 78, 85-86, 89-90, 95-100, 112//122, 133, 134-135, 138, 145-155, 156-166, 182-191, 212-218,
241-242, 245, 293, 311-313. The mint grouping includes #’s 243-244, 292, 323-327, 328-330, 341, 369, 397-401, 422, 454 NH pair,
461, 505, 578-579, 630, 658-679, C13-C15, E3, E9, RW1-RW24. Condition is mixed with many worthwhile items to be plucked from
the vine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3500.00
(C1//C31) Accumulation mint airmails. Better include C1 x4, C3 x4, C4 x12, C5-C6, C18 x4. Condition is mixed.
(Webphoto) Catalog 3045.00
A happy go lucky 1845-2002 mint and used collection in eight brand new Schaubek hingless albums with slip cases. There are pockets
of medium to higher values scattered in various 19th and 20th century. Mentionable mint are #’s 30 with cert., 67 (clipped perfs), 70-71,
75-76, 78, 90, 112-121, 153-155, 166, 191, 217-218, 242 with cert., 243-245, 263 with cert., 276A, 278, 293, 311-313, 285-290, 294-299,
323-327, 328-330 331-340, 342, 397-400, 401-404, 479 with cert., 498//518, C1-C6, C13-C15 Q12, JQ4 NH with cert., PR102. Useful
used are #’s 9X1, 13 with cert., 17, 18, 72 (shaved down and reperfed proof), 230-241, 276, 277. 285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330
331-340, 342, 397-400, 401-404, 479, 498//518, C1-C6, C13-C15, NH C18 plate block, Q12, JQ4 NH with cert., PR102. Condition
varies quite a bit so view carefully for those that can be mined.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00
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A muddled 1847-1992 mint and used collection in five neat and clean Lindner hingeless albums housed in slip cases from the
Country Club estate. Scattered pockets of material are spread throughout this sometimes-messy assembly with some duplication. Used
are #’s 1-2, 15, 17, 28, 30-30A, 32-33, 37-38, 70-72, 75-76, 77, 78 x2, 112-121, 138, 155, 156-166, 191, 218, 241-242, 523. Mint spotted
are #’s 17 ng, 30A rg, 243-245, 277-278, 285-293, 294-299, 310, 323-327, 328-330, 331-341, 397-404, 479-480, 551-573, 599A single
with a cert., 630 NH, C1-C5, C13-C15, C18. Condition is mixed but after careful shifting you are assured to find a few diamonds in the
rough.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00
An outstanding mostly all mint old time collection in two Scott albums. Mostly used up to the 1882 Banknotes then turns mint
which includes numerous certificates, many being NH. The noteworthy mint items are #’s 186, 207-208, 210, 211 with PFC, 215, 219223, 224 with PFC, 225-226, 227 with PFC, 228, 230-238, 248, (249-254) all six with PFC’s, 254, 256, 257 with PFC, 259 with PFC,
264-274, 275 with PFC, 276A with PFC, 281 with PFC, 284, 285-290, 294-299, 300-310, 323-326, 327 with PFC, 328-329, 330 with
PFC, 331-340, 353 single with PFC, 369, 374-379, 397-400, 407 with PFC, 414-420, 424-435, 450 single with PFC, 461, 462-467,
480, 501-514, 515 with PFC, 516-518, 540-541, 551-571, 572 x2, 573 x2, 578 with PFC, 579, 581-591, 630, 658-579, 803-834, 1053
x4, C1 x4, (one with a PFC), C2-C6, C10a, C13-C15, C18 x2, Q1-Q10. The useful used #’s are 78, 154-155, and 191. There is also an
impressive batch of Farleys and a small box of duplicates and future additions to be mounted of little consequence. The condition of
this assembly is much much better than normally encountered and would be difficult to duplicate. If you appreciate good quality then
this lot is for you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2800.00

A surprising mostly all mint 1851-1999 collection. Includes a skimpy pre-1893 issues, a scattering of Washington-Franklins, well
represented commemoratives, appropriate amounts of airmails, Back of the Book especially officials, and postage types. Noteworthy
#’s are 230-245, 285-293, 294-299, 305-309, 323-327, 328-330, 397-404, 414-417, 551-573, 630, C1-C6, C13-C15, E1-E11, O1-O5,
O15-O24, O25-O31, O35//O45, O57-O65, O72-O82, O95, Q1, Q1-Q12. Also includes is a stock book of duplicates and future add ins
thrown in for a bonus. Condition is mixed so viewing would be helpful. Good assembly to build upon.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2600.00
95
/ An amendable mint and used 1851-1950s collection nested in a brand-new Lighthouse Hingeless album in a slip case from the
Country Club estate. Lightly populated with used until the 1868 grilled issues, then starts a gentle mix of mint and used until the well
populated Washington-Franklins which then turns more mint. Good amount of airmails, and then a bit of B.O.B. Noteworthy items are
#’s 14,15, 33, 36 x2, 75 x2, 70-71, 72 x2, 78, 87, 89, 90-92, 96-98, 112-17, 119 x2, 120-121, 146-155, 156-166, 182-191, 217-218, 242,
523 Mint 135 ng., 215-217, 228, 241, 300-309, 323-327, 328-330, 349 pr., with cert., 397-404, 524, 547, 551-573, 581-591, 658-679,
C1-C6, C18, E3, Q1-Q6, Q8-Q11. Condition is mixed with many fine copies scattered about.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2400.00
96

Small accumulation in a dealer stock book loaded with better material, identified and priced. Some used examples include 9x1a,
91, 95, 99, 100 and more. A total of 48 stamps in the lot. All ready for insertion into your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
97
/ An exciting 1893-1961 commemorative and airmail collection from the Country Club estate. Includes #’s 230-242, 244-245, 285293, 294-299, 232-327, 328-330, 369, 630, C1-C6, C13-C15, C18. Condition is impressive with almost all OG with many NH spread
throughout. Great lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
98
/ Bonanza lot from the depths of a closed business. Mainly floor sweeping in an unsorted mass of glassines, remaindered old albums,
abused stockbooks, old album pages, boxes, loose, etc. Plus one full carton of overvalued US FDCs. The face which will be considerable
is mostly two cent reds through the eighteen centers of the 1980s. Heavy, nearly 350 pounds shipping. Around 50% tare in unusable
albums and ruined stockbooks, but the bulk of the value will be in intermediate singles and face postage. Will take a long time to count
the face, but that could be to your advantage. What fun.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
99 // A closet cleaning assembly made up various serious components. Includes a Scott Specialty housing 630, C13-C15, a two volume
Hagner with some early commemoratives, Scott Minuteman holding 573, 630, Kansas-Nebraska sets, C1-C6, a near empty two volume Scott Platinum to 2000, a mixed-up job lot that includes a bunch of stuff, and of course loads of postage. Hours of philatelic bliss
awaits.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
100 / Accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, stockbooks, unsorted glassines, subscription
items and the like filling nine heavy cartons. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Duplication mainly
1932-1965. Thoroughly remaindered of most of the premium singles leaving many intermediate sets and singles to be rediscovered.
Huge uncharted catalog. Too many UN, Palau, Micronesia, and FDCs included to pad the bulk. However enough postage remains for
fearless face hounds to consider. Probably breaks down into around thirty or so viable bourse lots and a pile for the fireplace.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
101 / Seven cartons of partial mainly mint United States collections, stockbooks, and mint sets from the 1970s and 1980s from the
Country Club estate. Collections exist in various stages of completion and styles of albums. Most of the value will be in the postage
which will be fun to count.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
102 / Nine cartons of remaindered US collections from the Country Club estate. Lots of postage to count in ten or so collections on all
sorts of different album pages. Little if any classical material with most being 1940-1999. Too much loose stuff between the pages
making inspection tricky. Probably no intact group of albums either with partial collections the rule here. Still plenty of value for the
new owner if reorganization is a specialty.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
103 / An enticing mint and used collection in eight brand new Scott Platinum albums with slip cases from the Country Club estate.
Almost entirely used until the 1930s then turns mostly mint. Used #’s are 1-2, 70-71, 75, 78, 112-121, 145-155, 156-166, 182-191,
212-218, 312, 523, C13-C15. Mint are #’s 291, 293, 630, 658-679. Condition is quite mixed so carful viewing recommended to spot
the few cherries.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
104 // Two heavy cartons stuffed with floor sweepings from a respected Buckeye State dealer. Most of the value lays in an obsessive
amount of higher cataloging 19th century used where we did spot a 90¢ carmine Banknote, and #72. There are a few elementary collections to be filled, and what lot would not be complete if it did not contain postage that was accumulated for some reason. Take your
time viewing as we are sure we did not cover all our bases.
S.B. 1500.00
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Eight cartons of remaindered US collections and such from the Country Club estate. Lots of postage to count in ten or so collections on all sorts of different album pages. Little if any classical material with most being 1940-1999. Too much loose stuff between
the pages and in glassines, making inspection tricky. Probably no intact group of albums, either, with partial collections the rule here.
Still plenty of value for the new owner if sorting and reorganization are your strengths.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
A basic mainly used collection with some mint 19th and 20th century in three Lighthouse hingless albums with slip cases from
the Country Club estate. There are pockets of value scattered throughout with a small representation of Washington-Franklins and
back of the book. The used group includes #’s 1, 15, 37, 121-122, 134, 124-155, 218, 276-277, 342. The mint assembly are #’s 37, 206
NH, 211, 216-217, 241-245, 294-299, 630, 658-668, C1-C6. Condition is mixed, nice starter collection
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
Nine more cartons of remaindered US collections from the Country Club estate. Lots of postage to count in ten or so collections
on all sorts of different album pages. Little if any classical material with most being 1940-1999. Too much loose stuff between the
pages making inspection tricky. Probably no intact group of albums either with partial collections the rule here. Way too many year
sets (most of which seem to still have their stamps). Still plenty of value for the new owner if postage reorganization is a specialty.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Direct from the Country Club estate, six cartons of partial United States collections/accumulation in various stages of completion and styles of albums and stockbooks. Most of the value is in the postage which will be entertaining and profitable to count.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
An old time single, block and plate block original collection. The mint section includes singles of #’s 294-299, 323-327, 328-330,
369, 630, blocks are #’s 294-296, 323-325, 327, 371, 373, 397-398, C1-C4, C18, plate blocks are #’s 1053, C18. There is a representation of lower value mint sheets, and an unreasonable amount of 5¢ and 6¢ plate blocks to figure. A nuts to soup grouping.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Mint plate block stock all identified and priced on about 115 stockpages. Some of the better are NH 565, 701, 765-765 and C12.
Also OG 374, 565 and 620. Clean lot, loads of catalog value. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Small box stuff with 19th and 20th century lower to medium mostly front of the book on sales cards. The 19th century used has
been heavily discounted because on condition. However there is much very salable 20th century mint. Duplication can be extensive so
pick your spots. Lots of catalog value ready offered cheaply.
S.B. 1100.00
An outstanding almost entirely mint Duck collection. Includes RW1-RW18, RW19 with PSE certificate graded XF-SUP graded
95, RW20-RW30, RW31 with PSE certificate graded XF graded 90, RW32-RW74, RW74b with PSE certificate graded XF graded
90, RW75-RW82, RW74b, RW75b, RW76b, RW77b, JD3-JD6. Also includes the modern Die cuts, Junior Ducks and some peripheral
material and a few foreign issues. Very neat and clean and one of the most complete single Duck collections we have offered.
(Webphoto) Catalog 1050.00
A concise 1851-1960 mint and used collection in four old Scott albums. Very lightly populated prior to the Columbians then turns
scattered up to the 1922 Bureau issues. Very little in the way of Airmails and no B.O.B. Mint includes #’s 310-311, 323-327, 330, 397402, 419-420, 422, 424-438, 480 NH, 551-573, (572-573 are NH), C1-C5, C13, C18. The lone used item worth mentioning is # 191.
Condition is quite mixed and heavy discounting is necessary due to a lot of NH appearing items are in fact expertly regummed. Offered
at the right price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00

A concise three volume mint and used front of the book collection in Kabe hingless albums with slip cases. The interesting used
group includes #’s 70-71, 75, 78, 89 x2, 90, 191, 218. The predictable mint assembly includes #’s 240, 243 ng, 244 regummed, 599A
pair. Condition is mixed and an opportunity for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Stock in two small red stockbooks with over 100 all mint, many NH, identified on stockpages. Some examples are 448 line pair, 458
line pair, 579, O106 and PR3. A good deal of catalog in this lot, reasonably priced.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
A maturing mint 1893-1991 mint singles, blocks, and plate block collection in 15 White Ace binders with slip cases from the
Country Club estate. Includes lower valued early commemoratives, then jumps into the 1920’s commems and regular issues missing
the Washington-Franklins. Noteworthy items are #’s 240, 285-290, 296-299, 323-327, 328-330, 630, 832-834 plate blocks, 1053 plate
block, C1-C6, C18. Very clean and a fine candidate for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
NO LOT
A collection trimming duplication lot from a old time customer. Includes over 50 items of which are Washington-Franklins accompanied by 32 certificates with a vast majority stating that the item is NH. Note that the 50¢ Columbian and the 5¢ and 10¢ Trans-Miss
are no gum. The entire group and certificates are available for viewing on our website.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
A sincere two volume mostly used 1851-1980 singles and postal card collection. Also includes airmails, few Special Deliveries,
Postage Dues, a couple Officials and a decent representation of Federal Ducks. Mentionable are #’s 14, 17, 33, 70-71, 78, 191, 217-218,
240-241, 312, 523, 579. Mint #292 and proofs 3P4, 72P4. Condition is mixed and an easy lot to figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
(RW1//RW57) accumulation mint NH Federal Ducks. Better include RW1-RW2, RW4-RW32, RW34-RW39. Owner’s catalog of
better is $5445 plus $387.50 in face. Condition and centering is mixed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Accumulation in six cartons. Most of the value consists of around $2,000 mostly in a collection of White Ace albums and slipcases
from 1926 to 2011 and year sets from 1981 to 2011. Also includes four plastic file drawers of used in multiples and ancillary material
coming along for the journey.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Accumulation from a collector would be dealer. Best is 18 small black and red boxes containing parallel mint and used US singles
from a few 18th century up through 1986 and the 22 centers. One of these boxes of small glassines is revenues and other back of the
book. All of these are neat, clean, and organized by Scott. The rest is just a mish mash of on paper, off paper, semi sorted in envelopes
of all kinds, bags, stockbooks, etc. So messed up that it is hard to figure, perfect for bourse junk boxes that are so popular. An intriguing lot worthy of examination.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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A old time collectors duplicates offered as received. Mostly used 19th and early 20th century. Better items include #’s 30, 36, 38 x2,
70, 78, 218, 291-293. Mentionable mint are blocks of 114 ng, 248. Some duplication, condition very mixed. A surprising amount of
catalog value stored in a small space.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
124 / Duck stamp collection in a two volume beautiful Stearns and Fink “duck print” album. Complete apparently mint from 1934-1991.
Some pages include a used stamp or FDC for completeness. Strong shelf worthy collection in need of a new owner.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
125 // Remainder grouping from a large Florida consignment. Important parts include early to modern covers (several hundred) with
usages, destinations, and advertising making them interesting, a few small remaindered US collections with intermediate values and
postage to count, and a couple of pizza sized boxes with singles and leftovers. A little bit of a funky Florida smell will probably commit
the new owner toward garage or back porch breakdown, perfect for screened in porch relotting.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
126 // The tail end of a massive consignment. Twelve cartons containing remaindered collections, precancels, 19th and 20th century front
and back of the book mint and used lower to medium with an occasional higher cataloging items lined up in sales cards, stock card,
stock pages, covers, picture postcards, and you name it and you might find it. We hardly looked so you should.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
127 / Collection of mint and used stamps in a Scott’s American album from the 1860s to 1976. Includes mint #834, C18 and used C1-C6.
Condition of the classics vary, so inspection recommended. Good bread and butter, well presented.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
128

A couple very clean parallel 1981 to 2007 plate number coil trip of five collections in 4 Lighthouse hingeless and 1 Scott hingeless
albums. Mostly complete minus the very scarce items. Loads of face and catalog value however you want figure it. Very high original
cost offered at today’s price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
129

Seven almost brand new Scott Platinum hingeless albums (5 with slip cases) with hardly any stamps inside. Covers 1940 to late
2000’s and the best items are 834, 1053, RW1-RW2, RW4-RW5-RW7, RW9-RW13 plus over $500 face in 1973 to 2007 Ducks. Very
high original cost offered cheaply.
S.B. 500.00
130 / A simple neat and clean 1851-1999 mint and used collection in four Scott Platinum hingeless albums in slip cases. The assembly
starts out used with a scattering of items. Turns mint at the Pan-Pacific issues, continues lightly populated until the 1922 era then starts
to fill out completely including items like NH White Plains sheet, A 29¢ Legends of the West error sheet in USPS packing, and an imperf
Bugs Bunny sheet. Condition is very mixed in the 19th century but turns much better in the 20th. Lots of postage to count and a bit of
supplies thrown in for a bonus. Nice collection looking for a new home.
S.B. 500.00
131 / Holding from a small consignment where the value is in the counted US face ($1,100.00) in mainly scrap, a rudimentary US Heritage
collection, State Duck stamps from the late 1980s, and a few heavy subscription items and year sets. Best subscription item is a folder
with a mint pane of 5 2760-2764b. Easy group to figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
132 / Consignment catch all lot. Includes EFO’s like misperfs, ink smears, color shifts of various degrees, large chunks of later special
deliveries, collection pages housing R103-R117, R134-R148, a small batch of 537a’s with certificates, and plenty of postage to add to
the total.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
133 () (36b, 38, 63, 75, 72, 76-77, 258) A compact group of eight different unused 19th century mint. Condition is very mixed with OG and
NG. Offered at the right price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
134 / A handy dandy compact collector assembly of lower to mediums value mint and used on sales cards. The mentionable mint are
#’s 387 NH, 351 single lh, 354 single lh, 390-391 singles both NH, 412-413 singles both NH, 443 NH single, 444 single hinged, 446
single lh, 599A NH single, all just mentioned are with certificates, 832b, NH. The useful used are #’s 30A w/ cert., 217-218. Condition
is favorable with just a few zingers. No duplication so would make a nice addition to a collector with similar tastes.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
123

135
136
137
138
139

140
141

/

A small handpicked selection of front and back of the book mostly mint singles. Used includes #1a, 15 (pen cancel), 120. Mint are
#’s 205, 342, 487 line pr., 527 plate block, 566-573, E3, J6, K4-K6, K8, O44. Condition is mixed and centering ranges from Fine to
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
VF.

(289-290, 295-299, 324-327) A compact group of eleven different mint 19th century commemorative blocks. Condition is very mixed.
Offered at the right price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00

An all in one booklet pane collection ready to be mounted in a White Ace binder with slip case from the Country Club estate. Better
items include #’s 279Bj, 279Bk, 300b, 301c x2, 319g, 331a. 374 a, and C10a x5. Lots of other lower to medium value and modern
postage types thrown in for a bonus. Condition is mixed. A real time saver.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00

One man’s used Duck stamp collection mainly used from 1934-1983 with a few odd mint 1983-2010. Includes a used collection in
“hand selected used condition” from the Calhoun Collectors Society along with 16 FDC folios, and a small pizza sized box of other
loose duck stamps and covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
/ A heavy accumulation of United States and related areas. Includes a remaindered US collection, a two volume UN collection, a
Christmas seal collection, a Ryukyu collection, a bit of postage, lots of stock books of sorted cheap used, and several uncirculated APS
circuit books that appear to be filled from the stock books. Loads of fun for someone that wants to play with some stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

Interesting EFO offering. Includes imperf coil pairs, misperfs, over inking, imperf betweens, etc. Couple items worth mentioning are
#’s 1518b, 2428a. Some duplication. Profits lie within for someone with marketing savvy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
/FDC Accumulation/collection of USPS Souvenir Pages and Commemorative Panels. Just a few dozen panels with 25 cent, blocks of four
mint, and four full cartons of souvenir pages to 2009. Many are in their unwieldy USPS binders while others are in custom cheap and
harmful “magnetic” binders. Some duplication here especially with Birds and Flowers perforation varieties. A pretty full collection of
these without “Family Planning”, but including sheets, minisheets, souvenir sheets, and booklet panes. What is a pile of these worth
now on the secondary market? Priced to find out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
/
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142



143



144



145



146



147



148

/

An acceptable assembly of precancels housed in binders and books with specialized pages. Also several stock cards that appear sorted
in some way. A nice group for what it is.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Compact EFO batch. Includes perforation color shift with the best being a 1¢ Columbian upper left corner margin block with a major
perforation shift. See the images on our website.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
A disjointed commemorative and regular issue collection of singles and plate block in 24 White Ace binders and slip cases from
the Country Club estate. We did spot a 1053 plate block and some early airmails. Loads of postage types to wade through to pick out
the little bit than better material.
S.B. 120.00
United States “bureau cards” collection in four large White Ace from 1969 to the 1980s. While not totally filled, albums still contain
a neat assortment of often forgotten philatelic and numismatic collectables.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Fours cartons of on paper mix from the 1960s to 1980s in small boxes and one carton of space magazines “Astro File”. Only a lover
of this type of stuff will desire this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 20.00
Consignment offered as received in two small plastic boxes housing envelopes of cheap mostly used sorted in envelopes. Also includes
a few loose album pages and a small stock book. Best thing we saw was United States #’s 35-36. Good lot for someone that wants sort
through the foreign countries and practice hinging stamps into a book.
S.B. 20.00
Kim’s floor sweepings on steroids. It may be only one carton but it’s a doozey with humungous catalog value. There are 20 images
posted to our website which tells on a part of the story.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----

UNITED STATES AREAS AND UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
149

/

150

/

151

/

United States Possessions collection where the album is better than the stamps. Includes a clean hingeless Palo album with color illustrations to 1963. Encompasses Canal Zone through Ryukyu Islands. Just a few hundred stamps and even fewer complete set. Perfect
to upgrade your holding in an expensive album.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
A potpourri of possessions in a small box. Housed on collection pages, sales cards, stock books etc which include Hawaii mint 22-23,
49 used, 63, 73 both used, Canal Zone nearly complete minus the tough stuff, a bit of Puerto Rico and Ryukyu Islands thrown in for a
bonus. Nice starter group in a popular area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
United States and UN remainder accumulation in eight heavy cartons. Highlights include heavily remaindered albums, pedestrian
folder collections, and best of all sorted out, but rejected for singles, dealer stock cards with better items. Look close for there are many
useful items hiding in the bulk in odd places. The bulk is filled with subscription items, souvenir pages, Palau and Micronesia, common
UN, postal stationery, home made FDCs (uncacheted), and even a few Christmas Seals. Good for collector or small dealer who has
access to the secondary market. Fun lot to break down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00

United Nations collections/accumulation in six cartons. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets having acceptable backup from the early 1950s to early 1990s direct form the Country Club estate. Involves
mostly White Ace and Lighthouse albums in various stages of completeness as well as ancillary material. Respectable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
153 // United Nations large carton filled with nearly complete collection to 1985, sheets, plate blocks over five hundred 1st days, new issues
still in glassines along with other paraphernalia. Have a look you may get a good buy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
154 / Comprehensive collection of the basics in 23 White Ace binders and pages. 1948-2007 with pages to 2011. Plenty of stamps, just
what one would expect. Perfect start to a UN collection in clean shelfworthy albums.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
155 // As found in a large consignment filling three cartons. Plenty of subscription items (UNICEF), flags, covers, unopened offerings
from the procurement center, and all the remaining stuff loosely related to UN philately. Not for everyone, has to be your cup of tea.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
152

/

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
156 // Massive selection in 16 cartons weighting roughly 600 pounds. Thousands of mint and used stamps in binders, stockbooks, envelopes,
album pages, and glassines running mainly from the mid-20th century to the early 2000s. Highlights comprises promotional stamp series
and countries from a well-known Eastern stamp company in their easily identifiable stockbooks and albums (some which are unused
but their stamps should be able to be found) which embraces British Royalty and an UN collection in stockbooks on double-sized black
stock pages to the 1990s. One carton encompasses mostly common United States, foreign FDCs and covers as well as various subscription items. Rounding out this assortment is a wee bit of US postage as well as Canada postage which several are in year sets. The scans
do not do justice to this lot. Viewing a must to unearth some of the possible treasures.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Dealer’s under glass singles and sets stock identified on 17 small stockcards. Strongest in France, then British, then other worldwide
countries. Generally 18th or early 19th century items, some of the best are signed, a few are duplicates, and all are desirable. Easy to
flip through and figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
158 // Eight heavy cartons from the Country Club estate that were laying around after lotting. Lots of US face in mounted collections
without a count, some loose scrap of the same ilk, boxes of unused and First Day cancelled postal stationery, two cartons of heavy
Australia Mint sets in subscription albums from the 1980s - 1990s, several hundred Israel tab sheets from 1962-1979 in sheet folders,
some loose Canadian scrap postage, and a few unsorted remains of shoebox lots and subscription items dumped into larger boxes for
the sale. Interesting lot to break down into its parts for redistribution into the market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
159 // NO LOT
157

/
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160 // Consignment offered as received. The strength lies in the 1890-2000’s mint collection housed in five lightly populated KABE hingeless
albums in slip cases holding a few early low to middle value commemoratives, a few airmails with many NH, modern Federal Duck plate
blocks (over $1300 face) and a bunch of postage and sheets (over $1170 face), consisting mainly 29¢ to 37¢ values with some $1.00
and above mixed in. The rest of the assembly consists of randomly placed postage types and a few foreign items, modern promotional
covers, an attempt at a Micronesia collection and some lightly used supplies. Great lot for the starting collector.
S.B. 1050.00
161

Probably over a 100,000 stamps mounted in approval type books. According to the owner’s 1994 count there were 60,000 different
plus another 33,000 duplicates. Wide variety of countries included with a good portion commemorative and pictorials. Many evenings
of fun for a collector integrating into an existing worldwide collection. Or easy profits for a dealer to let collectors pick at a set price at
bourses.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
162 // Bringing up the rear from a large valuable consignment is this 13 heavy carton time hog. US postage to count, US plate block collections to figure, souvenir pages, commemorative panels, and loose pages from various old US collections provide most of the value.
With this comes the remainder of the foreign section in bundles, plastic bags, full glassines, stockbooks, garbage bags, subscription
items (heavy), and even a few supplies. Plenty of value to be gleaned from a complete sorting and culling. Will sort out into at least
forty internet entities.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
163 / Red box stuffed with 102 cards and thousands of stamps identified and priced. Prices generally run from $1.00 to $20.00 with some
of the higher values having faults. Better areas are US, Canada, Western Europe and Portugal. Huge catalog value, good lot to break
down for resale on the internet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
164 / Fascinating dealer’s stock of singles and sets in a red box housed in 102 cards. Includes US (the best), British Area and worldwide.
Values range from $1.00 to $20.00 with a few higher values sprinkled in. Take a look to see if it works for you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
165 / Small group of better items on a Hagner page. Includes an unused penny black, Nova Scotia #1 unused strip of three, Canada 7a,
Wurttemberg 42a and more. Mostly F-VF. Good lot for mail sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
166 / Accumulation with two collections ( US & Canada) that didn’t make the grade as single lots plus a box of miscellaneous. The US is
mostly mint (owners cat. 2,500) and has stamps into the 1980’s, not much in the earlies but well filled from the 1930’s on with good
BOB. The Canada also mint (owners cat. 2,750) again light in the classics but well populated from the 1920’s on. Only the high bid will
let you take this one home.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
167 / Consignment as received in two cartons with seven albums. Two are US albums (mostly postage), Finland (the best), British America
with plenty of complete mint sets, Netherlands and colonies, Iran and Sweden. The foreign could easily be resold by country. Well worth
your consideration.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
168 /FDC Accumulation in twelve cartons. Consists of mostly United States FDCs, covers, and postal stationery mainly in binders and albums
roughly from the 1920s to 1990s from the Country Club estate. Also includes some worldwide as well as some subscription items that
snuck into this selection. An internet moneymaker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
169 / Remainder lot in five banker’s boxes. Heavy from the inclusion of souvenir pages (hundreds), Bureau cards, and their albums. Best
parts are all US face types with the foreign being an afterthought. Includes a pedestrian US Scott National album to 1980, a tiny box
of mint booklets, and a small bunch of plate blocks from the 1970s to count along with a bundle of “better face”. Good start to a US
and foreign collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
170 // Accumulation mostly as received from the consignor in 13 cartons. Involves thousands of mint, used stamps and covers having
amply backup in albums, stockbooks, binders, glassines album, stock pages plastic file boxes, etc. The best is Virgin Islands, Bermuda,
then Vatican, Israel, and United Nations. Also includes FDCs and Event covers from the Vatican, Israel, Liechtenstein, Berlin, UN from
the 1960s to the 1980s. Plenty of stuff to sort through which could reveal some treasures.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
171 // Zeppelin and Airships collection in four albums and four stockbooks. Contains stamps, covers and items related to Zeppelins, Parsevals, Schutte-Lance and other airships. There are over 600 stamps, over 150 postcards, over 60 candy/cigarette trading cards, locals
and souvenir sheets. All on Scott specialized pages organized by country. Years of research and careful collecting have gone into this
wonderful lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
172

Dealers stock with over Five Hundred “102” size cards of mint/used stamps in a red box with an owner’s catalog of $16,000 (Needs
adjusting for a few questionable items). Includes Western Europe, Canada, US and more. Manageable duplication with some better
items. Excellent opportunity to expand your knowledge and increase your inventory.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
173 / Consignment as received in five large cartons. Includes several rudimentary A to Z and US collections, a respectable German areas
collection, some Japan, a few interesting covers plus lots of US and Canadian face with much in the year books. Worth close inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
174 // Six large cartons filled mainly with U.S., U.N., Vatican and Canada. Involves postage from the first and last mentioned, FDC’s
from all of them plus rudimentary mounted collections from the previously mentioned plus others. Lots of stuff to sort through for good
profits on eBay.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
175 / Excellent dealer’s stock in a red box. Thousands of mint/used stamps priced and identified on “102” cards. Stronger areas include US,
Faroe Islands and Channel Islands. Duplication is at a minimum. Catalog values are all over the map (owners cat. for the box $12,600)
Excellent opportunity to expand your stock.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
176 / Consignment as received which involves an old stockbook with useful U.S., nice collections of Europa and Brussel Fair, a starter U.S.
collection plus a few kid type collections and miscellaneous. Should breakdown for good profits.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
177 / Accumulation from various decades of the 20th century in five cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
in albums, stockbooks, shoe, cigar, small boxes, folders and envelopes having worldwide mainly on album pages. Get ready to view as
material runs from common US on paper to around $650 US face as well as some interesting Germany in a folder.
(Webphoto) S.B. 475.00
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178 // Consignment balance housed in a large carton. Runs from soup to nuts which encompasses many mint sets (some better), U.S.
postage, U.N. 1st days and more. Some other counties of interest are Italy, Austria, Faroe Islands and Vatican City.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
179 / Assortment from the 1860s to 1970s in a medium carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in partial,
full sets, singles, souvenir sheet, and full sheets mainly on counter, stock pages, glassines, and stock cards having sufficient amount of
backup. A little reorganization will make this a moneymaker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
180 // A few thousand stamps housed in six serviceable Supreme Global albums with issues to about 1970. Also, along for the ride are
two of our largest cartons filled with subscription offerings. Worth a quick peek.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
181 / Consignment as received in a large carton. Unfortunately, the best part and what spent the most of is the Calhoun’s Collectors Society
offerings. This is highlighted by U.S. #1x2, C1-C3, G.B. #1 and G.B. #2x2. Most of the rest of the value is held in the postage. Also of
interest are the few old magazines. This time around offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
182 // An accumulator’s accumulation offered as received. Includes a handful of elementary collection semi-modern FDC’s, loose foreign
sorted and much face value to count. The postage counter will persevere.
S.B. 300.00
183 // Promotional, subscription items, FDCs, event covers, and golden replicas covers in five cartons. Running from the 1970s to early
2000, includes Prince Diana Death and US Presidents mint stamps produced as money makers for certain countries. Useful as after
market material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00

An original old time assembly of almost 2900 Worldwide and United States Red Cross, Tuberculosis, and Charity labels that
hasn’t seen the light of day for over 20 years. The group housed in four volumes are sorted by country (if Foreign), state, city or county
(if US) or by organizations. Loads of variety with hardly any duplication. Also included in a 1983 edition of Part one of “Greens Catalog
of the Tuberculosis Seals of the World” thrown in for a bonus. Just the right lot for someone just getting started in this seldom offered
area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
185 // Selection as received from the consignor. Consists of several hundred US commercial covers mainly from the early 1900s to the
1930s mostly cancelled in Manhattan, Kansas. Also includes a 1901 Scott International album fairly sparse and miscellany. Good lot
for making or adding to bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 130.00
184

/

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
186 // Massive space aficionado’s lifetime accumulation of a stamp and cover related “space” collection. Highlights include over 5,000
seemingly different space event covers, NASA official photographs, posters, completed puzzles, patches, medals (no precious metals),
pamphlets, and best of all his main cover collection of over 1,000 astronaut autographed event covers painstakingly sought after individually by mail. Many of these are personalized to him in ink by the various signers holding down the value just a little. Excellent
condition and scope. Probably a few autopens and agents or secretaries signatures, but most look like the real Mc Coy to us. Eleven
heavy cartons (over 500 pounds shipping). As is as consigned, a brilliant piece of 1950-2010 history as it was made. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4500.00
187 // Outstanding topical hoard put together in the 1960s. Topics include Sports, United Nations, Olympics, these on a small scale, and
best of all Institutes of Education. Second to none, this education topical was accumulated for a never completed exhibit on early
education in the United States. Around 350 advertising covers, both corner covers and full side, populate a binder and shoe box. The
former owner bought every advertising cover he could find with a university, college, or prep school theme. Begins in 1837 with blue
and green school cancels and proceeds into the 1930s. Many Ohio and Southern schools and female only schools present. Many of
these early ones still contain the original letters. Cancels, slogan cancels, picture post cards, stamps (a few high catalog stamps), and
ancillary materials are also included. Over 250 other covers illustrate the post 1930 period. Two cartons are fairly common stuff, but
the big one is just special. A long look plus the tremendous amount of webphotos will prove the value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00
188 // Large seven ring binder plus another three ring binder containing 82 different Zeppelin cards and covers from a large consignment. Various flights and markings. Includes US flights as well as foreign, some with interesting destinations. Includes flights from
US, Latin America, and Germany (most), to name a few. Good values. Easily saleable covers and cards from mainly common flights.
More than a handful of surprises. Better than usual, mixed condition. Along for the ride is a stockbook contain several hundred modern
mint Zeppelin themed stamps. Fun lot to break down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
189 / Outstanding airmail topical collection with a few hundred stamps in mounts on quadrille pages along with a handful of covers. Some
of the mint highlights are Egypt C1-2, France C15, Italian Colonies C29-C35, Italy C42-C47, C48-C49 and Liechtenstein C7-C8 (most
are NH). This only a fraction of what is here. Be sure to take a close look at the covers. Viewing highly recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
190 // Ten cartons of worldwide topical material as received from the consignor. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full sets,
singles, souvenir sheets, event covers, and FDCs in albums and stockbooks from the 1940s to the 1990s. Includes a White Ace album
for 1974 UPU, four albums from 1979 for the 100th Anniversary of Rowland Hill, three albums for the 75th Anniversary in 1975 of the
Zeppelin, and seven German produced albums for the Anniversary of the postage stamps. Other topicals includes UPU from various
years, orchids, writers, poets, WW II, etc. If you have a desire for this material, this lot will be just right up your alley.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
191

A wholly original worldwide accumulation from the 1940s in an Eagle Line binder and on manila stock pages. Hundreds of mint
stamps in full sets and singles appearing to have been purchased as new issues. Includes Israel, Portuguese colonies, and Liberia. Highlights include Israel #7-9 with tabs and a complete 1949 UPU set. (without souvenir sheets and booklets). A selection that will bring
joy to your heart.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
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192 // An attractive stamps on stamps collection in three Scott official albums of all 20th century to fairly recent mint NH sets and souvenir
sheets plus FDC’s. much of which is nicely annotated. Also of significant value are four boxes of modern mint NH sets and souvenir
sheets with a strong topical flavor. Many $20 to $40+ items spotted throughout.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
193 / Neat topical selection from the Country Club estate in one carton. Includes a three volume mostly mint and complete Europa collection in White Ace albums from 1949 to 1982, a 2 volume complete 1974 UPU in White Ace albums, and a binder of Europa supplementary material. Also contains four folders mainly of 1955 to 1961 UN related issues on White Ace pages. Hundreds and hundreds of
mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets will greet the viewer of this awesome offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
194

Queen Silver Jubilee 1977-1978 collections in two cartons from the Country Club estate. Consists of one complete collection in
seven matching binders and slipcases having mint full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, and varieties. Also includes three other
binders of varying styles having the same genre but do not appear to be complete. A wonderful addition to any Royalty collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
195 // UPU assortment from 1945 to the early the 1970s. Consists of a 1947 presentation books from Great Britain, France, St Christopher,
Falkland Islands having the stamps pasted into the books, a 1945 presentation book from the United States plus miscellany.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
196 / Awesome 1949 UPU mint collection in a Rietveld album from the Netherlands. Contains most of the bells and whistles for this issue
having hundreds of stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes British omnibus, French, Portuguese colonies, Hungary
souvenir sheets, Lebanon, souvenir sheet, Berlin, Spanish Morocco etc. Also involves a complete used British omnibus set on stock
pages separate from the album.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
197

Europa collection/selection from 1956 to 1988 in four binders from the Country Club estate. Comprises hundreds of mint stamps
in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on White Ace pages. Three binders run from 1956 to 1978 having no forerunners and several
stamps are the wrong ones. The remaining binder runs from 1983 to 1988.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
198 // Balloon topical “Lighter than Air” disheveled exhibit in three binders (over 100 pages). All Zeppelin and Ballon Monte covers
have been removed leaving the rest. The rest is not bad with stamps and covers illustrating the use of balloons for mail. Starts with the
early days and proceeds to the 1990s. Look close for there are plenty of scarce stamps and covers used on the now disorganized pages.
Perfect for someone looking to jump into a ready made topic for exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
199 / Europa mint topical collection mounted on quadrille pages with stamps going to 1985. Some of the better include Greece 539-44
NH and Luxembourg 318-20 NH. Clean and fresh lot with a few hundred stamps. Popular area worthy of a bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
200 / Fascinating accumulation of Germany Locals and other Cinderellas in 2 sided Vario pages in a binder. A few hundred stamps in
all. Some in larger multiples. Obvious reprints and fantasies are here alongside those that look appropriate. A perfect accumulation that
is difficult to reproduce in today’s market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
BRITISH COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
201

/
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/
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/
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/
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A-Z collection in three bulging Scott International albums circa 1941 to 1970. Thousands and thousands of mainly different mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Comprises, Hong Kong, India, Caribbean, Oceania, and Africa countries.
An especially clean and fresh selection waiting to be broken into folder collections.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
Falklands Islands and Fiji phenomenal collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1878 to 1995. Consists of hundreds and hundreds
of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. From 1935 to end
largely complete mint collections. A well-round selection worthy of your attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Accumulation from the 1870s to 1980s in eight cartons. Comprises thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having plenty of backup in remaindered albums, folders, album pages, stockbooks, glassines, counter, sales cards,
and pages. Would make nice internet or bourse box lots for the true entrepreneur.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
British black stockpage of sixteen different better items. All with minor faults. Good profit potential, offered cheaply.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Collections/assortment from the 1870s to 1990s in eight cartons. Consists of mainly colonies having thousands of mint and used
stamps having various stages of backup in albums, somewhat remaindered folder collections, album pages as well as in glassines, stock,
manila pages, etc. Includes an interesting two-volume Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 1960s for the Caribbean, two cartons of Asia
with India, Burma, Ceylon, one carton of Mediterranean colonies of Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus plus additional selections of Caribbean.
Viewing a must as pockets of fascinating material do pop up.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Collections/accumulation from the Country Club estate in three cartons. Comprises mint mainly complete collections of a twovolume Great Britain in two Lighthouse hingeless albums from 1967 to 1994, Channel Islands from 1969 to 1980 in a Lighthouse
hingeless album, and a White Ace Isle of Man from 1973 to 1985. Also includes Ireland collections having mint and used stamps from
1960 to 1982 in a Lighthouse hingeless and a KaBe hingeless album with mint stamps from 1971 to 1992. Rounding out this selection
is one carton of miscellaneous items which might enjoy viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Collection containing Dominica and Gilbert & Ellice Islands largely complete in a Scott Specialty album from 1874 to 1978.
Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out for stamps hidden
behind stamps. Dominica mint highlights entail #1-9, 25-34, 35-49, 65-85, used #24 and Gilbert & Ellice Islands mint #1-7, 14-25. If
you want to start collecting Caribbean or Oceania islands these two collections would be a grand slam.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
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Collection containing Bahamas and British Antarctic Territory in a Scott Specialty album from 1860 to 1986. Hundreds and
hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Bahamas
highlights consist of mint #27-32, 37-47, 49-56 and used #5, 6, 7, 15, and 26. BAT includes mint #1-15. Many not often encountered
mid-range full sets. If you want to start collecting a new British colony, this collection would be a prodigious addition. Do not let this
slip away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Impressive collection containing Aden, Brunei, Kuwait, Maldive Islands, Nauru, Oman, Pakistan, and Solomon Islands in a
Scott Specialty album from 1866 having some colonies running to 1974. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Contains many not often encountered mid-range full sets.
Mint highlights include Bahrain #1-14, Brunei 13-36, Kuwait 14-15, 45-57, and Solomon Islands 1-7, 8-18. An out of sight collection
offering the opportunity to own some unusual, neat colonies.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Selection from the 1870s to 1990s in five cartons. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having an assortment of
backup in stockbooks, album, sales, counter, stock pages, glassines, and #102 sales cards. Entails Caribbean, Mediterranean, African,
Oceania, and Asian countries. Inspection recommended as you might have fun looking.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Assortment in two cartons. Consists of Great Britain Davo hingeless album and slipcase from 1840 to 1968 having used four #1 and
one #2 but fairly empty and a small selection of year sets from the 1990s. Also includes a Nepal Palo hingeless album and slipcase
from 1881 to 2011, clean but nearly empty; just waiting to be filled and a large stockbook of Nepal mixed mint and used stamps from
1881 to 1999 having duplication.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Small lot on two stockpages. Some of the better include Ireland #96-9 OG and Northern Rhodesia #25-45 used. Good deal of catalog
value. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Royalty selection on black, two-sided pages in a binder from the Country Club estate. Includes hundreds of all different mint stamps in
full sets and singles. Comprises 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1948 Silver Wedding, and 1949 UPU issues which appear to be almost complete
except all missing Hong Kong. Find the missing sets and you will have awesome complete sets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Assortment in six cartons roughly from the 1860s to 1990. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having amply
amount of backup in remaindered albums folder collections, manila, stock, counter, sales pages, glassines, sales cards etc. Includes
one carton each from Australia, States, & Area, New Zealand & Dependencies, Canada and three cartons from Great Britain and various colonies from around the globe. All the better have been removed but still remains enough volume to make it worth your while to
look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Accumulation with eight stockbooks and 14 counterbooks well organized by countries. Thousands of stamps with about 40% mint.
Stamps go into the 1970’s, with some good picking in the classics and King George period. Will take some time to go through this
interesting lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Colonies selection from the 1870s to 1980s in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in albums, stockbooks,
envelopes, and folders having predictable backup. Includes in three pizza-size boxes a collection of 1977-78 Queen Elizabeth Silver
Jubilee material in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, and varieties that were removed from their oversized ledger pages. A
must see for the British colonies collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
British colonies accumulation from the 1880s to 1980s in three cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
having wonderful backup residing as full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets mainly in albums, stock, album pages, and glassines.
One carton is mostly Australia as well as spotted an album of 1981 Royal Wedding and 1937 Coronation. Searching might create a
smile on your face.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Assortment in six cartons. Involves three cartons of Great Britain from 1840 to the 1990s in stockbooks, binders, glassines, remaindered
folder collections, stock, album pages, and glassines having a wee bit of postage to count. The other three cartons from the 1880s to
1980s are from the colonies. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in various stages of duplication will meet the viewer.
Check it out to give a value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Assortment from 1840 to the 1950s in a pizza size box. Hundred or so mint and used stamps as singles, partial, and full sets on counter
pages and sales cards. Includes two GB #1 as well as some interesting offerings from various colonies; unfortunately, many are only
partial sets. Still useful for filling in holes in your collection
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Messy accumulation in a carton with loose album pages, stockbooks and misc. Thousands of stamps to go through starting with the
classics to the 1960s. Could be some sought after issues for your collection hidden in this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
British America phenomenal collection containing British Honduras, Canadian Provinces, Jamaica, and Grenada (to 1975) in a Scott
Specialty album from 1866 to 1986. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets.
Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps.The Victorian issues are sometimes mixed mint and used while from Edward VII to the
end are overwhelmingly mint. Offers many not often seen mid-range full sets. British Honduras highlights involve mint #6, 7, 8-12,
13-17, 18, 20-25, Newfoundland #3. 61-74, 104-114, 115-126, British Columbia #11, Jamaica # 37-45, 46-54. Used highlights are New
Brunswick #1-2, and Nova Scotia #1-2. Check out the British Honduras collection as its one of the nicest ones we have handle in a long
time. An exceptional offering which should not be missed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
British Asia accumulation with over 90 stockpages of mint/used singles and sets with many cataloging in the $25.00 to $75.00 range.
In going through, India jumped out as having a few decent sets. Good lot for to a world collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
British Asia selection in one carton from the 1860s to 1970s. Comprises India, Indian States, and Pakistan having hundreds and
hundreds of mint and used stamps in mainly partial sets and singles on various album and stock pages. Some pages are somewhat
remaindered; so viewing a must before bidding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
British Caribbean striking collection including Barbados, British Guiana, Trinidad & Tobago in a Scott Specialty album from 1852
to 1970. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Check out for stamps hidden
behind stamps. Highlights involve mint Barbados #60-68, 71-80,81-89, 116-126, British Guiana #125-126, 128, Trinidad #1-4, 87-90,
and Trinidad & Tobago #1-20. A tremendous collection needing your full attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
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British Caribbean collection with Bermuda and Cayman Islands in a Scott Specialty album. Bermuda starts in 1865 and continues
to mint complete from 1936 to 1997 and Cayman Islands mint largely complete from 1900 to 1995. Involves hundreds and hundreds
of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets including Cayman Islands mint #69-80. Check out for stamps
hidden behind stamps. A remarkable selection from these two colonies worthy of viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
British Caribbean collection with outstanding sets and singles in a Scott Specialty binder. Better areas are Antigua, Leeward Islands,
Montserrat, St Christopher, St Kitts and Nevis, Turks and Caicos and Virgin Islands. The lot has many complete sets from Queen Victoria,
King Edward and King George period. Get ready to take a trip into seldom seen stamps. Viewing a must for the British collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
Nineteen country collections and a carton of misc. Includes hundreds of mint sets, singles, partial sets. Better areas; Hong Kong,
Canada and Bahamas. Good profit potential to sell by the country
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
British Colonies collection in two old Scott albums, with several hundred stamps mostly older with just a few into the 1970’s. Better
areas are Gibraltar, Ireland, Labuan, Malta, Pitcairn and Sarawak. If you have collecting interests in this area its well worth the time to
view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
British Europe extraordinary largely complete collection consisting of Cyprus, Gibraltar, and Malta in a Scott Specialty album from
1860 to 1978. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out for
stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights include mint Cyprus #26, 28-37, 48-59, 123, Gibraltar 29-38, 45-47, 59-63,66-73, 90-92 and
Malta 98-114. Roughly from 1960 to end mint mostly complete. An opportunity to own a really neat collection
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
British Europe stockbook with mint/used sets and singles identified and priced. Examples are mint Bahrain # 119-129 and Gibraltar
147-160. Quite a bit of catalog. Ready for input into stock.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
British Europe in a Scott Specialty album with stamps to 1974. Most of the value is in Great Britain starting with three #1’s and
several other better early stamps. Also a page of Heligoland and a nice run of Ireland. High catalog. Take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
British North America small but powerful lot. It includes Canada mint #61and 62, Nova Scotia used #1 and 3 and more to explore.
Lots of catalog value and very reasonably priced as some items have issues.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
British Oceania outstanding collection consisting of mainly Australian Dependencies of Australian States, Australian Antarctic Territory, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, New Guinea, North West Pacific Islands, and Norfolk Island in a Scott Specialty album from
1850 to 1997. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out
for stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights contain mint New South Wales B2, Queensland 141-144, South Australia 81-85, 153-157,
Victoria B3-4, and J1-10. An out of this world collection needing careful viewing to be able to fully take in its magnitude.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
British Oceania outstanding largely complete collection of New Zealand Dependencies including Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue,
Penrhyn Island, and Tokelau Islands in a Scott Specialty album from 1892 to 1976. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint and
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights involve Cook Islands
#1-8, 26, 67-71, and Niue 30-34. This collection also offers many hard to find mid-range sets. Do not let this one slip away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
British Oceania fantastic largely complete collection including Pitcairn, New Hebrides, and Papua-New Guinea in a Scott Specialty
album from 1908 to 1996. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint and stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Check
out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights involve mint Papua-New Guinea 19-26 and 60-73 This collection also encompasses
many hard to find mid-range sets. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
British Oceania assortment in three cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having backup. Consists of two cartons of New Zealand and Dependencies from the 1870s to 1980s in folder collections with some remaindered, on album, stock pages, and glassines and one carton of Australia and States from the 1860s to 1990s
mainly in roughly twenty folder collections also some remaindered and on sales pages. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
British Pacific assortment from 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 123 different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from the Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga, and Niuafo’ou. Average Scott catalog value is over $33.00 per
set, times 10 which can be marketed by country or by sets on the internet, stamps shows, mail auctions, retail or wholesale. Contains
popular topicals such as JFK, Royal Wedding, Year of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects
and much more.
(Webphoto) Catalog 40650.00
British Pacific wholesale lot of 2010 to 2014 sets and souvenir sheets all x10 with catalog values exceeding $32.00. Consists of 117
different sets along with souvenir sheets with a total face value over $19,700 from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn Islands, Samoa,
Tonga and Niuafo’ou. Great topical content and profit potential if broken down as one of a kind collection lots or for the dealer who
does lists. VF throughout.
(Webphoto) Catalog 38,332.00
British Pacific balanced wholesale group of thirty-eight sets and souvenir sheets all x10 with catalog values which can be in excess
of $31.80 each. Includes Aitutaki, Penrhyn Islands and Samoa from 2010 to 2014. Face value over $6090. Great topical content and
good profit potential if marketed as one of a kind collections or for the dealer who does lists. VF throughout.
(Webphoto) Catalog 12085.00
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Africa as grouped by the consigner in a banker’s box. Highlights include an almost empty, but sill useful Independent Africa Scott
album and better country collections of Liberia and Ghana. Looks like a bunch of colorful topicals to us. (Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
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Asia assortment (no China) from the 1870s to 2000 in five cartons and one large mint sheet file. Thousands of mint and used stamps
having scores of backup. stockbooks, folders, stock, manila, counter pages, sales cards, and glassines. Includes Hong Kong, Korea,
Nepal specialized material in an old counter book, North Korea sheets late 1940s to 1950, small box of Scouts material from Korea,
Philippines, Laos with lots of promotional souvenir sheets in bundles, Vietnam, Japan etc. You could possibly hit a homerun with this
selection
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Asia accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, and other leftover wholesale items filling
four heavy cartons. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Little China (just enough for a small peek).
Thoroughly remaindered of all premium items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Duplication in parallel groups.
Huge uncharted catalog. Substantial Nepal, Japan, Thailand and other SE Asia, Philippines, Indonesia, etc. Probably breaks down into
around fifteen or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Asia accumulation that includes Japan, Korea (the best), Thailand and Cambodia. From a large mid-west consignment. A dozen pieces
in all. Great lot for filling holes in your Asia collection. Priced to sell.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Asia accumulation roughly from the 1920s to 1980s in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in several
stockbooks, glassines counter pages, sales cards, and on album pages having enjoyable backup. Needs searching to find any viable
China but did spot Thailand, Indonesia, and Japan. Good surprises sometimes come in a one carton lot and this lot might be that one.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Australia collection in two albums with decent Roos and much mint into the 1980’s. Also a good showing of BOB and various Australian dependencies. Includes stockbooks with decent mint New Zealand etc. A bargain in today’s market. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Balkans collection in two Scott binders, includes Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. The stamps go into the 1970’s, mint and used
with plenty of complete sets. Spotted an occasional better item. Good value for the money. (Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 4100.00
Balkans with Albania and Bulgaria collections to 1963 in a Scott Specialty album. Albania is best with dubious earlies, mint sets
and CTO sets yielding an intermediate collection of several hundred stamps. The Bulgaria is parallel with two pages for each issue, but
not mint and used. Not much power, with just a surprise or two to hold a viewer’s interest. The obligatory high catalog, but dubious at
best Eastern Rumelia group brings up the rear. Plenty of value for any area aficionado.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Balkans collection well organized in three albums with stamps into the 1990’s. Some of the countries are Greece, Croatia, Yugoslavia, Serbia and Turkey. Fairly well balanced lot with mid range complete mint and used sets throughout. Spending some time here
could prove beneficial.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Baltic collection hinged on Scott pages to 1940. A few hundred stamps with some that require research. Estonia seems to be the best
with Lithuania not far behind. Just the thing if you can use it.
(Webphoto) S.B. 170.00
Benelux assortment from 1850 to 2000 in four cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir
sheets, and booklets mainly in folder collections on various styles of album and stock pages. Many folders have been remaindered but
still enough ’’oomph” left to make this a worthwhile offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Benelux remainder holding. Countries include prolific bunches of Belgium, Netherlands and Colonies, and Luxembourg. Encompasses broken down albums, roughed up stockbooks, album pages, folder collections, etc., filling five heavy banker’s boxes. Carefully
remaindered of most power leaving only the intermediate values to be unearthed. Lots of interesting classic material in mixed condition
and duplication. Fairly intact Colonies groups are the strong point here. From this bunch several dozen internet groups are possible.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Benelux assortment from the 1860s to the 1980s in three cartons. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
having duplication in remaindered folder collections and on album, manila, counter, sales pages, and glassines. Hitching a ride is Burundi
and French colonies. Aggregate amount of common material which appear to have been plundered for their better items.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Eastern Europe hingeless collections in Lighthouse albums from the Country Club estate in five cartons. Comprises Czechoslovakia from 1919 to 1999 in five albums, Russia from 1960-1993 in six albums, and DDR from 1949 to 1982 in four albums having
the last album mostly sparse. Also includes a two volume Russia KaBe hingeless from 1940 to 1959. Collections contain hundreds and
hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets having some albums with loose stamps on their pages.
Likewise involves one carton of supplementary material. Worthy of your attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
Eastern Europe accumulation from 1880 to the 2000s in five heavy banker’s boxes. Hundreds perhaps thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps in parallel albums (all remaindered). Also includes folder collections, stockbooks as well as stamps on album, manila,
counter, sales pages, and glassines. Includes Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Appears to have been completely
searched for better items with only the hint of intermediate catalog items for discovery. Dozens of albums some of which are reusable
for bourse or internet lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Eastern Europe selection from the 1880s to 1990s in eight cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in albums, remaindered
folder, album collections, binders, stock, manila, album pages, and glassines. Consists two cartons of an interesting Latvia town cancels from 1918 to 1940 in binders, four cartons of Russia from the 1880s to 1990s, a carton of Romania from 1971 to 2000 as well as
miscellaneous Albania from 1913 to 1990s plus miscellany. Useful if you have a market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Eastern Europe offering from the 1880s to the 1980s in seven cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having loads of backup in remaindered albums and folder collections, stockbooks as well as on album, manila, counter, sales pages, and
glassines. Includes Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia. Appears to have been looted for their medium and better
items. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Eastern Europe assortment from the 1920s to 1990s in four cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having plenty
backup in heavily remaindered albums and folder collections as well as binders, stockbooks, and miscellany. Has mainly Poland,
Czechoslovakia and their neighbors. No better items as they appeared to have been removed at one time. A little reorganization will go
a long way.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
PAGE 17
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Eastern Europe collections comprising of Poland in a Harris album from 1918 to 1985 having approximately 3,000 mint and used
stamps and Czechoslovakia in a Minkus album from 1919 to 1976 having roughly 2,600 mint and used stamps. Includes mostly different mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. A most desirable selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Eastern Europe accumulation in seven cartons. Consists of two cartons each from Romania from the 1860s to 1970s and Russia
roughly from the 1880s to 1990s in remainders folder collections, albums, stockbooks, glassine, stock pages and glassines. The remaining three cartons involve general Eastern Europe from various countries having collector’s duplicates as the focus. Thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps await the viewer having the obvious amount of backup too. Beneficial.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Eastern Europe selection from around 1900 to 1990s in two cartons. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
having lots backup in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in mainly remaindered albums as well as stockbooks, and folders,
and glassines. No power or better material having a lopsided presence of Czechoslovakia. Grab several kolache as you view this assortment.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

Europe collections in three albums. The Austria starts with better early and has stamps to 2000. Also a couple of pages from Bosnia
and Herzegovina. The Sweden has stamps and pages to 2006, mixed mint and used. Easily broken down to sell as 3 units.
(Webphoto) Catalog 5600.00
Europe hodge-podge from the 1860s to 1990s in seven cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps having enormous backup heavily remaindered in somewhat messy albums and folder collections as well as binders, stockbooks, glassines, envelopes etc. Includes
Benelux, Spain, Germany. A little patience and good reorganization skills will be profitable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Europe eclectic collection as collected by Owner. Includes boxes and album pages. Owner supplied values on pages ($18,000 total).
Figure should be considered very loosely. Still a lot of stuff in Germany related, France and Belgium. It’s an accumulator’s lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Europe mint accumulation with over 60 items mostly identified on stockcards. Better represented areas are Greece, Monaco and
Albania. Some very nice items with very high catalog value. Interesting assortment, will take some time to review.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Latin America ten country collections on Scott pages going into the 1940’s. Brazil appears to be the strongest with other countries
including Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Columbia, Chile, Venezuela, Nicaragua and more. Clean and well organized. Ideal for resale as
individual lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
Latin America accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, lightly remaindered folder collections, and loose album
leaves in folders filling, this time, nine heavy cartons. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Peru, Panama,
Haiti, Mexico, Colombia, and Brazil seem dominant here. Somewhat remaindered of its premium items leaving many intermediate
items to be rediscovered. Huge undetermined catalog value. Probably breaks down into around fifty or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Latin America accumulation from the 1870s to the 1980s in eight cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps having heaps of backup mainly in remaindered albums and folder collections as well as on album, manila, counter, sales pages,
and glassines. One carton includes Venezuela. Appears to have been ransacked for their medium and better items. Inspection recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Latin America accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, and wholesale items filling four
heavy banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Thoroughly remaindered of all premium
items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into around twenty or so
viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Latin America accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, and loose album leaves in folders filling another four
heavy banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Mexico seems prominent here. Thoroughly
remaindered of all premium items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down
into around twenty-five or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Latin America assortment from the 1869s to 1990s in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps mainly in
remaindered albums, stockbooks, and album pages having duplication. Beneficial if you collect this area. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Latin America aggregation from roughly the 1870s to 2000 in three cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps on remaindered pages in folders or albums, in binders, stockbooks, album, manila, counter or sales pages. Plenty of
backup as well as no better items which appeared to have been removed. Still beneficial for making internet or bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Middle East accumulation of fractured parallel collections and stockbooks that is over 90% Israel. The rest is Turkey and Dunes. Has
a huge aggregate catalog value, but way too many duplicates of mainly common material in heavy plastic pages adding to the volume
but not the value. Bereft of all power long ago for singles sections in long ago auctions. Together will make an intermediate value Israel
collection if you have an album for none of these are any longer viable. Good project for someone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Middle East accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, and loose album leaves in folders. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1985 where Egypt, Lebanon, and Israel are best. Remaindered. Duplication. Too many “Sand
Dunes”. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into a five or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Scandinavia accumulation with five black stockbooks. Includes Iceland and Sweden. All identified and catalogued. Mint/used singles
and sets with a few that catalog over $100.00. Excellent addition to a dealers table. Not to be passed up. (Webphoto) S.B. 1050.00
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Scandinavia accumulation mainly from the 1930s to 2000 in six cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and booklets having beaucoup amount of backup in stockbooks, glassines, envelopes, and sales cards. Appears to
be an assortment of new issues from Iceland as well as Greenland booklets having a lifetime supply from the autonomous constituent
country within the Danish Realm. Also comes with Sweden, Faroes Islands, and Finland. A money maker at the current nadir levels
from this area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Scandinavia accumulation in two new style Scott binders. Remaindered on a mixture of old style and new style pages. Not all pages
present or in good condition. A few thousand stamps in Scott order from Iceland, Aland, Denmark, Finland and Sweden. Most of the
value is in mint sets from 1961-1986. Weak pre-1960. Just a few airs and BOB. Should be viewed in person to determine a competitive
bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Scandinavia collection/accumulation into the 2000s. Greenland the best, Faroe Islands almost as good, tiny bit of Aland and Danish
West Indies. Some are in clean expensive albums. Also several year sets, supplies and miscellaneous. Very nice clean lot with good
value in modern material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Scandinavia accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, stockbooks and the like filling five
heavy banker’s boxes. From all corners of the Scandinavian area. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995.
Duplication. Thoroughly remaindered of most of the premium items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into around twenty-five or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Scandinavia assortment in six cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having tolerable backup mainly in
stockbooks, remaindered folder collections, album pages, and glassines. One carton consists of Norway from around 1900 to 2000
another carton has 1950s to 2000 and the remaining cartons runs roughly from the 1879s to 2000. Could be some useful material if you
collect modern issues. From the 1980s to end.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Scandinavia accumulation with a couple of albums, stockbook, small boxes and loads of mostly used stamps. Several thousand stamps
with several common mint sets in the albums. Stamps range from the 1930s-1990s. Priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Scandinavia and Benelux accumulation in 17 folders and a miscellanous box from a large Midwest consignment. Contains many
complete sets along with better singles. Great lot to break down into country lots. Take a look priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
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South East Asia retired dealer’s red box stock of over 600 small glassine envelopes. Has sections of Cambodia, North Vietnam,
South Vietnam (largest number), and Laos. Mixed mint and used. Mixed condition. Duplication. Mostly lower value singles with an
occasional surprise.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 3100.00
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Western Europe and related items all from the Country Club estate packed into 14 heavy cartons. Consists of over 50 binders
holding sometimes parallel pages for countries all over the area. Strong collections of France, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria, and
Monaco along with other groups from Belgium, Spain, Greece, Scandinavia, and others. No Germany except for a few hundred Ersttagblatts. Most of the binders have been remaindered to a no longer existing main collection, but plenty of power remains often hiding
in the strangest places. Even includes the three cartons of floor sweepings added at the end of lotting. This lot will need a huge amount
of time and a few blank albums to find its full potential. Over forty saleable country groups are possible after processing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
Western Europe remainder holding. Countries include large groups of Austria, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Italy (best), San Marino,
France, Germany, etc. Embraces broken and broken down albums, bludgeoned stockbooks, album pages, unsold auction lots, stockcards,
folder collections, new issues accumulations etc., filling nine heavy cartons. At one time remaindered of most power leaving only the
intermediate values to be unearthed. Lots of interesting classic material and at the time mint new issues in mixed condition and duplication. A few small bunches of various colonies and states add to the value. Great for any Western Europe collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Western Europe assortment in six cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having astronomical amount of
backup in stockbooks, folder collections which are mainly remaindered, album, stock pages, glassines, #102 cards, etc. mainly from the
1880s to 1990s. Includes Denmark, Iceland, Netherlands & colonies, Spain, France, Portugal and colonies. Also includes a small box
of Greenland booklets from the 1950s to 1990s having a lifetime of duplication. Viewing needed to come up with the right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
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Western Europe selection in six cartons. Comprises two cartons of Italy from the 1870s to 1980s, two cartons from Spain and colonies
1870s to 1960s and one carton each from Portugal and colonies and Greece from the 1880s to 1970s. Includes hundreds and hundreds of
mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in remaindered albums, folder collections, a few stockbooks as well as on album,
manila, counter, sales pages, and glassines. No power or maybe medium values but still enough material to put a smile on the face of
internet box lot sellers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Western Europe collections on Minkus and other album or stockpages from 1850 to 1974. Hundreds and hundreds of used stamps
in partial, full sets and singles. Includes France, Monaco, Spain, Austria, and Switzerland. Several of the collections are a little messy
or do not go to 1974 but they still contain beneficial material to integrate into your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Western Europe collections/ accumulation from a large consignment. Includes Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Belgium and France. Spotted better mint and used sets throughout. Great lot for filling spaces in a world collection or for a dealer to sell
as country collections. Price reasonably, take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Western Europe collections on Minkus and other album or stockpages from 1850 to 1974. Hundreds and hundreds of used stamps
in partial, full sets, and singles. Includes France, Monaco, Spain, Austria, and Switzerland. Several of the collections are a little messy
or do not go to 1974 but they still contain beneficial material to integrate into your worldwide collection. (Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
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Western Europe selection from the 1860s to 1980s in five cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in albums, remaindered folder
and album collections, binders, stockbooks, manila stockpages, etc. Almost all is Germany and Austria. Thoroughly remaindered of
all power. If you have a market for remaindered collections from these two countries around 30 viable ones are here for your consideration.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Western Europe remainder holding. Countries include prolific bunches of Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, etc. Embraces broken
and broken down albums, roughed up stockbooks, album pages, unsold auction lots, stockcards, folder collections, new issues files with
sheetlets and souvenir sheets, etc., filling five heavy banker’s boxes. Carefully remaindered of most power leaving only the intermediate
values to be unearthed. Lots of interesting classic material in mixed condition and duplication. A few small bunches of various colonies
add to the value. Good additions to most stocks.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Western Europe conglomeration from the 1860s to 1980s in eleven cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in thoroughly
remaindered albums, equally remaindered folder and album collections, binders, stockbooks, manila stockpages, 102 size card groups,
etc. Almost all the value is in these country groups Italy and colonies, Germany and Area, and France and Colonies, and Portugal and
Colonies. Also includes a relatively weak Spain and Colonies group. Completely and utterly remaindered of all power. If you have a
market for remaindered collections from these areas around 25 viable country folder groups will remain after culling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Western Europe accumulation (mainly Switzerland and Liechtenstein) containing remaindered collections, unsold auction lots, loose
album leaves, stockbooks, and country folder collections filling three heavy banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1982. Duplication. Thoroughly remaindered of most of the premium items leaving many intermediate items to
be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog in variable condition. More than 65% Swiss so an examination is in order. The three volume
Davo Hingeless albums for Switzerland seem to be the best items in the boxes. Fill them up and sell it as a collection. Profitable project.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
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Excellent dealers stock in seven black stockbooks. All identified and priced. Contains mint/used singles and sets. Lot has several sets
in the $50.00 to $60.00 range. The US runs from the 1920’s-1950’s and includes a few Hawaii. Western Europe and British area are
strong in the foreign. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
Accumulation with hundreds of counter and stockpages. A few thousand stamps mostly foreign ranging from early to recent with
abundant complete sets that catalog from inexpensive to mid range. In the US spotted a mint #621 block of 16. A good deal of value
(owners cat $7875) with clean, fresh material. All priced, ready for input into stock.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Stockbook with hundreds of mint stamps with catalog values at the bottom of each page. Better areas are France, Belgium, British
colonies (including Canada the best). Clean lot priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) Catalog 9250.00
A skinny stockbook containing several hundred medium to better values and sets culled out of stocks and collections. Runs from
classics to mint sets. Strong in British and European colonies. Good lot for the worldwide collector. (Webphoto) Catalog 5250.00
Impressive and important collection from the 1940s to 1980s in two cartons. Thousands and thousands of mainly different mint,
used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Consists of four Scott International albums divided as Haiti to Jugoslavia, Karelia to Middle Congo, Monaco to Portuguese India, and Reunion to Sweden. Also contains a Citation album from A to Chile, a Harris
Standard album from China to DDR, and binder having Scott pages from St. Pierre to Zululand. Includes fascinating China (ROC,
PRC), Japan, Russia as well as British and French colonies. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 5000.00
Eye catching seven albums from the 1940s to the 1980s in two cartons. Contains thousands and thousands of mainly different mint,
used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Comprises three Scott International albums divided as Afars to Bolivia, Brazil to
China, Egypt to Guinea, two Minkus albums from Ghana to Kiribati, Orange Free State to Sierra Leone, one Harris Worldwide album
from Korea to Oman, and Harris binder from Singapore to Zimbabwe. Involves China, British, and French colonies. Good value to be
found throughout.
(Webphoto) S.B. 5000.00
An original collector’s collection in a bulging Harris A-M album and a Pullman M-R binder on Minkus pages from the 1860s
to 1940. Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps mostly different in full, partial sets, and singles. Has huge owner’s older
catalog value which consists of dubious, fakes, miss identifications, and revenue cancels which were counted. Encompassed interesting
China, British, and French colonies. A “meaty” selection well worth your inspection
(Webphoto) S.B. 4500.00
Collector’s black box (six) stock on a several thousand 102 size cards each containing a “better” set or single. At one time in the
near past was fully cataloged (2016?) with tapes, organized. But handling has caused dueling tapes, miscataloged stamps, and counted
fakes and forgeries. Plenty of good stamps from formerly popular countries (no China). Best areas include Portugal, Switzerland, and
French Colonies and former colonies. Huge catalog value. Now offered a small fraction of retail to please many bidders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
Three cartons of “better” foreign stamps. Around twenty lots in all consisting of failed auction lots, misdescribed auction lots (from
other sources), stockbooks of mint, stockbooks of used, loose album page folder lots, individual items, and much, much more. Strongest
in France and French colonies, but has more than its share of faults. Mixed condition throughout. Not as clean as it should be with
fakes, forgeries, and reprints hovering throughout. Emphasis is on quantity with quality only secondary. Appears as if the original
owner already upgraded from here leaving his seconds in the fray. Huge catalog, duplication, and plenty of finds to be remade. What
fun!
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
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Around seventy unsold auction lots that didn’t quite make the cut this time around. Includes lots of British plus strong Italy and
areas, Far East, Liechtenstein. Mostly complete sets or better values somewhat mixed condition but most Fine or better. Compact value,
worth close inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
One man’s souvenir sheets and booklets accumulation/collection in an album and stockbook on blank pages circa 1940 to 1998
having a strong presence from the 1950s to the 1970s. Roughly 1,050 mint and CTO mainly different. Includes Japan #311a and 456 as
well as from the British Commonwealth. Very attractive which will easily break down into individual or small lots for internet sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
Around 200 retired APS sales books that circulated during 2003-2005. The catalog must be enormous for it appears that there are
substantial owners retail left in each one. Truly worldwide with no apparent areas stronger than others. Unsearched by us, but probably
a little remaindered by the first owner. Great value for the philatelic recycler.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Manipulated auction lot reoffered here. Seems to be a nine volume Yvert world collection to 1984. However selected pages (and
countries) have been removed leaving little if any early classical material and just a few instances of any 19th century at all. Thousands
of stamps remain mainly mint hinged into the albums. A preponderance of mint sets many having intermediate catalog values. Huge
aggregate catalog which has little relation to its real value. Mainly 1945-1980 in Yvert order. The previous owner paid big money for
this group, but its standing as a remaindered aggregation has the reserve set at a small fraction of its previous offering. Look close for
this bargain lot will interest many bidders at the current suggested bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Six heavy, well used, and disheveled stockbooks filling a banker’s box. Several thousand stamps in all from a cherry pickers estate.
Used and mint. Huge catalog. Variable condition. Somewhat remaindered. Very few complete sets, mainly singles and part sets.
Plenty of high ticket items. Problems with condition, misidentification, and the presence of fakes and forgeries hold this one back from
being an exceptional lot. Great group for the catalog expert, or when all is written up will have been purchased at a small fraction of
catalog.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
A stockbook holding couple thousand which were culled out of stocks and collections. Strong in the classic period in better than
usual condition. Owner’s catalog totals $23,670 which needs a bit of scrutiny as there are a few dubious. Wide variety which makes
this a good group for the worldwide collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
NO LOT
Stack of around a hundred country collections in folders. Most have an estimated catalog value which adds up to quite a bit. All are
mixed mint and used and run up to the mid 1950’s. Good lot for the general collector or easy profits for the dealer to sell as lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Collector’s duplicates filling six of our largest cartons contained in over a dozen “mystery lots” put together and marketed by a large
stamp wholesaler. The mystery lots are just jammed to the brim with mainly used stamps in glassines and on small stockcards. There
are finds to be made and world collection spaces to be filled in this over 100,000 (just a guess) individual stamp pile. Duplication,
salted with a few goodies here and there to keep you coming back for more. Huge aggregate but meaningless catalog value. If you
love the hunt this is a lot for you. Hundreds of hours of sorting and searching fun in this “grains of sand on the beach” holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Fabulous two volume 19th century albums by Richard Senf printed in 1899. Albums are collector’s items in themselves. The
stamps are very filled in some sections, mostly Europe and South /Central America, and sparse in other areas. Better countries include
Germany and States, Denmark, Cape Of Good Hope plus much more. Take some time to view and enjoy a collection from the past.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Consignment as received in a pizza box with better stamps identified and priced on a pile of “102” size cards. A sample of the better
are Switzerland used #C2 w/cert, Tristan Da Cunha 28-41 NH, Vietnam #13 x2 NH, and loads more. Great lot for adding stamps to a
world collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
A skinny stockbook containing several hundred medium to better values and sets culled out of stocks and collections. Runs from
classics to mint sets. Strong in Great Britain as well as other British plus Scandinavia. Owner’s catalog is $17,000 which needs a bit of
discounting due to a handful of dubious. Minimal duplication. Good lot for the worldwide collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Caboose catchall job lot from a large consignment. Includes seven cartons of leftovers, from loose stamps through unsold auction
(eBay) lots, plenty of glassines and stockcards holding who knows what along with loose album pages and two full cartons of floor
sweepings. A couple of worthwhile months of work to get this mess ready for market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
Consignment balance with six Scott Binders and stamps into the 1970’s. Better areas include Afghanistan, Mexico, Liberia, Russia States and Czechoslovakia. Contains thousands of stamps with many mint/used sets and could be broken down by country. A well
rounded offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Massive collector’s duplicates from the 1870s to 1990s in thirteen cartons. Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps mainly
in red boxes either in glassines or 102 sale cards having enormous backup. To the right person this lot could be a goldmine. To another
person, it might be a clunker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Accumulation with seven binders. Includes British America, Vatican, Austria, Croatia,, China presentation booklets and much more.
Some of the countries did not make the grade as single lots. Should be carefully viewed to prove in the value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
Two volume collection in 19th century Senf albums. If you like the classics this one is for you. The collection is not very full, a few
thousand stamps with many that require researching. Better areas are Germany, Great Britain, China and Japan. Should be carefully
viewed to prove the value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
Two boxes of mixed contents. Strong in Europe especially Germany and areas. Also, helpful British. Along with the dozens of circuit
books and sales pages are decent mounted collections of Netherlands, British Europe and Laos. Needs inspection because there is a lot
to go through with decent items here and there.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
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According to the Owner is a “red box dealer’s stock” but looks more like remaindered backstock to us. Five full cartons of red boxes
(around 25) each packed with 102 and 104 sized cads along with various glassines. Inside could be anything, but mainly low end sets,
part sets and singles now only partially organized alphabetically. Duplication abounds. Lots of CTO. Plenty of topicals included in
the tens of thousands of stamps. Craves a new owner to organize them by country or market at a dime table.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Small box of around 120 dealer’s salescards. Each contains between 1 and 5 stamps all “premium” according to the previous owners.
In reality most have condition problems, identification irregularities, and/or are forgeries, reprints, and album weeds. Huge basically
meaningless catalog. As one would expect many cards contain Italian States, German States, and Austrian offices. Enough real and
correctly described to give a modicum of value, but a thorough search is necessary to determine a correct bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Seven cartons of eclectic worldwide accumulation. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having abundantly
amount of backup. Embraces one carton of Japan from the 1870s to 1990, Ethiopia from 1895 to 1980 mainly in two fatso stockbooks,
and miscellaneous Asia from 1940s to 1980. Also, includes three cartons of Mideast from the 1880s to 2000 having a heavy emphasis of
Israel, two small boxes of Mexico from the 1860s to 1970s and one box of promotional Mongolia topicals from 1965 to 2000. Viewing
this lot, you will find remaindered folder collections, manila, stock, counter, sales pages, and glassines. Might be some material that
will tickle your fancy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Assortment with several hundred stamps in a stockbook. Organized by area with catalog value at the bottom of each page. Some
of the better countries are Austria, Italy and France & colonies (the best). Plenty of interesting stamps to peruse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Eight volume world collection in depilated binders with stamps to 1975. Many thousands (some are falling out) with several better
runs in countries like Belgium, Italy and Spain. Offered intact, looking to be moved into decent albums.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Advanced collector’s duplicates sorted by country onto manila stockpages and organized A-Z in country groups in 17 three ring binders. Somewhat remaindered in 2006 where all the power has been removed into long ago singles sections of auctions. Thousands of
stamps in generally excellent condition. Huge aggerate catalog value. Plenty of intermediate surprises with sleeper seen here and there
throughout this better than average sorted accumulation. Plenty of mint sets many NH. Great for country folder collections or internet
sales by the page. Offered cheaply to appeal to many bidders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Accumulation in nine cartons. Consists of four cartons of collector’s duplicates from the 1870s to 1970s in glassines and sales cards
and five cartons of messy, disorganized material from the 1870s to 1980s.Thousands of mint and used stamps having way to much
backup. A lotter’s dream or nightmare come true depending on your perspective.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Twelve cartons of worldwide aggregation from the 1880s to 1980s. Thousands and thousands mint and used stamps having plenty of
backup in glassines, counter, sales, manila pages, sale, and #102 cards. A nirvana for sorting into saleable box lots for internet or bourse
sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Intact consignment from a casual collector that has been sitting on the shelves since the mid 1970’s. Includes nineteen various types
of albums that all have scattered contents with clean pages and dusty covers. The envelopes contain more stamps than the albums and
look like they belong there. Good profit potential.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Eleven cartons of an accumulation as received from the consignor. Encompasses thousands of mint and used stamps in albums,
stockbooks, small boxes, manila, letter envelopes, glassines, and on/off paper having plenty of backup. After initial viewing, contains
pockets of useful material. Includes three Scott International sparse in places albums starting in the 1880s having concentration in the
late 1930s to 1950 with some China. A thought-providing selection worthy of your consideration.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Foreign selection mostly from the late 1930s to the 1950s in a folder and on about twenty manila stock pages. Hundreds of mainly
mint stamps in full, partial sets and singles as well as used. Encompasses Greece, Belgium, Turkey, Germany, Western Europe, Central,
South America, and a partial FDR topical. Highlights involve strong Greece including mint (spotted checking appear NH) #427-436
and C38-47. Careful viewing to spot some of the treasures.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Accumulation as received from the consignor from the 1880s to 1970s in eleven cartons weighting roughly 400 pounds. Thousands
of worldwide mint and used stamps in counter, sales pages, envelopes, glassines, sales, album pages, and small boxes having plenty of
backup. As thrown in the cartons and left undisturbed by us. Have fun digging.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
End of the line from a large consignment. Highlights include over 25 small dealer counterbooks with intermediate values, a couple
of beat up but otherwise nice world collections in two volumes, and a carton full of loose duplicates. Better than the usual remainder.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Seven cartons of worldwide assortment roughly from the 1880s to 1980s. Thousands of mint and used stamps in glassines, counter,
sales pages, envelopes, folders, counter books, and several albums having mounds of useful backup. As you sort this selection into
logical saleable units, it may become a potpourri to savor. Have fun searching.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Thousands of mint and used stamps in around thirty #1 black boxes from the 1880s to 1970s in two cartons. Plenty of backup greets
the viewer of this stock. Searching might be fruitful.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Stockbook with a few hundred worldwide stamps identified and catalogued by the stamp or page. Better areas are British Colonies
and Norway. Great lot for eliminating weak areas in your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Collection in nine Minkus Globals 1950 to 1986 and one Scott binder classics to the 1930s. Thousands of stamps, mostly common,
with many of the mint sets in mounts. Great start if you are interested in starting a world collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Old Scott International with stamps to 1939. Several thousand stamps, stronger areas are South and Central America, New Zealand
and Russia. A great start to a world collection if you wish to go only into the 1930s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
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A useful accumulation in seven albums and binders from 1912 to 1991. Around 6,300 mostly different mint, used, and CTO stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles on album and stockpages. Involves UAR and Liechtenstein collection on Minkus pages. Good pickings
for internet or bourse sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
A totally original worldwide accumulation from 1937 to 1955 in a classic Elbe Daisy album. Approximately 120 largely mint
souvenir sheets from Romania, Poland, Germany Russia, San Marino, Monaco, Portugal, Hungary, Latin America, Czechoslovakia
etc. tucked/laid on the quadrille pages. Highlights include mint Russia #1327a both imperforate, perforate, San Marino 304, C62b,
and Hungary C81 both perforate and imperforate. (also both used too) Nice topical themes throughout including 1949 UPU. Appears
to have been purchased as new issues. Check this one out as most edges have been pinched and damaged including better ones from
storage in the book.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
An exclusively original worldwide accumulation from the late 1930s to mid-1950s in IP Leaf binder and on manila stock pages. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets and singles appearing to have been purchased as new issues. Includes Korea, Spain, Western Europe,
Russia, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Central America. Highlights include mint Korea #132-173. Viewing this lot will make you
very happy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
All the odds and ends from an outstanding consignment from the 1920s to 1950s in a small box. Several hundred of mint and used
stamps having some duplication in glassines, stock cards, and a pocket holder. Comprises some interesting Germany including mint
C38-39. Searching might reveal a nugget or two.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00

Interesting accumulation on homemade pages with about 150 worldwide stamps. British Colonies are the strongest. Other countries
also have good value which includes Denmark used #82 and #135. Plenty of value, viewing recommended. (Webphoto) S.B. 475.00
344 / Four cartons of mainly new issues from the 1950s to 1990s. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps in partial, full sets, singles, and booklets
having sufficient amount of backup in glassines, #102 sales cards, and envelopes from all corners of the globe. Needs searching to see
if this type of material is for you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
345 / Six cartons of worldwide fascinating accumulation. Consists of three cartons of useful topical material from the 1940s to 2000 in
partial collections and binders having hundreds of mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. The other
three cartons are from the Middle East from the 1870s to 1980 also having hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps mainly in
remaindered folded collections. A gambler’s lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
346 // Yukon Moose, battleship ballast, job lot in 15 heavy cartons. Anything and everything left over from cleaning out a stamp warehouse.
Highlights include parallel red box backstocks in glassines and 102 size cards, old remaindered albums and stockbooks, and even one
carton of really awful covers. Totally unsearched by us. Anything could be in here. Disheveled and disorganized. A mish-mash that
will keep your attention for a long time. A real time hog of a lot to break down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
347 / Carton filled with country collections along with a few better singles. Some of the better include Hungary, Belgian Congo, Turkey
and Lebanon. Well organized and could be resold as individual countries. Take a look, you will not be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
348 / Collection with A-Z in four over populated messy Minkus Global Supreme Albums. Several thousand mostly common stamps with
an occasional surprise. Stronger areas are Germany, China and Russia. Could be broken down into country lots for bourse sales. Take
a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
349 / C-E collection in a Scott International album from 1941 to 1970. Thousands of mainly different mint, used, and CTO stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. Includes China (BOB only), Congo, Dahomey, and Egypt. A nice lot having many delightful stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
350 / Leftover stuff from a well traveled estate. Fills six cartons with thousands of 104 size cards filled each with singles, sets, and part
sets (four big boxes). Not much mystery here, just thousands and thousands of stamps in need of some sort of order in mixed condition.
Anything could be in this mess, but assume that it has been thoroughly searched before, but not by us. It’s up to you to go through this
carefully and determine a competitive bid. Offered at a low reserve to interest many bidders. Take a look. Junk box paradise.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
351 / Six heavy cartons of general foreign leftovers. Well stored and better than the usual floor sweepings. Clean and doesn’t smell.
Occasional surprises that are mainly intermediate in nature. Too many sand dunes for a premium selection, but plenty of sorting and
cataloging await the new owner. Old time fun job lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
343

/
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/
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/
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/

Nice accumulation with material from Asia. Includes Pakistan, India, Nepal, Palestine and more. Contains some high value items
that might be dubious. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Collection in rare 1939 Ka-Be albums. The “Ubersee” are complete in matching volumes 1-6. The Europa are parts 1 and 3 missing #2, but including an extra #3. Hardly ever seen in the US for shipping these heavy albums produced just before WWII began was
sporadic at best. Unremaindered. Several thousand mainly packet stamps from the period are neatly hinged in place. The “Ubersee”
group would make an interesting set of albums for a new pre 1940 collector to fill and enjoy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Counter books and loose pages from the 1880s to 1990s in four cartons. Contains thousands of worldwide mint and used stamps in
partial sets and singles having duplication which with patient searching might reveal some useful components once you separate the
mundane material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Four cartons of mainly Middle East and Africa assortment from the 1870s to 1970s. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps having duplication in remaindered albums, folder collections, stock pages glassines, envelopes, etc. Spotted Lebanon, Syria,
Liberia, and Israel. Messy but serviceable after reorganization into logical saleable units.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Marvelous, messy mess of worldwide assortment roughly from the 1880s to 1980s in seven cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having tremendous all sorts of backup on album, stock, counter pages, glassines, sale cards, envelopes
and several beat-up albums. Needs to find its way home with you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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Accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, and other remaindered groups filling four
heavy banker’s boxes. Mainly Canada and Australia. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1995. Thoroughly
remaindered of all premium items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Enough Canada and
one useable hingeless album to be able to put together a representative intermediate collection. The rest probably breaks down into
around a dozen or so cheap bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Thirteen country collections which includes Greece and Spain plus Azores and Turkey along for the ride. The lot has good classic
material along with better mint and used sets. Needs examination to fully appreciate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Attractive collection in seven Minkus International albums having pages to 1975. Mostly used having an occasional mint complete
set. Several thousand stamps heavily populated in the earlier material. Spotted better runs in Indonesia, Hungary, and Russia. Clean and
well organized. Excellent for someone that wishes to start up a world collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
A few dozen collections, counter books, folder type collections or stockbooks filling three of our medium size cartons. All were
assembled or remaindered many years ago. A few are country dedicated but most are general contents. Good group to sell as individual
units at shows or on eBay.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
A few dozen collections, counter books, folder type collections or stockbooks filling three of our medium size cartons. All were
assembled or remaindered many years ago. A few are country dedicated but most are general contents. Good group to sell as individual
units at shows or on eBay.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
A worldwide assortment mostly from the late 1930s to 1940s in a small stockbook. Several hundred of largely mint stamps in full,
partial sets and singles having many appearing to have been purchased as new issues. Involves Western Europe and Central America as
well as a smattering from other parts of the world.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Four cartons of mint and used stamps from the 1880s to 1980s. Thousands of stamps having backup in #102 cards, counter pages and
various other holds which appear to have come from a dealer. Also includes an assortment of older APS circuit books. Reorganization
will produce benefits.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Collector’s duplicates semi sorted into country groups into fifteen red boxes of various sizes. Thousands of stamps in thousands
of glassines and 102 and 104 size cards. Preponderance of duplicates. Way too many common packet stamps to muddle through for
the occasional intermediate single or set camouflaged with bulk. Look close; there are nuggets to be mined. Perfect for a dime each
table after sorting.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Worldwide, muddled accumulation from the 1880s to 1980s in seven cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps having lots of backup in folders, on album, sales, counter pages, and glassines. Beneficial for the entrepreneur for making bourse
or internet box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Seven cartons of worldwide stuff from the 1880s to 1980s. Thousands of mainly common mint and used stamps greet the viewer
having tremendous amount of backup in stockbooks, folders, glassines, counter, sales pages, sale cards as well as on remaindered album,
collection pages. Plenty of stuff to pass the time sorting but appears no surprises will appear.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Comprehensive collection/accumulation in a “fatty” worldwide album. Thousands of stamps going into the 1950s. Well balanced
with the French and British areas having a little more strength. Will take some time and work to go through. (Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Two nearly full banker’s boxes of public auction rejects. Includes singles, part sets, sets, country folder collections, etc. Each
was rejected for public auction inclusion for condition, fakes and forgeries, lack of value, etc. Still lots of stuff to search through and
rediscover. No one “good area”, just an old-fashioned job lot awaiting a new owner to reprocess. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Dealer closet clean out group filling two large heavy cartons. Highlights include several dozen counterbook pages of redundant
but better than average Western Europe singles, heavy New Zealand year sets of the more modern type, a pedestrian UN collection, a
sparse world to 1940 Junior collection, and a few stockbooks, album leaves and other miscellaneous stuff that was lying around. Mixed
condition, but nicer than most two carton lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Accumulation of over 25 remaindered world albums that have never been part of the same lot before. Also includes a few stockbooks
and cover albums with mostly run of the mill material and ballast. Heavy six carton bunch. In need of work. Plenty to cull and thousands of stamps to reclaim.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Massive accumulation of worldwide mainly mint souvenir sheets and full sheets having monstrous meaningless catalog value from
the 1970s to the 1980s in eight cartons. Thousands and thousands of stamps having obscene amount of backup which will make our head
spin which have been poorly stored. Includes promotional British Caribbean Islands, Laos, African countries etc. which produced this
material hoping to lure American dollars. What you see is what you get; so viewing highly recommended. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
World stock in eight disheveled red boxes with thousands of stamps on 102 size cards. Thousands of cards. Moderate duplication.
Seems to include 1870-1970 stamps with catalog values $1-$10 in each card. Enormous aggregate catalog value. Fun to go through
and sell out of.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Four cartons of worldwide collector duplicates from the 1880s to 1980s. Thousands of mint and used stamps having gargantuan backup
mainly in #102 cards and glassines. A little messy but could be a bargain for someone who looks.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Four old Scott internationals and one Scott junior moderately filled to about 1970. The European countries are a bit stronger along
with several British UPU and Silver Wedding sets scattered throughout. The albums are old and somewhat dilapidated so, transferring
to newer albums is the way to go.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

375 // Splendid accumulation with nice Europa, United Nations and Unesco. Includes three binders (two are covers) and two small boxes
with mint and used. Great lot for topicals. Scattered value throughout.
(Webphoto) S.B. 290.00
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End of the line of a large consignment in two cartons. Highlights include an AMG collection on Bush pages without the varieties, an
accumulation of Germany (stamps) with varieties, a small pile of ephemera most dealing with WWII, some reprinted political buttons
and a small group of airmail, and space mission pins that are framed and under glass. A diverse group with many possibilities. NO
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
SHIPPING AVAILABLE. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
377 // Five carton assortment as received from the consignor. Since the collector had a passion for United Nations, contains a large selection of mainly event covers and FDCs but flag sheets from the 1980s and ancillary material. Also involves miscellaneous material that
may peek your interest. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
376

/

378 // Worldwide assortment with Poland and Germany postal history selection from 1900 to 1920 in a pizza size box. Includes seven
Poland covers from 1915 to 1918 nicely mounted and identified on pages as well as a page of six pairs double overprinted Germania
mint stamps from 1905-07. Germany consists of eighteen postally used postal cards from 1900 to 1920 having interesting cancellation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
379

Eleven heavy cartons loaded with catalog value. Mainly mint former new issues from odd countries in wallpaper quantities. Lots
of bricks and pads of listed and unlisted material touted in times past as “investment quality, quantities”. Plenty of topicals by the
thousands, maybe a hundred different probably less. Some have curled up over time and the bands holding some of them have burst
causing some cartons to be awash in loose singles. Some are “mint CTO”. Enough to colorfully wallpaper a small room or create an
awfully large collage. Imagine you could boast that “The stamps on the wall in my bathroom have a higher catalog value than your
whole collection!”.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
380

/

381

/

All the floor sweepings from the Country Club estate. Fills six large cartons. Includes supplies, empty and almost empty albums,
loose glassines and stamps, anthing else left over that was lying around unattached to anything else and best of all a three unrelated
volume world collection 1860-1975 . Fun lot to fool around with.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
As received from the consignor a medium carton of mainly worldwide and some US from the 1880s to the 1990s. Contains hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps largely singles and partial sets in glassines as well as several envelopes of off paper having useful
backup. Appears to have been the collector’s extra. Beneficial for making small bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
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Australia fantastic collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1913 to 1997. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having strong BOB. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights includes used #12,
13, 38-44, and J48. Plenty of face to count. Check this one out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
Australia very attractive collection in five hingeless binders from 1966 to 2006. All mint NH with hundreds of stamps. Also Australian
Antarctic Territory and Cocos Islands. An outstanding collection will emerge when additional stamps are added to this lot
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Australia and states collection/accumulation in a Scott album, stockbook and loose material. A few thousand stamps to 2004. Good
value in the classic early Australia with most of the modern being mint sets. All of the Australian States are represented with South
Australia being the best. Well organized, ready for your review.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
Australian States collection hinged, mounted on Scott pages. Great opportunity to pick up a 19th century lot. Includes; New South
Wales, Queensland, South Australia (the best), Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia. Humongous cat. value, worth spending some
time on this one.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
Austria mostly mint collection in two Scott Specialty albums with stamps to 1985 in mounts. Collection contains most of the “big
ticket” items like, both Franz Josef sets, Dollfuss NH, B106-B109 NH, B111, the Renner Souvenir sheets and more. This is one of the
better Austria collections that we have been privileged to auction.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2800.00
Austria stamp collection of hand selected town cancels 1850-1899. Organized by town apparently according to Muller. Most are
SOTN cancels carefully reconstructed in whole to match that catalog. Over 1700 different. Covers many regions of the far flung AustroHungarian sphere of influence using classic stamps irregardless of their value as stamps. A lifetime of work displayed in two custom
Lighthouse binders. A wealth of knowledge that deserves to stay intact.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
Austria collection of “The registry Markings and Labels of Austria” 1883-1982. Well over 1000 different collected by city issuance
alphabetically. A smattering of covers adds to the value. Strongest 1980-1982 with the early post war group a strong third. More of
this in one album than we have seen in a long time. Continuable Austrian specialized collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Austria accumulation including a few other countries like Bosnia & Herzegovina plus Serbia. Messy lot with better mint stamps which
include Austria semi-postals and airs. Good value, will take some time to evaluate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Austria revenue collection from 1854 to 1957 in a wondrous Lighthouse album. Includes around 800 mostly different used stamps
for Austria and Bosnia-Herzegovina nicely mounted and identified in black mounts. Mounts are ready there waiting to be filled in with
the missing stamps. A collection tailored made for completion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Austria accumulation in two slipcased binders with stamps to the 1960s on quadrille pages. Includes stamps from the Austria
Monarchy period. Also, Anschluss time frame with mint 405-431, better semi postal and an envelope with sets in glassines. Needs your
perusal.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Austria accumulation of remaindered collections, remaindered album leaves, two red boxes of glassines with used sorted by Scott
in individual glassines with multiples, and a six inch stack of “Sonderpostmarke” sheets from the 1980s. Fun lot to recycle on the
internet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 280.00
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Austria stockbook packed with over 650 Cinderella items. Includes old Austria-Hungarian revenues, poster stamps, exhibition labels,
odd and unusual, Rekozettel labels, and anything the former owner had lying around. Priced at a fraction of true value if purchased
individually. Compact interesting grouping.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Austria accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, stockbooks, two red boxes packed with
mint modern in glassines, and country folder collections almost filling two heavy banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in
variable condition, 1850-1985. Duplication. Thoroughly remaindered of most of the premium items leaving many intermediate items
to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Way too much demonetized face in duplication. Won’t take long to determine if it’s useable for your stock.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Austria perfin collection from the 1880s to the 1920s in a Lighthouse album. This collection containing hundreds and hundreds of
stamps mounted in black mounts was organized by grouping the perfins according to their province of origin. The majority are from Vienna, followed by Prague, Bohemia and the rest. A difficult collection to reproduce; so take advantage now. (Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Austria and areas selection in a stockbook with a few hundred stamps from the classics to the 1950’s. Well organized with a catalog
value at the bottom of each page. Includes mint sets, section with “Offices in Turkey”, Lombardy and a few specialty items. Viewing
recommended.
(Webphoto) Catalog 15,390.00
Bhutan collection in a Scott Specialty album. Very clean and very filled from 1962-1999 with loose material in back of binder. Includes
the sought after “record set”. Very nice lot loaded with attractive stamps, enjoyable viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Bohemia-Moravia collection from 1939 to 1945 from the Coach’s collection in a Safe binder and slipcase. Includes one complete
collection on Safe hingeless pages and another not complete collection on Lighthouse hingeless pages. Also includes post war obliterated
overprinted stamps as well as collector extra on stock pages. A really neat offering well worth a bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Bulgaria “valuable” collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1879 to 1966. Hundreds of stamps consisting of mixed mint and
used from 1879 to 1888, then mostly mint from 1879 to 1966. The pre-1940 period is about 90% complete having the sport sets from
the 1930s. as well as the first two postage due sets Examination of South Bulgaria (East Rumelia) required as appears to be enough
dubious for an extended look. You be the judge.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Bulgaria accumulation in a Palo hingeless album with pages to 1956. Also a stack of stamps hinged on quadrille pages. Ready for
transfer into the mostly empty album. Priced right, useful offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Canada collection from 1897 to 1962. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets and singles on White ace pages. Excellent
foundation for building your own collection.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6700.00
Canada phenomenal collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums and slipcase from 1851 to 1996. The second album to end is
mostly filled.Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial, sets, and singles. Highlights include mint #4
(no gum), 14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 25 (all four no gum), 28, 40 (thin), awesome 50-65 Jubilees, and 96-103. Used consist of #1, 2, 5, and 7.
Plenty of mid-range sets. Needs viewing to check for any thins on some of the classics. Amply amount of zippy doodad in this collection
making it a pleasure and a must see.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00
Canada outstanding collection in two Schaubek hingeless albums and slipcase from 1851 to 1995. The second album has stamps to
1988 and pages to the end. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial, sets, and singles. Highlights include
mint Jubilees #50-61, 63-65 and used, #1, 2, and 62. Plenty of postage to count. Enjoyable offering worth your time to examine. You
will not be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00
Canada outstanding collection in a Scott Specialty album and slipcase from 1851 to 1993 from the Country Club estate. Hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles mounted in black mounts. Primarily mint and complete from
1950 to the end. Highlights consists of mint #50-65, 66-73, 74-84, 96-103, 104-122, F3 and used #1, 2, 7, 9. As a bonus is all the face
to count. An exceptional collection worthy of space on your shelf.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
Canada collections in two Scott Specialty albums. The first album from 1851 to the 1980s is remaindered having mixed mint and
used stamps as well as meaningless catalog values and notifications on their pages. A decent collection having mint #66-73 and 74-84.
The second album has used stamps. Enough postage to calculate and presentable, useful material to make this an enticing lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Canada assortment in seven cartons. Includes a six volume mainly mint, not complete collection from 1898 to 1986 in White Ace
albums and slipcase having the later volumes with the stamps not mounted loose on their pages, a Scott Specialty album and slipcase,
used messy collection with all the stamps loose on their pages. Two cartons consist of year sets from the 1980s to 2012 and other two
cartons of miscellaneous material. Plenty of postage to count as well possible several nuggets to mine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Canada collection of seventy-five different tobacco revenues assembled and socked away many years ago which we spread out on
Hagner pages in no particular order. Includes several of the scarcer large size. Condition as usual is mixed. (Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Canada with two distinct collections. First there are two attractive Lighthouse albums to 2003. All mint, virtually nothing pre 1930.
Includes #217-227, 241-245, 268-273 and much more. Second is a three volume White Ace to about 1990 in mounts. Much mint with
just a few 19th century items. Noted # 263 destroyer set, 268-273 and most special deliveries. Excellent lot , viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Canada accumulation with several hundred mint and used stamps. Contains a Minkus album with used stamps (includes some
early items) plus a stockbook with early stamps. Also three small boxes with mint and used. From an older holding, take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Canada accumulation from the 1860s to 1990s in four cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
having enjoyable backup in two red boxes, albums, stockbooks, folders, #102 salescards, a counter book, album and stock pages. Even
includes a small selection of postage to count.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Canada accumulation from the 1860s to the 1980s in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in
remaindered folder collections and on album, manila, counter, sales pages, and glassines. Bountiful amount of backup greets the viewer.
Appears all the power or better items have been removed. Must view to come up with the right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
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Canada collection in two hingeless binders with stamps to 1993. Several hundred mint and used stamps with the used hinged on
pages and the mint correctly inserted into the hingeless sheets. Noted condition problems on several stamps. A reasonable start to a
combined mint/used collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Canada all mint collection in three expensive Lighthouse hingeless albums to about 2003. Rather light on the earlies but a healthy
$650 face. Includes a box of mish mash and uncounted as well.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Canada small, commanding stockbook of mint blocks, full, sets, and singles from 1898 to 1970 having several hundred stamps.
Good things do come in small stockbooks. Check it out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

Canada and Newfoundland assortment from the 1860s to the 1950s. Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in partial, full, sets,
and singles on counter pages already cataloged having old catalog values. Duplication exists but useful for grouping into lots for internet
sales. Inspection required.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Canada and Provinces collection of a few hundred mounted on pages. Mostly federal issues plus numerous seldom seen and popular
tobacco/cigarette types. Wide variety with some better. Sorting and remounting fun awaits the next owner. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Cape of Good Hope small lot with over 40 triangles arranged on stockcards. Considerable power, high catalog, with mixed condition.
If you like older material this is your lot to review.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
China a rag tag accumulation. Includes a tiny bit on Imperial, then Republic era with some Japanese Occupation. Lots of cheap stuff
but some zingers were spotted like Taiwan 91 part sheet of 50, 3N33 block of 20, 8N35a part sheet of 50. Great lot for the China general
accumulator.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
China (PRC) collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1949 to 1994. Roughly 1,500 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. An original collector’s collection. Take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
Cook Islands thirty-four different sets and souvenir sheets x10 from 2010 to 2014. Catalog value somtimes in excess of $34.00 per
set. Face value over $5960. Great topical content and good profit potential marketed as one of a kind collections or for someone who
does lists. VF throughout.
(Webphoto) Catalog 11,800.00
Czechoslovakia collection in two Scott Specialty binders. Mint and used with pages into the 1980’s. Most of the mint are in mounts.
Many complete sets with strength in the early material. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 2025.00
Denmark collection/accumulation in three cartons. The main collection is in two hingeless binders (1930s-2009) and all mint. Also
several expensive stockbooks with strong classics, mint and used sets, Cinderellas, better airs, semi postal and miscellaneous. Loaded
with year sets and special commemorative issues. Needs careful identification to appreciate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Egypt collection in a Palo album 1866-1956. Starts with the Turkish and Sphinx issues (with condition issues), then well filled with
decent sets. Good airs and back of the book. Worth a good look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Egypt collection in a Scott album with mint stamps into the 1980’s. Powerful early stamps including mint #114, 172-176, 299-316
then well filled all the way through. Very attractive with the stamps in mounts. Could be your next collecting area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Falkland Islands accumulation/collection mainly on black, two-sided, six row pages in a binder from the Country Club estate. Several
hundred mint stamps in mostly full sets and singles as well as partial sets from 1878 to 1975. Highlights includes #21, 30-39, 41-48,
100, and 107-120. Always a popular British colony waiting for you to jump on board to collect.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Fiume collection from 1918 to 1924. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps in mostly complete sets and singles nicely mounted and organized
on computer-generated pages in a binder. Contains a potpourri of varieties including inverted surcharges, double overprints, imperforates
between double perforates, essay, etc. For the Fiume expert, a wealth of knowledge to be found.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
France selection from the 1860s to 1965 in a stockbook. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets and singles having suitable backup. An advantageous lot for the adventurous.
(Webphoto) Catalog 9600.00
France outstanding collection in nine Davo hingeless binders (1849-2010), backup collection in two Safe binders (1938-1960),
stockbook and miscellaneous items. A collection like this one took years to build. A few of the highlights are used #1, 9 (w/cert), 37, C14
and C15. Mint #197, 246, Philatelic Exhibition Souvenir Sheet NH, 329 x2 (one NH) and C1-C2 (w/cert). Spend some time reviewing
this beautiful, very clean collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3250.00
France accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, and subscription items filling four heavy
banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1985. Thoroughly remaindered of all premium items
leaving hundreds of intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into a dozen or so viable
bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
France collection in five Lighthouse hingeless albums from 1970 to 2007 with several hundred stamps including full sets and souvenir
sheets. Nice lot, ready for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
France and areas collector’s original collection in a Minkus album from the 1860s to 1973. Roughly 2,500 mostly different mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Also includes BOB from French Offices, Saar, and Memel. Don’t pass this one by.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00
France and area remainder holding. Consists of broken and broken down albums, roughed up stockbooks, album pages, unsold
auction lots, stockcards, folder groups, etc. filling five heavy banker’s boxes. Carefully remaindered of most power leaving only the
intermediate values to be unearthed. Lots of interesting classic material in mixed condition and duplication. Sections of Colonies both
pre and post independence and a lost stockbook of Finland are hiding in this mess, too. Will keep you busy for a long while.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
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France and Colonies collection in two Scott albums (1849-1963). Includes regular issues and BOB. France is the best with strong
classics including a used # 37 plus a used #C15. The colonies are well balanced with mid range material. Huge catalog value . Good lot
for continuation.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 12,550.00
France and colonies accretion from the 1860s to the 1970s in four cartons. Holds thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in
remaindered folder collections, in binders, stockbooks, album, manila, counter, sales pages, and glassines. Copious amount of backup
as well as all better items, appeared to have been removed at one time. Offered fittingly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
France and Colonies grouping from the 1870s to 1990s in five cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in albums, remaindered
folder and album collections, binders, stockbooks, manila stockcards, album pages, etc. Heavily remaindered leaving thousands of
stamps to catalog and process. Enough value to make reprocessing profitable at our reserve.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
French Colonies collection/accumulation housed in 26 folders. A few of the better; New Caledonia, Fr. Andorra and Fr. Polynesia.
Spotted better material throughout.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
French Colonies collection in two Scott Specialty albums with stamps into the 1970’s. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mint
and used stamps in full and partial sets. Stronger areas include Alaouites, French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Rouad and St. Pierre and
Miquelon. A collection worthy of continuation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
French Southern Antarctic Territory sheet assortment in two file folders. Around 90 mostly different mint sheets from the 1960s
to the euro era of the early 2000s. Excellent source for topical material especially for penguins.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
French Southern Antarctic Territory dealer stock with about 50 stamps. About 75% are NH. Better include all NH #C6 x2, C8 x3
and C14. Excellent opportunity for easy profits.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

Germany specialized assortment from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in five Safe binders and slipcases. Comprises approximately 300 postcards and postal cards including Hitler Youth, Personalities KDF ships having several menus, etc. An ancillary lot that
was well beloved by Coach. You too can fall for this material after viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
441 // Germany specialized study of the Nazi era odd and unusual items from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in five like new
Safe albums. Enhanced by 245 items including postcards of “Children helping the War effort” cigarette cards mainly Hitler themes
mostly in color, thirty or so random party covers mainly with official stamps, over 65 covers featuring officials stamps on cover, and a
small group of dubious early post war overprints with two sets on cover. Light duplication. Just a little ephemera to add to the value.
Interesting odd lot for any specialist.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
442 / Germany 1933-1945 mint complete collection of se-tennant and other zusammendrucke issues in a clean Ka-Be hingeless Zusammendrucke album pages #32-78 and matching dustcase. All Michel combinations of each issue including all the rarities are here in
post office fresh mainly mint NH condition from Coach’s complete collection. Also includes a few selected booklet panes and other
curiosities that are on Ka-Be blank pages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
443 // Germany end of the line selection from Coach’s fantastic Third Reich collection in three cartons. Consists of eleven “like new”
Safe binders and slipcases of which five are empty. The remaining six contain mint and used stamps including collector extras, zusammendrucke, cancellations etc. A pizza box has some hidden surprises including mint and used sets of Zeppelins C35-37 and C40-42 on
pages. Coach enjoy collecting these items and he would be pleased if you can continue his tradition.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
440



444 // Germany study of 1933 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual album. Includes 19 covers and cards
and 32 propaganda picture post cards and private stationery pieces. Covers Scott #398-400 with singles franking, pairs franking, sets
franking and all sorts of uses. Also has two pages of parallel mint and used airmail stamps on Safe Dual pages encompassing #C43C60. The Chicago Zeppelins are especially nice here with the mint set og hinged.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
445

Germany collection in a Borek album and slipcase from 1933 to 1945. Coach’s secondary largely complete and mint collection.
Highlights includes B58 having small imperfections, B68 (no gum) two Olympic booklets, booklet panes and zusammendrucke. A
wonderful collection from a wonderful individual.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
446 / Germany revenue collection of many hundred put together over many years by a dedicated and knowledgeable collector. Wide variety
of types with only a few duplicates. Mostly 20th century and strong in the 3rd Reich period. A hard lot to duplicate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
447 / Gremany parallel mint and used collection 1933//1936 from Coach’s estate. Begins with Hindenbergs and goes through the Olympics probably by Michel. No covers. Highlights include all the Wagners (both types), all the medalions, and all the Olympics. The
best part is a selection of 18 zusammendrucke booklet sheets (MHBs and Einheitgeberbogen) mainly different that are seldom seen in
collections.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
448 / Germany accumulation of mint sheets from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe album. Embraces 31
complete sheets, ten of which are zusammendrucke booklet sheets. Light duplication. Mainly Hitler heads including perforation varieties. Mixed condition from perfect to perf separations. Most of these were destroyed during the post war occupation. Rare philatelic
survivors.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany back of the book accumulation in two sections. The first is a worthy revenue group from States through 1945 consisting
of around 500 stamps with duplication. Second and of much interest is a collection of before the turn of the last century German locals
nearly 100 different. Best of all is the inclusion of over 30 cards and covers many used of these obscure locals. Improves with careful
viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
450 // Germany collection as received. The album is a 1934 Schaubek modified with home made pages so cards and covers (just a few) and
duplicates can be accommodated. Strong 1872-1920 missing only the expected. Mixed condition. Highlights include a toned IPOSTA
sheet, a (ng and damaged) OSTROPA sheet, and better Eagles and Shields. Also encompasses a small Russian Zone collection/accumulation and a few covers. Easy, one small carton, compact lot to break down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
449
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Germany 1937 private overprint group mentioned in Michel before booklet 31.1. Printed for stamp day 1937 on the 3pf sheet (Mi513)
in a checkerboard pattern. Two different obliterant overprints lead to 20 different se-tenant and 8 different blocks exist. From Coach’s
collection. This group includes a mint pane with extensive perf separations, three blocks of nine, nine used pieces, and three covers.
See the webphotos for more details.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Germany accumulation from the 1870s to the 1970s in two cartons. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps on remaindered pages in folders or albums, in binders, stockbooks, album, manila, counter or sales pages. Abundant amount of
backup as well as no better items which appeared to have been removed at one time. Offered appropriately. (Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Germany collection in a Scott Specialty and an old German binder. A few thousand stamps going into the 1980s. Has several better
items including the “Ostropa sheet”. Also the Berlin should be looked at closely. The lot needs to be reworked into a new album.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Germany and related items all from the Country Club estate packed into five heavy cartons. Consists of over 20 binders holding
sometimes parallel pages for German States through Berlin (1990). No DDR. Each album/binder has been remaindered, but not always
of its power which is spread fairly evenly through all five cartons. Noticed Ostropa, Winter Relief, Olympics and Hitler souvenir sheets
along with a few used Zepps. Good sections of early post war with posthorns and charities mint. This lot will need a pile of work and
a new album to pull together an advanced collection out of the unrelated albums and stockbooks in this holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00

Germany and area group in stockbooks and loose stamps. Huge catalog value, many mint NH sets with manageable duplication.
Better areas include Empire Period, Third Reich, Federal Rep. and Issued Under Russia Occupation. Beneficial to the right person.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
Germany and Areas in six small black stockbooks. Hundreds of mint/used sets and singles from the classics to the 1990’s. All identified and priced. Huge catalog value, several sets ranging from 50.00 to several hundred dollars. Take some time to look at this one.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Germany and area collection in four impaired Scott Specialty albums (new type three ring, heavy duty binders). In the collector’s
attempt to make the albums hingeless, the clear mounts are tightly attached crookedly in the albums spaces giving a disheveled look. As
received unremaindered. Hundreds of stamps mixed mint and used to 1957. Strong pockets here and there Saar, General Government,
German Colonies, Souvenir sheets, and a few States. While Classics, Third Reich, Early post WWII, etc. are especially sparse or even
empty. Solid intermediate collection with many surprises.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany and area remainder group in two banker’s boxes. Highlights include two heavily remaindered albums, a couple of likewise
pummeled stockbooks, and some leftover dealer’s sales pages. Includes a few intermediate items in mixed condition. A quick look
tells the story and “it ain’t pretty”. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
German Areas rudimentary collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1953 to 1976. Consists of Germany, Berlin, and DDR having hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in clear mounts. Also comes with
a stockbook of collector duplicates.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
German Occupation of Serbia and Croatia from 1942-45 in two Safe Dual binders and slipcases from the Coach’s collection.
The best is Serbia having roughly fifteen mint sheets or souvenir sheets and 100 mint stamps. Also includes approximately 25 Croatia
mint sheets or souvenir sheets as well as ancillary items. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

461 // Great Britain fascinating collection of Gerald King’s Alice in Wonderland and Snark Is. Encompasses seventy-five covers and over
three hundred stamps/labels, the majority of, which pertain to the first mentioned. Imaginative, clever creations abound. The collector
was a personal friend of Mr. King who created some items just for him plus many others are probably produced in small numbers. This
is the largest group of this popular area we have ever offered so, if this is your fantasy don’t miss out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
462 / Great Britain collection in mounts on Scott pages (1840-1969). Starts with used #1 and #3 and continues on with more to be found.
Also NH singles and sets in the 1940s and 1950s. A most useful selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
463 / Great Britain collection/assortment from 1850 to 1977. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps in singles, partial, and full
sets having tolerable backup. Consist of a collection on Minkus pages from 1850 to 1977 and stockbook with Edward VII issues good
for searching for cancellations, paper, color varieties.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
464

Great Britain cancel accumulation/collection in a stock book and binder. The lot has over 5000 cancels and is well organized.
Some examples; a #96 4 each, along with several Sea Horses, this is only the tip of the iceberg. Not to be missed if you specialize in
this area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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Great Britain accumulation with some better stamps in a small stockbook with approximately 450 stamps. Starts with two #1’s and
continues with better items sprinkled throughout. Could possibly fill a few holes in your collection. Take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Great Britain collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album and slipcase from the Country Club estate. Starts in 1902 and run to
1966 having several hundred mint and used stamps in full and partial sets. Nice album waiting to be filled. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Great Britain and Jersey collection in 10 expensive Hingeless albums. The GB is in various states of completion, with very few
stamps. However, high face value in post WWII with many Machins . The Jersey is virtually complete to 2013. Also a small plastic
box with modern booklets. Perfect lot for someone that wishes to create a GB collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Greece collection in a clean Scott Specialty album from 1860 to 1984. About 1,700 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. Have a quick look as you may get a good buy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Greece collection on Scott pages. Stamps only to the 1960’s. Starts with strength in the “Hermes Heads” then mostly used with sets
throughout. Be sure to view the back of the book. Looking for a new home
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
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Greece accumulation of remaindered collections, unsold auction items, loose album leaves, stockbooks, six red boxes packed with
glassines, and country folder collections filling two heavy banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 18601982. Duplication. Thoroughly remaindered of most of the premium items leaving many intermediate items to be rediscovered. Huge
uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into hundreds of viable but cheap, internet lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
471

Hong Kong collection in four Lighthouse hingeless albums in one carton. The first album is empty. The collection with stamps
begin in 1953 to 2011. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. The second album is mostly full but does have
empty spaces, the third album from 1997 to 2007 is mainly full and the last album is partial full to the end. An excellent start to a nice
collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
472 / Hungary collection in two albums with pages to the 1970’s. Mostly used with an occasional mint set. Has a few better items including
a mint C81 imperf souvenir sheet. A nice intermediate collection ready for expansion.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 4200.00
473 / Hungary collection in two Scott Specialty albums with pages into the 1970s. Starts with moderate to strong early material. The
second binder has the Semi’s, airs and Occupation stamps. Nice lot, well worth a good look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
474 / Hungary collection in a clean Minkus album from the 1870s to 1973. Around 3,000 mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets. A solid selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
475 / Hungary remaindered collections filling two banker’s boxes. Most stamps between 1860-1970 with most of the power removed to
an old singles section. Breaks down into at least six saleable parts or one good intermediate collection if rolled into one better album.
Thousands of good condition stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
476 / India and States collection in two Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 1976. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, and singles. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. The India album is sparse but has a nugget or two including
a mint set of the 1948 Gandhi issues to the 10 rupees while the States are more populated. A popular area needing your attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
477 / Ireland partial mostly mint collections from the Country Club estate in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps in singles,
full, partial sets, booklets, booklet panes and souvenir sheets in four White Ace albums. One album exists from 1922 to 1969 having
highlights of #1-14, 36-38, 56-58, and 77-79. Another album is all booklet panes and booklets from 1922 to 1993 including #65a, 66a,
66b, and 68a.The third album appears complete from 1987 to 1994 while the fourth album runs from 1976 to 1990 having many loose
stamps on the pages. Wonderful opportunity to own Gaelic philatelic material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
478

Ireland mostly complete collection from the Country Club estate in a White Ace album from 1922 to 1971. Hundreds of mint
stamps in singles, full, and partial sets in black mounts. Highlights involve not mounted but on stock cards #1-14, 36-38, and 56-58.
Ready to go after mounting the better on their pages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
479 / Ireland accumulation from 1922 to 2000 in two cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having enjoyable
backup in folder, partial collections beginning and ending in a variety of years on various styles of album pages. Also contains stockbook
and an album or two. Plenty of demonetized “punts” postage to count making this a tempting offer.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
480

Ireland accumulation of new issues from the 1960s to 2000 in glassines in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps probably full, partial sets, singles, and booklets in quantity. Good for making wholesale lots for the internet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
481 // Israel partial collections/accumulation from the Country Club estate in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having tolerable backup from 1948 to the late 1980s. Spotted a mint and used
sets of #7-9. Contains several different album makers as well as around ten mint files containing sheets from the heyday of issuing
years. Also includes a small selection of FDCs. Offered economically.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
482 / Israel and United Nations starter collections in binders. Several hundred stamps going into the 1980’s. Included are some covers,
loose material and US Postal Cards. Take a look to see if you can use this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
483 / Italy collection/accumulation with a few hundred stamps from 1890//1954 on four black stockpages. Well organized with Scott numbers. This lot has the # 165-170 mint set and much more. Good lot for the Italy collector; all sorted, ready for your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
484 / Italy collection mounted on Scott pages to 1986. Several hundred stamps packed with complete mint and used sets. Overall condition
is good. Emphasis on regular issues, but good airs and back of the book. Inspection necessary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
485 / Italy and Areas powerful collection in two Scott albums. The stamps go to 1985 and are mostly mint in mounts. Absolutely loaded
with mint complete sets. Italy, for example, all NH #280-289, 290-305, C42-C47and C48-C49. The Italian Colonies are just as strong.
Much better than usual condition. It’s a pleasure to go through a collection of this caliber.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3250.00
486 / Italy and area mass of unsold small lots from a large consignment. Includes sections from Italy, San Marino, Monaco, and Italian
colonies. Mixed condition. Mainly complete sets none of which are NH. Valuable for stock or advancing a collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
487 / Italy and areas collection in three Minkus Albums plus pages including a Trieste section. Old catalog value $8000.00 (much less now).
Most in mounts with much of the post WWII NH. Stamps go to 2000. Attractive lot, slightly remaindered. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
488 / Italy and Area accumulation from the 1880s to 1970s in five cartons. Comprises thousands of mint and used stamps having tremendous backup in mostly remaindered albums, binders with pages, stockbooks, counter books, pages, and small boxes. Includes Italian
colonies, Vatican, and San Marino. No better items as they appeared to have been removed at one time; but still plenty of common,
interesting material to make this a worthy lot if you like bulk.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
489 / Italy and Colonies selection from the 1860s to 1960s in a medium sized box. Hundreds of mint and used “cherry picked” stamps
from all over the Italian area from many now long ago sold collections. Many wishfully cataloged classics that are dubious at best. At
one time were considered elsewhere as singles fare, but were ultimately rejected into this several hundred mint and used stamp pile on
salespages, in glassines, and 102 size cards. The specialist should have a look at the many interesting stamps included in this jumble
of a lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
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Italian colonies collection/accumulation on black stock and album pages with abundant complete mostly mint sets. Stronger areas
include Eritrea, Libya, Somalia, Trieste and Rhodes. Excellent representation of better and medium range material. Worth checking
out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Japan collection in a dilapidated Scott Album with hundreds of mint/used stamps to 1998. Starts with several stamps from the
1870-1890 period, then well filled with mostly mint sets like #190-193, a few of the Park Souvenir sheets and be sure to check the airs.
Better than average lot, viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
Japan accumulation from the 1880s to 1990s in two cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having
pleasing backup in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in several albums, stockbooks, folders, and glassines No power and
some material is remaindered but enough left to tease you. Looking recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Japan collection of a half dozen sets or souvenir sheets plus one value all with mihon overprints. All seldom seen running from the
mid 1920’s to about 1950. NH F-VF throughout.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

Liechtenstein two sided Vario page and four stockcards containing mostly different, mostly mint. All medium to better grade retail
type sets and part sets in F-VF condition. Good for the collector or dealer.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Liechtenstein accumulation of five remaindered collections. No viable album. All five collections have been remaindered for singles
leaving very little premium. The value here is that there are mint sets 1985-2004 along with duplication of ignored officials that have
some better pieces. The rest is the “also rans” singles in average condition with intermediate surprises here and there. A quick look is
all that is necessary for a bid at our low reserve.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Luxembourg collection in a clean hingeless Palo album 1852-1977. Way too many empty spaces with just a few intermediate value
singles and sets along with a complete used Intellectuals set. Much of the value is in the expensive hingeless album with its color images that look a lot like the stamps that fill the pages. Clean and ready for an infusion of better stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Monaco collection in four Lighthouse binders having pages to 2000. Mostly mint having most of the value in the mid-range to modern
material. Includes many complete sets. Some of the better are proof sheets #366-70, C46-C48 NH, B19-B23 OG, and C412-C444 OG.
Clean collection priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Netherlands and colonies collection in a Minkus album from 1852 to 1978. Roughly 2,800 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
and singles. An interesting offering worthy of your viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
New Zealand collection in a three Scott Specialty albums from 1855 to 2006. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having strong BOB. Check out for stamps hidden behind stamps. Highlights
entail mint #83 and 98. From 1935 onwards mainly mint and having many not seen mid-range sets. You will not go wrong viewing this
lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
New Zealand selection in three binders from 1935 to 2015. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full set, singles, and souvenir
sheets on two-sided black stock pages organized in sequential order. Appears to be a fairly complete which will be an advantage for the
Kiwi collector to add to complete his collection. Lots of face too.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
New Zealand collection in five Lighthouse hingeless albums. All NH from 1967 to 2008 with hundreds of stamps with many sets
and souvenir sheets. Includes Ross Dependency. Excellent lot waiting to go home with you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

Panama collection in a Minkus album with pages to 2001. Starts with the Columbia issues then well filled with many of the early
mostly mint commerative sets into the 60’s. The airs are also well represented. Very nice intermediate collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
503 / Poland collection in a Scott Specialty album which is well populated with mint and used stamps into the 1990’s. Starts with strong
early material, a nice run in mint souvenir sheets, as well as the BOB . Lot is loaded with complete sets. Not to be missed.
(Webphoto) Catalog 3575.00
504 / Poland collection in two Scott albums with pages to 1970. Hundreds of stamps mint and used with most of the mint in mounts. The
lot has B31 x2 mint and on cover in addition to a C26d. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 2300.00
505 // Poland phenomenal collection in six Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 2009 in two cartons. Embraces thousands of mint and
used stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets and several covers. This collection consists of mainly parallel mint and used stamps
affixed to the quadrille pages in old-style mounts or what the collector called “protective jackets.” Highlights include mint Scott #1
disturbed OG, 77-78, 251, 341-143, 412a, B49Bc, and C26Cd and used #1, 77-78, 251, 341-43, B49Bc, and C26Cd. This tremendous
offering also includes proofs, color, shade varieties and errors. Viewing a must to see this one of a kind collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
506 / Poland collections in two Scott Specialty albums from 1918 to 1975. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint, used, and CTO stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. One album contains mint #251. Useful collections to the precise market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
507 / Poland outstanding collection in a Minkus album from 1860 to 1964. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps but also some
used mainly Port Gdansk issues, in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir in black mounts. Highlights include mint Scott #251, C26AC26C, and five used Scott #1. A totally original collection as received from the consignor.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
508 / Poland collection/accumulation three binders and four stockbooks. Stamps go into the 2000’s. Starts with early material and
fairly complete to the end. Has a nice run in the souvenir sheets, better airs along with useful duplication throughout. Viewing recommended
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
509 / Poland phenomenal, old stamp selection from 1919. Consists of roughly 150 mainly mint stamps mostly evenly divided between
Scott #47, 48, and 49 on six pages. Comprises a holding of varieties including thin Z, double diamond, broken A, and inverts.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
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Poland General Government complete mainly mint collection from the Coach’s collection in three Safe hingeless albums and
slipcases. Hundreds of stamps in full sets and singles as well as around 25 sheets of which several are imperforate. A great addition
from this sad chapter of Polish philatelic history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Poland collection in two Minkus albums, a stockbook and loose material with stamps to 1979. Thousands of mint/used stamps to
review here, noted a few better items as we went through the lot. Take a look to see if this one works for you.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Poland collector’s extras roughly from the 1950s to 1990s. Several hundred mainly mint stamps in singles, souvenir sheets, and partial
sets in glassines and a small stockbook having tolerable backup. Coming along for the run is an insignificant amount of Baltic States.
Excellent for filling those empty spaces in your album.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Poland mint stamps in album pages from 1963 to 1990. Consists of blocks of four and a pair of the not released 50 zloty for General
Grzegorz Korczynski in 1989, a page of 1990 error for #2954a, b, c and 2970a, b, c as well as miscellany. A neat, compact lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
Portugal and colonies collection in a Minkus album from 1860 to 1977. Approximately 5,300 mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, and singles. Colonies include Angola, Azores, Macao, Mozambique, Guinea, India, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, and Timor. A
gorgeous selection from this popular area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Rhodesia powerful collection that also includes Southern Rhodesia plus Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Some of the better mint are
#43-49, 76-81 and 119-138. Some seldom seen material, not to be missed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Romania collection in two Scott Albums with pages to the 1970’s. Good intermediate collection. Well organized with hundreds of
mint and used sets. This one is a good candidate for completion.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 3250.00
Romania collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1858 to 1969. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Including strong BOB. An interesting collection from a sometimes unappreciated country.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Romania collection in a clean Minkus album from 1885 to 1973. Approximately 2,900 mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. A good introductory collection well presented.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Russia collection in two Scott International albums. Owner’s Catalog about $7000.00 with mint and used. Popular area that goes to
1998. Spotted several mint sets in the early part of the collection. Looks like a good buy in today’s market.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6950.00
Russia collection in two albums and loose year sets to 2000. Mostly from a Mystic offering with a few thousand stamps. Sparse in
Catalog 5500.00
the early material. However, very filled from the 60’s going forward. Good candidate for future completion.
Russia collection in two sparking Scott Specialty albums from 1865 to 1984. Around 5,300 mint, used, and CTO stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. Any person who prefers this type of material will find this lot most worthwhile. (Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Russia mainly mint holding on manila stock pages mostly from the 1960s. Hundreds of stamps in blocks of four, singles etc. having
useable backup. Loaded with topicals making this an opportunity to make a profit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Russia and Areas collection in three Scott Specialty albums 1858-1979. Collection mostly used with the exception of a few mint sets
sprinkled throughout including a few better early mint sheets. Well populated with complete sets. Be sure to look at the Russia areas
binder as it has some interesting material. Nice collection, well worth a look.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 7800.00
Russia and areas in a large carton with excellent four volume Red Minkus albums. Virtually complete NH from the late 1950’s to
2004, as the owner bought complete year sets. Does have earlier material as well. Also four binders of new Soviet areas from 1900’s to
2000’s. Again NH. Nice collection, priced to sell.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00

Saar collection in Scott album with mint/used sets, singles and souvenir sheets from 1920 to 1956. A few examples are mint #68-83,
B9-15 and B64a. Clean compact lot for your viewing pleasure.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 2750.00
Salvador collection on Scott pages to 2001. Several hundred stamps starting with a good selection from the 19th Century, then well
filled with many mint sets into the 1980’s. Also, over 30 souvenir sheets and good airs.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
San Marino mint accumulation with a huge catalog value. Contains #12x8, #13 x 8, #14 x 12, #29x49, #30x2 and J54 in 4 sheets.
Good lot to sell on the internet as individual items.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Sardinia collection on hingeless album pages using the Sassone catalog as cross references. Lot assembled by a very knowledgeable
collector, includes originals and questionable items on same page, also a page of proofs. Interesting lot, viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Spain accumulation filling half of a banker’s box. Two interesting parts old collection to 1940, somewhat remaindered, with excellent classics; plus a small box of unsorted. Huge catalog. Perfect for the collector that needs to fill early spaces in an album. Offered
appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Spain and colonies collection in a Minkus album from 1860 to 1973. Approximately 3,000 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
and singles. Colonies consist of Ifni, Morocco, Guinea, and Sahara. Nice clean lot of saleable material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Spain accumulation of remaindered collections and loose album leaves in folders, filling two banker’s boxes. Thousands of collectable stamps in variable condition, 1860-1985. Thoroughly remaindered of all premium items leaving dozens of intermediate items to
be rediscovered. Huge uncharted catalog. Probably breaks down into eight or so viable bourse lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Switzerland collection as received. Highlights include a continuable, hingeless Scott Specialty album to 1987 that contains the stamps
up to 1930 with the rest empty and two pizza size boxes filled with lighthouse pages with stamps 1930-1982. Several hundred mainly
mint stamps late, used stamps early, with enough surprises (souvenir sheets, charities, and airmails) for a long look. No BOB. Even
though the market for Swiss collections has been soft, there is plenty of value at the suggested bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Switzerland accumulation on album pages along with several glassines with classic and 1930-1940’s stamps identified and priced
(most of the value is here). Good lot for adding to a dealer stock or improving on your Swiss collection
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
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Switzerland accumulation from the 1880s to the 1990s in two banker’s boxes. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and mainly
used stamps having loads of duplication in remaindered albums, folder collections, and stockbooks. Strongest in the semi postals where
a complete group of used is possible. All the decent souvenir sheets have problems and some are fakes or with favor cancels. A little
Liechtenstein along for the ride. Enough former premium items for a long look. A bargain at the reserve. (Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
535 / Switzerland dealer’s backstock cataloged by Scott order in six boxes. Over one thousand 102 size cards each with a set or single.
No early classics, mainly 1860-1985. Moderate duplication. Variable condition. Lots of intermediate values with little if any actual
power. Enough postally used to search for cancels. Average Swiss backstock.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
536 // Switzerland collection as received in seven organized Lindner hingeless albums. Sporadically filled with mainly common offerings along with covers for many of the more modern issues with pages 1938-2000. No classics. Little before 1938. No power. Just
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
hundreds of stamps, some on cover, from a popular country in expensive albums that can be continued.
537 / Tannu Tuva two volume backstock accumulation of the sets and singles of the 1930s. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps with duplication. Round half are CTO, the rest mint. Some early high values and pairs add to the value. Plenty of 1930s animal topics sure
to please many collectors.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
538 / Thailand collection/accumulation. The basic Scott album has pages into the 1990s with very few stamps. Most of the value is in the
loose pages associated with the lot that has a mint #1-3 and more to be found. Priced to peak your interest for this popular country.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
539

Tonga and Niuafo’ou forty-five different sets and souvenir sheets from 2010 to 2014 all x10. Catalog values in excess of $32.00. Total
face value over $7680. Great topical content with good profit potential if marketed as one of a kind collections or for the dealer who
does lists.
(Webphoto) Catalog 14,430.00
540 / Turkey collection in two Scott Specialty albums. Several hundred mint and used stamps from 1863 to 1952 having pages to 1988.
Although sparsely populated could be the foundation for a new collecting area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
541 / Turkey collection/accumulation in a Minkus album and stamps on stockpages. A few thousand stamps into the 1980’s, some of the
early material needs researching. Mint/used sets throughout which also includes a few imperforated pairs. Interesting lot take a look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
542 / Turkey selection from the 1870s to 1970s in two cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having duplication in Scott Specialty album, remaindered folder collections, stockpages, glassines,
and a small box. A most useful holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
543 / Turkey collection in five mismatched albums. Comprised of three hingeless Lighthouse albums 1921-2011 with less than 200 stamps
in total. Two are empty while the other is pencil marked. Most of the stamps (1865-1965) are housed in two three ring binders on home
made pages. Much is used. The value is in the hingeless albums with the stamps as a bonus.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
544

Vatican phenomenal mostly complete collection in seven Marini hingeless albums and slipcases from 1929 to 2015 from the Country
Club estate in two cartons. Embraces hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Highlights
incorporates #35-40, C16-C17, C20-C21, and C22-C23. Loads of modern material in hingeless albums from a maker not normally seen
on the philatelic market. Do not let this lot get away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
545

Vatican City mostly complete collection from the Country Club estate in two Lighthouse hingeless albums and slipcases from
1929 to 1999. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Highlights include #35-40 with a Diena
certificate, C16-C17, C20-C21, C22-C23, and C155a. A heavenly collection worthy of your attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
534

/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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/

Vatican mainly complete collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums and slipcases from 1929 to 2000 from the Country Club
estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. From 1953 to the
end, stamps are mint. Highlights encompasses mint #35, 37 only, C16-C17, C20-C21, C22-C23, and C155a. Ready for completion and
continuation
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Vatican accumulation/collections from the Country Club estate in five cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint and
stamps but could have some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having enjoyable backup. Includes a two volume
KaBe hingeless albums from 1929-1993 with mint C16-C17, C20-C21, C22-C23, and 155a, Lighthouse hingeless from 1929 to 1978
having loose stamps that the collector just placed on the pages with a mint C20-C21. Also two cartons are mint sets either one or two
of each year from 1988 to 2015, several partial collections on White Ace pages which have loose stamps on their pages, and one partial
filled carton of miscellany. A fun, ecclesiastical lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Vatican collection in a clean Scott album to 1979 with the stamps all mounted. The collection has the #35-40 set with an Italian cert.
Missing a few of the better sets, however it will not take much to complete. Was put together by a knowledgeable collector, viewing
recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Venezuela strong collection on Scott pages with several hundred stamps to 2006. Starts with powerful material from the “Coat of
Arms” period, then well filled into the modern era, also good airs. Abundant complete sets. The lot is looking for someone to move it
into a nice album. Take a look, viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Yugoslavia and area collection in two Scott albums. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles.
One album consists of Yugoslavia from 1921 to 1972 and the other album comprises Croatia, Serbia, and Montenegro from the 1870s
to 1940s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00

COVER COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
551



United States airmail assortment from 1910 to 1940. Over thirty first flights, commercial covers, and postcards mounted on pages
which appeared to have been part of an exhibit. Includes C1-6 on various covers, 1934 Poland Adamowicz brother, and two 1926 mixed
frankings covers having Turkish and US stamps. Would be a great addition to any collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
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United States FDC and cover accumulation in nine cartons. Around 4,000 mainly event covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and subscription items from the golden age of issue years of the 1960s to the 1980s. If you like covers by the pound, you will like this selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 475.00
United States cover assortment of over 40 “book publisher, literature” cachets from the 1860s to 1898. Offers a good selection having
a strong presence Chicago.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
United States airmail selection from 1926 to 1955 in a pizza-size box. Embraces over 30 mainly first flight cover including C18
block of four. Also contains several “crash” covers including one from 1943 and 1955. Excellent aviation offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
United States collection of 22 Civil War patriotics. Nearly all are multi colored and almost half are from Michigan towns. Good
variety. Condition is a little rough but still very marketable at the appropriate price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
United States accumulation from the 1930s to 2010 in four cartons. Thousands of overwhelmingly noncacheted FDCs and event
covers as received from the consignor mostly in small boxes. A useful tool if you are willing to sharpen it. (Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
United Statesc cover selection from 1928 to 1986 in a binder. Involves 12 contemporary to modern Charles Lindberg covers and
postcards including what appears to be a Lindberg autographed postcard from 1928 cancelled in Lesterville, South Dakota and around
18 Concorde first flights from 1976 to 1986. Inspection recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Twelve cartons of mainly United States subscription items including commemorative panels from the Country Club estate. Issued during the “golden age” of issuing years from the 1970s to the 1990s. Pound for pound a great value. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
United States “Win the War” #905 accumulation. Around 120 covers and postcards from 1943 to 1945 in a binder offering a snapshot of WW II postal history. Includes a neat oversized “fish” and Earl Carroll Restaurant Hollywood, California postcards. A treat to
view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Five full banker’s boxes containing a collection of FDC’s 1928-1986. Over 3,300 covers that are clean and well cared for. A mixture
of early non cacheted and addressed, and more modern cacheted and unaddressed. Few of any consequence. Looks like “two for a
dollar box” fodder to us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Four of our largest cartons filled with FDC’s . Mostly running from the 1940’s to late 1990’s. Runs the gamut from cacheted unaddressed to cacheted addressed to uncacheted unaddressed. Good profit potential on eBay at our estimate. (Webphoto) S.B. 260.00
Roughly 45 USS Macon cacheted covers from 1933-1935 in a binder from the Country Club estate. Mainly all different having
many interesting cachets. Take time to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
US postal stationery (14) and covers (5 mainly 19th Century trans-Atlantic) accumulation in a small pizza size box. Includes
California oversize, specimen stationery, errors, and private overprints. Easy lot to figure as all are pictured on the web site.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Three Confederate covers from the Education topical collection featuring cancels and advertising for Southern schools before and
during the Civil War. Corinth, Mississippi; Trinity College, North Carolina; and Richmond Female Institute, Virginia are the focus.
Roughly opened, but definitely exhibitable these fit in many topical and historical collections.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Hawaii postal stationery assortment. Consists of six unused postal cards or envelopes. One cover has old mount marks on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
United States and General Foreign Cover selection in eleven cartons roughly from the 1930s to 2010 from the Country Club
estate. Involves mainly United States FDCs, covers, and postal stationery in binders and small boxes. There is a minuscule amount of
worldwide which mainly is from the Vatican. A clean lot ready for internet scanning.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
United States and General Foreign many hundred covers that are a mix of commercial and philatelic. Includes beneficial various flights, picture postcards, town cancels, military, colorful frankings, etc.. This flows throughout, with the U.S. somewhat stronger.
Generally medium grade with loads of $2 to $10 retail items. Need to go cover by cover to come up with the right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00

United States and General Foreign covers from the 1940s to 1990s in six cartons. Over 3,000 FDCs, Event covers, postal stationery,
and subscription items. Includes Colorano cachets mainly Event covers from the late 1970s to 1980s from the US and Great Britain
having a massive amount of duplication. Likewise, a monstrous accumulation of the same two 1949 France postal cards for the Centennial of the French postage stamps approaching 750+. Rounding out this holding is a variety of France FDCs. A useful selection for the
right person.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
United States and General Foreign a Jekyll and Hyde accumulation of several thousand. Part low end FDC’s, event, unused stationary and late 19th to 20th century commercial. These hold good topical potential. The other part, which is less in number, include
zepp. flights, clipper flights, advertising, interesting frankings, cancels, etc.. Figuring both parts will be necessary to come up with the
winning number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
United States and General Foreign cover assortment from 1817 to 1964. Over 50 commercial covers, and FDCs having a good
presence from Great Britain and colonies. Searching may bring a smile on your face.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
United States and General Foreign assortment from 1912 to 1948. Roughly 40 mainly airmail covers having several interesting
frankings. Includes from Germany “Gelbert Hund”, two 1928 Zeppelin, two Brazil Condor, United States C18, and Philippines large
covers. You will enjoy this allotment of postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
United States and General Foreign accumulation of around 70 mainly United States FDCs, covers as well as a small amount of
worldwide from the 1930s to the 1990s. Offers some interesting high value frankings from $5.00 to $14.00. (Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
United States and General Foreign assortment from 1869 to the 1962. Around 160 covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Includes
Western Europe and several fascinating examples of American postal history. Inspection required as condition may be an issue of some
material. Still a neat profitable offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
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United States and General Foreign cover assortment from 1912 to 1975. Approximately 175 mainly US first flights, event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards having many already sleeved and identified by the owner. Contains some interesting
postal history particularly from WW II.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
United States and General Foreign mainly First Flight, advertising fifteen cover assortment from 1907 to 1939. Comprise four
glider flights from the 1930s of which two are US and one each from Germany and Austria. Several of the First Flights have various
franking usages of C4, 5, and 6. For a afficando of aviation covers a must to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
United States and General Foreign consular mainly #10 size covers from 1929 to 1966. Comprises around 200 covers both from
and to the United States. Includes Western Europe and Latin America. Worth a glance.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00

Topical large three ring binder containing 48 different Zeppelin cards and covers from a large consignment. Various flights and
markings. Includes US flights as well as foreign, some with interesting destinations. Includes flights from US, Latin America, Germany,
Liechtenstein, Russia to name a few. Good values. Easily saleable covers and cards. Better than usual condition.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Topical large three ring binder containing 38 different Zeppelin cards and covers from a large consignment. Various flights
and markings. Includes US flights as well as foreign, some with interesting destinations. Includes flights from US, Latin America,
Germany, Liechtenstein, Russia, Luxembourg, and Austria to name a few. Good values. Easily saleable covers and cards. Better than
usual condition with more than a few surprises.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
Topical Zeppelin cards and covers all with foreign frankings from a Wisconsin hoard. Thirty-six in this group with cards and covers almost equally represented. A few of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible.
Countries include Latin America over 50%, Liechtenstein, Austria, Russia, and Spain. Mainly clear clean markings. Most are from
common flights. Great for the cover collector or dealer. Easily figured.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Topical Lindbergh flight covers lot of 100 different from the annotated accumulation from an old collector. Along with the usually
seen commemorative flights are a couple dozen Caribbean circle flights, two Tilton autographed covers, an “outlaw” flight, and many
other useful Lucky Lindy related covers in better than usually seen condition.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Topical Zeppelin covers from a small consignment. 26 in all with the most from US and Germany. Mostly common flights with just
a couple of surprises. Take a look you won’t be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Topical three hand painted Zeppelin flight covers. The two German are for the 1936 North American flight, while the third is a
signed (M Fox) watercolor cachet for the April 15, 1925, Los Angeles Zeppelin flight to Bermuda. Beautiful to behold.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Topical 1949 UPU anniversary covers. Ten different, all from different Malay States. All are registered. Eight are cacheted. Nine
are backstamped. Good area representation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
General Foreign several hundred old worldwide partial covers (mostly fronts only) from the late 19th and early 20th century all
sorted by countries. Some of the areas include New Zealand, Mozambique, Panama, Malta and Egypt. Terrific value for the postal history or the stamps alone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
General Foreign accumulation from 1810 to the 1950s. Roughly 50 covers and postal stationery. Spotted some interesting postal
history from France and Latin America. Examination recommended as condition will be a factor of several items to come up with the
right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
General Foreign four heavy cartons of only covers (mostly US with a few foreign) from the Florida storage locker hoard. Anything
and everything possible in this nearly 100 pound accumulation of neat and clean FDCs (unaddressed and non cacheted), event covers,
and an attempt to get a postmark on cover from every post office in Alabama. No power, just a lot of clean covers (probably well over
5,000). Lots of larger covers for your hand painted add ons, or maybe the events are up to your standards. Take a look if covers are
your thing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00

General Foreign three cartons of mainly common worldwide cover accumulation from the 1920s to the 1980s. The majority are
1977-1978 Queen Elizabeth Silver Jubilee FDCs, covers, and postal stationery as received from the consignor. Useful if you are a British Royalty fan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
588

General Foreign mainly British colonies covers and FDCs from 1936 to 1974. Roughly 80% are FDCs mostly oversized from
Rhodesia from 1965 to 1974 plus other southern African colonies. Excellent example of postal history from the Go Go 1960s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
589

General Foreign leftover covers from a small estate. Around a dozen all together with Zeppelin covers and early US predominate.
Condition problems paramount. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
590 /FDC Benelux covers and cards (260+) filling a small carton. From the collection of an accomplished collector each of these was saved
for a reason. Covers the 1850-1990 period with a wide range of unusual covers. Little if any Netherlands. Most are Belgium with a
smattering of Luxembourg. Few early Belgium. Just a few modern FDC. Highlights include Flight covers, stamp show souvenirs,
subscription items, maxim cards, charity events, etc. A good strong interesting cover lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
591

Latin American Zeppelin flight covers (three) all flown “Condor Zeppelin”. The one from Brazil is from the (28.10.31) flight
while the other two are from different South American flights 1932 and 1933. Great markings, clean, and better than usual. See the
web photos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
592 / Bohemia-Moravia selection from 1939 to 1944 from the Coach’s collection in three Safe Dual binders and slipcases. Consists of
over 40 covers, postal cards, postcards and around 70 souvenir pages. Outstanding and unusual assortment having several not often
encountered items from a meticulous, serious collector. You will not be disappointed viewing this offering. Specialists take note.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
587
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Bohemia-Moravia cover assortment from 1939 to 1944 from the Coach’s collection in two Safe Dual binders and slipcases. Involves
over 80 covers, postal cards, postcards and about 70 souvenir pages. Fantastic selection from a meticulous, serious collector. Great
source of postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Cape of Good Hope six covers from 1883-1884. All cancelled in Stellenbosch and mailed to either Warren or Bradford, Massachusetts.
Covers have several small tears, some will be severe plus one cover has one stamp fallen off. Still a great source for Cape Colony postal
history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 55.00
Peoples Republic of China small box filled with well over 100 different First Day Covers 1984-2011. Looks like some complete
sets with a few souvenir sheets noticed. Some useable duplication. Take a look you might be surprised.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
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Germany specialized study of 1942-43 covers from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in five Safe binders and slipcases.
Includes roughly 225 covers, 100 postal cards and postcards. Involves B201-210, B215-217 B230-236, B227, B237-240, B244-45, and
B247-250. Includes commercial, singles, sets, pairs, and event covers. Visualize how long it took Coach to hunt down all these combinations in this offering and you will appreciate his enthusiasm. If you like this period of German philately, do not let it slip away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
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Germany specialized study of 1936 Summer Olympics Scott #B82-B89 and propaganda and sports cards from Coach’s extensive
Third Reich group in three like new Safe albums. Includes 60 covers, 105 cards, one telegram (1936 Gold Medal) many of these
which are sports themed propaganda pieces. They include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights, Zeppelin flights, zusammendrucke,
and event covers. Also includes some ancillary ticket stubs (20), photographs, pamphlets (one is the map of the Olympic Village), and
blown up pictures of telegrams and postcard images to tell his story. Hard to think of a more complete 1936 Olympic topical told from
the German prospective.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
Germany specialized study of the 1944-1945 Germany issues Scott #B251-B293, from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in
three like new Safe albums. Enhanced by 305 covers and cards some of which are on presentation sheets for various propaganda events.
Hardly any duplication. These include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, presentation, and event covers. Dozens of propaganda cards
and specialized pieces to make it impossible to replace. The end of the war dubiously cancelled are included to obtain completeness,
but the “Women in the war effort Medal”, and “War Action” propaganda cards seem to be the real Mc Coy. A viewing pleasure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
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Danzig phenomenal cover selection in a Safe Dual binder and slipcase from 1937 to 1940 from the Coach’s collection. Over 40
covers and postal cards. Includes four fantastic 1937 large covers with souvenir sheets. An unusual assortment not often seen in this
quantity from a collector who was passionate in acquiring this type of postal history. Do not let this own get away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
France accumulation/collection of 17 “Ballon Monte” Siege of Paris 1871 covers in a small pizza size box. All are folded letters,
many accompanied with full English translations. IncludesBM3, BM17, BM22, BM38, BM42 X3, BM50 X3, BM55, and BM57. In
“as is” “as found” condition. Many faults, some of which have been crudely repaired. Also includes Thompson’s “The Siege of Paris
1870-1871 Par Ballon Monte” first edition 1975, 322 pages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
France outstanding cover cancellation selection from 1780 to 1871. Around 60 covers already mounted and identified by the owner
in English on pages in a binder. Appears to have been part of an exhibit at one time. Starts with the French Revolution and ends with
the Paris Commune. All the work has been done for you. Enjoy viewing this out of sight holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Germany Hindenburg medallion issue covers (#391//431) in four full size sparkling Safe albums on cover pages. This group
from Coach’s estate includes single frankings, rate frankings, pairs frankings, zusammendrucke frankings, commemorative cancels, air
frankings, and even a couple Zeppelin flight covers pleasantly spread throughout. Over 280 different in all in denominational order.
Difficult to replace, but easy to exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00

Germany specialized study of 1938-1939 covers from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in three Safe binders and slipcases.
Involves roughly 100 covers and 100 postal cards and postcards of which one binder contains B134-139, another #484, B116-117 and
the third MI 665-671 issues. Comprises commercial, singles, sets, pairs, event covers as well as propaganda cards. Imagine how long
it took Coach to find this material. To find it all in one place is amazing. Outstandingly complete.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
Germany specialized study of the 1939 Germany issues. Scott #B140, B137, B141-B143, B144, B145, B146, B147, B148-B159,
and B158-B168 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in three like new Safe albums. Enhanced by 172 covers and cards some
of which are on presentation sheets for various propaganda events. Light duplication. These include commercial, singles, sets, pairs,
zusammendrucke, zeppelin and event covers. Plenty of propaganda cards and zuzammendruck pieces to make it difficult to replace and
desirious to own.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
Germany cover group from a large Opera topical consignment. Most are B49-B57 usages in concert on philatelic covers just over
80. Very few zusammendrucke. Includes all the other ancillary material including stamps, picture postcards (almost all modern) and
ticket stubs from various operas. The end of the line small carton from the full consignment.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
Germany specialized study of 1939-1940 covers from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in three Safe binders and slipcases.
Encompasses approximately 95 covers, 165 postal cards and postcards in two of the binders of which the first one contain B170-175
and the second one has B176-187 issues. Includes commercial, singles, sets, pairs, zusammendrucke and event covers. The third binder
involves approximately 85 postal cards for Martin Luther Heinrich I, Hutten etc. having duplication. Imagine how long it took Coach
to search for this material. To find it all in one place is totally awesome.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
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Germany specialized study of 1941 covers from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in three Safe binders and slipcases. Incorporates around 100 covers, 30 postal cards and postcards in two of the binders of which the first one comprise B188-190, 498-505
and the second one contain B148-159, B191/200 issues. Includes commercial, singles, sets, pairs, and event covers. The third binder
includes roughly 270 Hitler definitive issues on covers, postal cards, and parcel receipts. Envision how long it took Coach to hunt for
this type material. To find it all in one place is out of sight.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Germany specialized study of 1937-1938 issues including mainly Scott #B123-B131 and various propaganda pieces from Coach’s
extensive Third Reich group in two like new Safe albums. Includes just over 150 covers and cards some of which are on presentation sheets for various propaganda events. They include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, zusammendrucke, flights, events, and even
a few party event tickets. Light duplication in places. Just imagine how long it took to get so many of these in one place. Strikingly
complete.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00

Germany study of 1935 Scott #467-468, B68 and B69-B78 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual
album. Includes 61 covers and cards some of which are propaganda pieces. The covers include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights,
zusammendrucke, Zeppelin flights, and event covers. The three OSTROPA pieces one is on cover, the other two are event cancelled.
Each of these covers, cards, and souvenir sheets have been carefully chosen and upgraded into this display. Took a lifetime to build.
Impressive.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Germany two B105 registered covers direct from Coach’s extensive collection of Third Reich material. Consists of one cancelled
in Arnstadt on 15.12.37 and was mailed to Elizabeth, New Jersey where it received a New York transit back stamp on December 22
and a receiving cancel of December 23. The second cover was cancelled in Backnang on 9.12.37. It was mailed to Freiburg where it
received a back stamp on 10.12.37.
(Webphoto) Catalog 1100.00
Germany specialized study of 1933 Wagner issues Scott #B49-B57 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a clean like new
Safe album housing 41 covers and cards. They include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights, flights, zusammendrucke, and event
covers. Every conceivable zusammendrucke position on cover. The best diversified accumulation of these we have seen in a long time.
See the web photos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Germany study of 1934 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual album. Includes 55 covers and cards,
39 propaganda picture post cards and a few color pictures of then current events. Covers Scott #432-443 with singles franking, pairs
franking, sets franking and all sorts of uses including Party events and Zeppelin flights. The PPCs are propaganda, rallies, and commemorative cards some of which are quite scarce. Another great exhibit cornerstone for the Germany aficionado.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Germany study of 1935 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual album. Includes 68 covers and cards,
27 propaganda picture post cards and a few pictures of then current events. Covers Scott #448-451, 452-453, 454-455, 456-458, 459-462,
463-464, and B68 with singles franking, pairs franking, sets franking and all sorts of uses including Party events and Zeppelin flights.
The PPCs are propaganda, rallies, and commemorative cards some of which, especially the “Welcome back Saar” are quite scarce. The
OSTROPA sheet is on an “on the floor of the event” cover. See the webphotos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Germany Hitler sheets Michel 7-8-9-11 BL 10, Nurnberg Rally B13, and B93-101 assortment from Coach’s extensive collection Third
Reich group in three like new Safe albums and slipcases. Comprises roughly 70 covers, 60 postal cards and postcards. They include
singles, sets, and pairs as Coach liked to collect them. Coming along for the ride are a mixture of B102, and 103 mint and event cancelled
souvenir sheets. Take time to enjoy this tremendous offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Germany study of C46-C56 on cover from Coach’s collection in a sparkling Safe Dual album. Includes single frankings, pairs
frankings, multi frankings and mixed frankings embracing event covers, cards, flight covers, and Zeppelin covers. 49 covers and cards
all together. Huge Michel value taking years of careful searching, a ton of research, and the moxie of a veteran collector to put this one
together. Could be the basis of a very nice concept exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Germany study of 1934, Scott #446-447 and B59-B67, from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual album.
Includes 57 covers and cards with single, pair, set frankings and all sorts of uses including events, zusammendrucke, and Zeppelin
flights.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Germany cover group from a large Opera topical consignment. Most are B49-B57 usages, (single, pairs, and mixed frankings) on
philatelic covers. Just over 55 different covers in all. A few zusammendrucke usages are a highlight. Put together for variety to please
many bidders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Germany specialized study of 1937 Charity issues of Scott #B107-B115 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a like new
Safe album. Includes 77 covers some of which are on presentation sheets for various propaganda events. They include commercial,
singles, sets, pairs, zusammendrucke, and event covers. Just imagine how long it tooke to get so many of these in one place. Strikingly
complete.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Germany study of “German stamps on cover used in Austria 1938-1944” from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in two like
brand new Safe albums. Includes 223 covers and cards some of which are propaganda pieces. The covers include commercial, singles,
sets, pairs, mixed franking, zusammendrucke, and events. Hard to come by in today’s cover market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Germany specialized study of the back of the book wartime issues P1-P2, MC1, MQ1-MQ3, as well as these overprinted for
uses at the front from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a like new Safe album. Includes 38 covers and cards along with a few
stamps from his singles collection. These include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, etc. Some of which have certificates or are signed.
The dubious are also included along with light duplication. Huge Michel potential value that needs the eyes of a specialist to verify the
value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
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Germany selection comprising of 51 “Wagner” covers, postal cards, and postcards having a variety of combinations for B49-57 as
well as some zusammendrucke. All on pages as received from the consignor. If you collect or sell this type of postal history, could be
a treasure trove for those elusive usages or combinations.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
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Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 26 in all in this group with many more
cards than covers. Most of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. Light duplication in the flights and frankings. Overall better than usual condition. A great start toward a flown card collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 32 in all in this group with a few more covers than
cards. Only four of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. Little duplication in
the flights and markings. Completely different than the other similar lots in this auction. Overall better than usual condition. Mainly
the usually seen flights, perfect for the country collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 25 in all in this group with many more
cards than covers. Completely different than the other groups. Most of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side
making both sides collectible. Light duplication in the flights and frankings. Overall better than usual condition. Another great start
toward a flown card collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany and General Government concentration camp selection from the Coach’s collection. Roughly 25 covers, parcel receipts,
and postal cards on Safe pages. Contains work and concentration camps including three from Auschwitz (one is missing its stamp).
From a collector who had appreciation of German postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany study of 1936 Scott #454-455 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual Dual album. Includes
21 covers and cards highlighting the stamps, 15 propaganda picture post cards, oversize blown up magazine pictures, four tickets to
the “Reichsparteitag” 1936, and a few pictures and cigarette cards of then current events. The cards range from common to scarce, the
tickets are all used except one, so viewing is important. See the webphotos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 25 in all in this group with more cards
than covers. Many of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. Duplication in the
flights and frankings. Overall better than usual condition. A bargain at our suggested bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 25 in all in this group with many more
cards than covers. Many of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. More than
its share of on board cancellations. Light duplication in the flights and markings. Completely different than the other similar lots in
this auction. Overall better than usual condition. A great start toward a flown card specialized exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German franking from a Wisconsin hoard. 26 in all in this group with a few more
cards than covers. Many of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. More than
its share of on board cancellations and interesting destinations. Light duplication in the flights and markings. Completely different
than the other similar lots in this auction. Overall better than usual condition. Great addition to a Zeppelin topical collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Germany Zeppelin cards and covers all with German and US frankings from a Wisconsin hoard. Around fifty in all in this group
with many more cards than covers. Some of the cards have Zeppelin themes and pictures on the picture side making both sides collectible. Mostly the more common flights with the majority from the end of the Zeppelin experiment. Completely different than the other
similar lots in this auction. Overall better than usual condition. Even includes a US #C18 Akron cover. Great for the generalist.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Germany study of 1936 Summer Olympics Scott #B82-B89 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a like new Safe album
nesting 56 covers and cards some of which are propaganda pieces. They include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights, Zeppelin
flights, zusammendrucke, and event covers. Also includes some ancillary photographs, pamphlets (one for the movie “Olympia, Fest
der Voelker”), and blown up pictures of telegrams and postcard images to tell his story. Impressive.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
Germany study of “the Nazi rise to power” 1928-1933 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a sparkling Safe Dual album. Includes 30 propaganda picture post cards, oversize blown up magazine pictures, a written chronical, and a few pictures and
cigarette cards of then current events. The cards range from common to scarce, so viewing is important. See the webphotos.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Germany Flossenburg, Bavaria 30 concentration camp parcel cards from 1943-44 having ten each from the General Government,
Bohemia-Moravia, and Germany all addressed to people imprisoned inside this camp. Almost all have legible researchable information.
Tremendous WW II historical museum pieces that should not be forgotten.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Germany Rail Post and Rail Stations cancels on cards, covers and pieces. Over 100 neatly arranged in a stockbook. Many with very
readable cancels. A fair appraisal can only be accomplished by direct viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Germany covers, five in all, period used, from Coach’s collection each having a part of B58 souvenir sheet used as franking.
The first four use B58a-B58d as singles one on each cover the last is a cut down intact block from the sheet that has been folded once
through B58b. The B58a cover includes a Schlegel certificate (2000). Will fill the space in your cover collection if you can’t get either
single souvenir sheet cover in this auction.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Germany covers collection with a focus on Hitler stamps and zusammendrucke used mainly in the 1940-1942 period. 55 of the
84 covers show at least one se-tenant pair. The rest are odd usages, destinations or varieties. Coach carefully selected these to tell his
story of the origins of the patriotic through the propaganda labels. The clean Safe album makes organization easy. A an upgrade for
every Germany collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
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Germany Graf Zeppelin eight flight covers and postcards from the Coach’s collection from 1929 to 1931. Consists of flights to the
United States, Buenos Aires, and Liechtenstein. Examination required as the condition such as tape, folds, and soiling will be a factor.
Still a neat lot for single and pair usages of the Zeppelin stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Germany study of 1936 Winter Olympics Scott #B79-B81 and B90 from Coach’s extensive Third Reich group in a like new Safe
album. Includes 28 covers and 47 cards some of which are propaganda pieces. They include commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights,
and event covers. Also includes some ancillary photographs, pamphlets, and blown up pictures of telegram and postcard images to tell
his story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Germany study of 1936 encompassing Scott #469, 470-471, 472, 473-476, 477-478, B90, and C57-C58 from Coach’s extensive
Third Reich collection in a like new Safe album. Includes 71 covers and cards some of which are propaganda pieces. They include
commercial, singles, sets, pairs, flights, Zeppelin flights, and event covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Germany and Area accumulation of approximately a thousand covers put away many years ago. Mainly postwar to the 1960’s
Bundesrepublic and East Germany but also value in other areas, especially 3rd Reich. Wide variety. Likable for the colorful frankings,
1st days and other philatelic types. Somewhat disheveled so, close inspection is recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Alsace and Lorraine German Occupation selection from the Coach’s collection in two Safe binders and slipcases. Around 85
covers, postal cards and parcel receipts of which roughly 75% are from Alsace and 25% from Lorraine. Also includes an unusual, hard
to find French Legion airmail two blocks of four each on a front. Due to size of front, it has a vertical fold. Viewing this lot in person
would be beneficial while scans are helpful, do not do it justice.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
German Occupation assortment from the Coach’s collection in a Safe binder and slipcase. Consists of roughly 20 covers from
1942-44 from the Ukraine and Ostland which also includes two from the Belgium Walloon Legion. Coming along for the ride are mainly
mint and used stamps from these areas as well as two partial Kurland sheets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
German Occupation assortment from the Coach’s collection on Safe pages. Includes fourteen covers and postcards from Jersey
and Guernsey from 1941-44. Always a popular collection area from the only area of Great Britain that was occupied by the Germans
during WW II.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Great Britain accumulation from 1852 to 1906. Around 25 covers and postal stationery already sleeved and identified by the owner.
Offers some fascinating example of Victorian and Edwardian postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Italy (15) Venice AQ sheets (from acqua=water), the very first form of postal stationery in the world. This group was issued from
1646 to 1764 with different postmaster names to produce tax revenues to help the city recover from the frequent flooding. One was used
as a letter. Includes varieties smiling lion, female lion, and worn down wood die print. Fourteen of these sheets were used as envelopes.
Due to exposure to floods, insects, dampness and rodents, all of them show slight damage and discoloration as well as some have old
tape on their reverses to hold them together. Better than typical condition.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Poland General Government assortment from the Coach’s collection in three Safe binders and slipcases. Approximately 225
philatelic, commercial covers, postal cards, postcards, and parcel receipts. From a meticulous collector who had a passion for collecting
this type of postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
Poland General Government selection from the Coach’s collection in a Safe binder and slipcase. Around 50 mainly official covers
and postal cards from 1942 to 44 of which several are philatelic. An unusual assortment direct from a collector who had appreciation
of this type of material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Poland assortment from the Coach’s collection on Safe pages from 1916 to 1919. About twenty covers including two having both
Scott #77-78 as well as a neat “printed matter.” A fascinating slice of Polish philately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Poland cover assortment mainly on quadrille pages already identified from 1926 to 1967. Involves thirteen first flight covers from
1926-1939, three balloon flights from 1935-38 including the 1938 B31 which has a vertically folded from top to bottom through the
souvenir sheet. Also includes around 50 first flight, glider, and balloon covers from 1958 to 1967.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
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United States folded letter cancelled August 12, 1837 from Fort Winnebago Territory (now an historical site in Wisconsin) to
Lincoln City, Kentucky, 25 cent manuscript. Written by C.C. Daviess to his mother in Kentucky. Posted at the Fort in what was to be
a land buying trip in what is now Missouri. His wife adds some information at the end. Great historical letter, with a premium early
Fort cancel typifying the transition of this area from Revolutionary support for the British toward a Western expansion and Manifest
destiny. Interesting reading.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
United States Black circle Chicago July 3, 1858 stampless folded cover to Canada West. U. States half moon and “20” auxiliary
handstamps at the center. Windsor transit on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States Red Andover MS, April 17 circle and red St Anstead LC transit franked on a stampless cover to Montreal Lower
Canada. Manuscript “18” at upper right. Manuscript “1837” Apr, 15 on the reverse. Vertical fold at right, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States Red Fitchburgh Mass, May 10 cirle and red St Anstead LC transit franked on a stampless cover to Montreal Lower
Canada. Red “PAID” hand stamp at upper right. Vertical fold at center, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States Blue double circle Chicago Jul 28, 1865 franked on a stampless cover to Port Hope Canada. Blue U.States/10 exchange marking at upper right. Small Port Hope receiving cancel on the reverse. Cover has been reduced at left and a some bad faults,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States Green West Woodstock Ct. cds, PAID, “10” curved UD, STATES 6d at upper right franked on a stampless cover
to Delaware Canada West. London CW and Delaware UC cancels on the reverse. Cover has a small tear at top left, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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United States Inbound stampless N. York BR. PKT, PAID 24 per Arabia to Kingston, Mass. Lombard Street PAID and “5” over Cents
at upper right on a folded letter dated 23 Dec 1854, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States Historically significant 1858 cover from Yellow Springs, Ohio (November 25) from an old education topical collection.
Horace Mann. Mann is widely known as the “father” of public education, and outspoken critic of the slavery system. The letter is one
page both sides from Mann’s private mail pad in his own hand to a person on the payroll who has yet to be paid. Hand written letters from
Mann are exceedingly rare and ones that delineate his money problems at Antioch College, let alone saved with the original envelope.
Extensive webphotos add to the value. Belongs in an education exhibit and saved for posterity.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
United States A. C. Roessler cover for the “Special Airmail First Shuttle Plane” flight for “Zeppelin passengers and Mail”. Mixed
franking US 2 cent Washington (May 11, 1936) and Germany 8 pf Hindenburg (Berlin 16.5.36). Includes enclosure indicating this as
a substitute for a second “Rocket Mail” cover at the “Show”. Neat and clean and fairly scarce.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
United States Transit WW II censored cover mailed to Meerrut, India in 1939. Cancelled there on February 4; then forwarded to
Ajmer and cancelled there on February 6. Also stamped “Overland postage due As 6) cancel and label affixed about registration necessary under clause 159. A neat example of Indian postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
United States What used to be a C15 flight cover has had the Zeppelin stamp removed and the envelope reused by catapult at Amsterdam on its way to Bremenhaven, Germany. Roughly opened, roughly handled, soiled. Probably unique.(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
United States cover from 1872 from New York (Nov. 20, 1872) to London (Dec. 2, 1872) via Ship mail “Plymouth”. Most interesting
is the R. F. Stevens, United States Dispatch Agent (Dec. 2, 1872) London handstamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (1) 5¢ 1847 issue franked on a folded letter. Tied with a red grid cancel. Cover has a couple vertical folds. Stamp is
average.
(Webphoto) Catalog 450.00
United States (2) 10¢ 1847 issue franked on an envelope. Tied with a red grid cancel. Red St. Louis cds at center. Cover has a bit of
toning at the edges, stamps has three margins, cut in a bottom, F-VF.
(Webphoto) Catalog 1050.00
United States (9) strip of three on cover. From Buffalo, New York (June 24, 1855) back home to New Berlin, New York. The transcriped letter explaind how he (Charlie) missed the boat, but met an interesting travel companion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
United States (10A) 3¢ Orange Brown type II franked on a folded cover to Ottawa Illinois. Tied with a green an April 12, Wilmington ILL cds. Very clean and fresh, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (68 x2, 65) 3¢ and a pair of 10¢ (double transfer) franked on an early registered Masonic cover with enclosure to
Kaskaskia Ills. Small Nov 23 Red Bud ILL cds at lower left. One stamp with SE, cover has been reduced at left, F-VF.
(Webphoto) Catalog 170.00
United States (68 x2, U58) Pair of 10¢ 1861 issue on an entire, early registered Masonic cover with enclosure to Kaskaskia Ills.
Tied with a Feb Aurora, ILL. Few stains, Fine.
(Webphoto) Catalog 170.00
United States (96) 10¢ “F” grill franked on a cover to Germany. Black Chicago Nov 17 cds, violet transit box mark at lower left,
small black box transit mark on the reverse. Overall Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (145) 1¢ 1871 “H” grill franked on a Insurance Company corner cover with a “Man in Coffin” fancy cancel. 1983
PFC states, “it is genuine usage of Scott 134 on cover with fancy “Man In Coffin” and Harrisburg, PA Dec 24 postal markings.” Stamp
is faulty, cover has minor wrinkles, Fine.
(Webphoto) Catalog 260.00
United States (156) 1¢ 1873 issue franked on a cover with a purple “Ladies Boot” fancy cancel. 2002 PFC states, “ Single , purple
ladies boot cancel on cover to Springfield VT matching purple Whitestown NY pmk at left. Genuine usage.” Very bright with a few
very mild bend, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
United States (182) 1¢ 1879 issue franked on a cover with a West Gardner shield and “Skull and Cross bone” fancy cancel. 198 PFC
states, “it is genuine usage with a sealed tear through the Shield Postmark, on cover , West Gardner , Ma Shield and fancy “Shull &
Cross bone cancel.” However the cert. fails to mention a couple of other rears and minor faults. Still a worthwhile item, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
United States (206) 1¢ 1881 issue franked on a cover with enclosure with a “Horse Head” fancy cancel. 1993 APS certificate states,
“Scott 206, used on cover with Northampton , Mass. horse head fancy cancel, genuine in all respects.” Few wrinkles and some trivial
stains, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (212-213) 1¢ and 2¢ 1887 Banknote franked on a multi-color beer entire to Germany. Tied with a killer cancel, “VIA
ENGLAND” hand stamp at lower left. Frankfurt receiving cancel on the reverse. Small sealed tear on the reverse flap, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (240) 50 cent Omaha on cover. Tied post mark Chicago, Grand Crossing Station March 4 (probably 1899). No backstamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
United States (267) 2¢ 1895 issues franked on a cacheted Spanish-American War patriotic to East St. Louis MO. Tied with a Jul
28, 1998 Chichimuga Military Camp. Few wrinkles and a vertical crease at top. Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
United States (367) Three Abraham Lincoln 1912 FDCs. All cancelled in St. Louis having Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad
return addresses. One cover has a severe horizontal tear from top near cancel to bottom right corner. Still a neat original offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
United States (658-668, 669-679) uncatcheted addressed FDC with a few faults o/w typical slight toning, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
United States (C2, C3) Two airmail covers cancelled on July 15, 1918 consisting of a First Flight for C2 and a cover having a C3
which were on the same flight.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
United States (C4-C6) 8¢ to 24¢ second airmail set on three July 1, 1924 first transcontinental night flight. Matching return address and hand stamp cachet. All three have been slit at right and the top, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
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United States (C13, C14, C15) The two lower values are on Zeppelin picture postcards, while the C15 is on a stiffened small sized cover.
All are in collectable condition with the cards a little banged up and soiled from transit. An original collector’s set as received.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
United States (C13) block of four oversize flight cover from New York (May 7) to New York (May 31, 1930). Tied by red cachet.
Has all the proper markings. Corner bumps and bends, light soiling for having been in the mail. Tough to find multiple on cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
United States (C13) First Flight card for the Pan American 1930 flight from New York to Friedrichshafen, Germany and back. The
message on the reverse indicates this was a birthday gift from a mother to a son. All the proper markings easily seen on the front of
the card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
United States (C14) Franked on a Lakehurst, May 10, 1930 flight cover. Tied by flag cancel. Usual green (smudged) Graf Zeppelin
backstamp. Corner dings and light to moderate soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
United States (C15) Franked on a Washington D. C. April 19, 1930 FDC. Tied by cancel and red Sudamerikafahrt cachet. Usual
green (smudged) Graf Zeppelin backstamp. Corner dings and light soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
United States (C15) First Flight cover from Detroit, Michigan to Rio De Janeiro, Brazil (25.5.30) through Varick St. Station, New
York (May 5, 1930). Clean, crisp corners, great markings, everything one wants in a C15 cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
United States (C18) Four covers all different. Includes single uses on cover, one to Rio, one Akron and one Chicago. The best is an
October 2, 1933, New York tied block of four. Solid “Baby Zepp” cover group.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Hawaii (32 x2, 33) Three covers with a variety of cancels and markings. Condition is only fair. See our website for the complete
story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Albania Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover cancelled in Vlore on 5.8.33. This cover was sent to Germany where it received a
transit cancel in Friedrichshafen on 19.8 and a weak back stamp receiving cancel in Santos, Brazil.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Argentina Iceland cacheted via Condor-Zeppelin cover cancelled in Buenos Aires on 30.ago.32. This cover was mailed with one
each C37, three and twelve centavos stamps. It was mailed to Lorch, Germany where it received a Friedrichshafen on 7.9.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Austria (B110a) tied on reg. postalcard by show cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Austria flight cover from the WIPA 1933 “Kongresshaus” to Berlin. Mailed from Vienna (24.6.33) received (25.6.33) with transit
markings. Uses B110 and B110a as its franking. Rare philatelic use in exceedingly nice condition, with all its proper markings. Spectacular.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Austria pair of covers from the same correspondence. Both are properly used Rotary Club Convention covers on letter sheets from
the Hotel Imperial in Vienna mailed and forwarded to Illinois from Missouri. Both were sent (23.6.31) from the convention floor without
back stamp. The first uses B87 and B89, while the other uses B90 to pay the 40g rate. Interesting usages. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Austria registered flight cover mailed from Vienna (17.8.35) to Frankfurt (18.8.35) through Nurnberg (17.8.35). Scarce usage of
C46 on a single rate cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Austria group of six (five different) Danube steamship cancels (Schiffspost) on the matching set (382-384). Includes Budapest X2
one FDC, Johann Strauss, Sophie, Babenberg, and Habsburg. Tough lot to reassemble.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Austria registered FDC for B156-B164. Mailed on “The Day of the Stamp in Austria” December 5, 1937 within Vienna. Lots of
labels and markings to justify the use of the complete set. Oversized with corner bumps and light soiling from handling. Philatelic for
sure, but still a rare survivor.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Bavaria private postal stationery flight card (Munich 10.10.12). Issued for the BAEC special flight with the air chariot (Consee)
picture side. Corner bumps, faded message, but crisp clear appropriate cancellations.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Bulgaria Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover cancelled in Sofia in May, 1933.This cover was mailed with a complete C5-11
plus extras stamps This cover was sent from Friedrichshafen and mailed to Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil having an illegible receiving
cancel. It has old stamp mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Canada four different unused tourist postal cards, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Canada (2b) pair on folded letter with concentric circle cancel and red St. Thomas cds. At lower/left plus a London UC transit cds
on back. With Diena and Greene certs.. Vertical crease through left stamp and margin just clears at upper/right. Fresh F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
China 1¢ ICP postal card tied with an oval Peking 1901 cancel to Germany. Creases, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China 1¢ Sun Yat-sen postal card tied with a May 10, 1937 Changsha first day cancel, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (110, 124-126) Four color combination of the Chinese Imperial Post issues with of local Republic of China red overprints
franked on a domestic registered cover. The name has been cut out of the cover, September 1912 Shanghai bilingual receiving cancel
on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
China (110-11, 124, 149, 151) Five color combination of the Chinese Imperial Post issues with of local Republic of China black
overprints franked on a domestic red banded cover, F-VF.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 120.00
China (110-11, 124-128) Seven color combination of the Chinese Imperial Post issues with of local Republic of China black overprints franked on a picture postcard, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
China (110-111, 124-126) Five color combination of the Chinese Imperial Post issues with of local Republic of China black overprints franked on a domestic registered cover. The name has been cut out of the cover, September 1912 Shanghai bilingual receiving
cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 120.00
China (161a) 1¢ Ochre, inverted overprint franked on a domestic red banded cover, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
China (223) 2¢ First Peking Print franked on a printed matter rate to the USA. Tied with an October 23, 1920 Peking bilingual cancel,
couple of wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
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China (249 x6, 258 x2) 1¢ and 10¢ re-engraved Junk franked on a registered cover to the USA from the Tientsin Postal Commission.
Tied with a February 8, 1928 Tientsin lunar cancel. Reverse flap has a tear, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (258) 10¢ re-engraved Junk issue franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a Chefoo bilingual cancel, Fine.
Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (262) 20¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer issue franked on a registered surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a January 28, 1924
Canton bilingual cancel. Couple of violet Registered handstamps on the front, several transit and receiving canals, a paper seal on the
reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (262 x2) 15¢ re-engraved rice farmer vertical pair franked on an advertising registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a
Shanghai March 26, 1928 bilingual cancel. Cover has a tiny tear, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (293 x2, 299 x2) 5¢ and 20¢ De la Rue & co., Ltd. Franked on domestic airmail then surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with
a September 2 1936 Langchow dotted bilingual cancel. Red “Airmail Service In China Only” hand stamp at bottom center. September
3, 1936 Shanghai bilingual transit cancel on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (294 x6, 312, 321 x8) Interesting three color combination double rate airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a February 9, 1939
Ishen bilingual cancel, February 17, 1939 Hong Kong transit cancel. Couple tiny tears, few wrinkles, F-VF. (Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (297) 2¢ De la Rue & Co. Ltd. print franked on a local rate cover. Tied with an August 23, 1937 Peking bilingual cancel. Few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (297 x2) 2¢ De la Rue & Co., Ltd. Type II franked on a book rate cover to the USA. Tied with a Honglok bilingual cancels,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (299) 5¢ De la Rue Co., Ltd. Print franked on a surface rate cover. Tied with an October 8, ?? Ping Tung bilingual cancel, few
wrinkles F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (299) 5¢ De la Rue Co., Ltd. Print franked on a printed matter rate cover. Tied with a February 12, 1938 Victoria B.C. Paquebot
Posted at Sea machine cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (302, 381, 388 x2) Neat three color combination airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a February 26, 1941 dotted cancel. April
6, 1941 Chunking dotted bilingual transit cancel on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (303) 25¢ De la Rue & Co., Ltd print franked on a surface rate cover to Canada. Tied with a November 23, 1933 Sunchong
bilingual cancel, red vertical hand stamp at left, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (323, 347, 351) 5¢ and $1.00 De la Rue & Co., Ltd. and 50¢ martyr issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with
a May 12, 1937 Shanghai bilingual cancel, several wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (364-367) Compete set of the 150th Anniversary of the US Constitution frank on a registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied
with a Shanghai November 15, 1939 bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (383 x9, 422 x3) 1¢ Martyr and 8¢ Chung Hwa Book Co. prints franked on an airmail to Hong Kong then surface rate cover
to the USA. Tied with a May 19, 1941 Chintang dotted lunar cancel. May 22, 1941 Victoria Hong Kong transit cancel on the front.
Violet box “NOT OPENED BY CENSOR” and Par Avion label on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (387, 396, 433, 506) Interesting four issue combination franked on a censored registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with
a March 30, 1943 Sian Shensi lunar cancel. Tpyed “Via British Overseas Airways to Lagos Nigeria, via Calcutta & Thence By P.A.A”
on the front. Several transit and receiving cancels on the reverse, “OPENED BY EXAMINER” tape at left, wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (418 x2, 460) Pair of the 1940-41 30¢ Martyrs and $1.00 Dr. Sun Yat-sen American Bank Note printing franked registered
surface rate to the USA. Tied with a Shanghai July 31, 1941 bilingual cancel. Several auxiliary hand stamps on the front with a few
transit and receiving cancels on the reverse. Few wrinkles, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (441, 443, 450 x2, 451) Four color combination franked on a printed matter cover to the USA. Tied with a black bilingual
cancel, few wrinkles F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (450, 475) 1¢ American Banknote and 8¢ Chung Hwa Book Co. overprinted “Chinese Republic, 30th Anniversary” prints
franked on a book rate cover to the USA. Tied with an October 13, 1941 Shanghai bilingual cancel. Violet “PASSED BY CENSORE
C-270” hand stamp on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (461, 506, C32) Three color combination franked on a censored registered double airmail rate cover to tha USA. February 2,
1943 Kweilin dotted bilingual cancel, registered transit and receiving cancels. “Opened by Examiner” tape at the right, few wrinkles,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (494, 500, 518) Clean three color combination censored airmail cover to the USA. Tied with an October 10, 1942 Lek-du,
Mintsing dotted lunar cancel. November 10, 1942 Kweiling dotted bilingual transit cancel on the reverse, “OPENED BY EXAMINER
tape at left. Cover was in transit during the November 1, 1942 rate change, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (500 x20) $1.00 Central Trust Printing on a domestic cover. Few wrinkles and a rough edge at top, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (503, 505, 518 x2) Three color combination franked on a censored registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a Chunking
dotted bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (506 x4, 578 x3) $10 De la Rue & Co., Ltd., imperf strip of four, and three $2.00 50th Anniversary of the Kuomintung commemorative franked on a censored registered double airmail rate cover to the USA. Tied with a January 20, 1945 Chungking dotted
bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (560, 574, 575 x4, 611 x2) Interesting surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with an October 20, 1946 Shanghai dotted bilingual
cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (561, 644 x2) two different Sun Yat-sen issues franked on a registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a February 13,
1947 Towshan bilingual cancel, February 16, 1947 Canton transit cancel on various receiving cancels. Tiny tear at reverse top flap, few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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China (561, 726) $50 Pacheng Print and $200 Chiang Kai-shek 60th Birthday commemorative issues franked on a domestic airmail
under posted cover. Tied with a May 13, 1947 Canton bilingual cancel with an auxiliary chop on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (563, 573, 614 x2, 633) Three color combination airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a June 13, 1946, Shanghai bilingual
cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (566, 861, 864, 872) Four color combination Sun Yat-sen issue surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a December 20, 1848
Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel. Violet “AIR MAIL” handstamp at lower left. Cover has a corner wrinkle and been trimmed at left,
F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (575, 638, 672) Sharp three color combination franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with January 20, 1947 Peiping
dotted bilingual cancel. Couple a extra auxiliary hand stamps on the front. Couple of folds and a few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (583-588, 762-763, 781-783, C48-C52, B11-B13 imperfs) Small group of five philatelic or First day Covers. Very clean lot,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
China (611, C48-C52) 1945 $20 Sun Yat-sen commemorative and a complete set of the 1946 airmails overprinted with National Currency surcharge franked on a surface and airmail combination cover to the USA. Tied with a Peking May 24 1946 bilingual cancel. Few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (611x 4, 613 x2) $20 and $100 Victory of the Allied nations over Japan commemorative issues franked on an airmail cover
to the USA. Tied with a May 14, 1946 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancels, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (640 x3) $100 carmine Sun Yat-sen issue franked on a surface cover to the USA. Tied with a December 13, 1946 Nanking
dotted bilingual cancel, vertical crease, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (644 x6, 678, 680 x2)Three color combination franked on a double air rate registered cover to the USA. Tied with a May 5,
1947 Chikhom bilingual cancel. May 7, 1947 Canton transit, a register transit and receiving cancel on the reverse. Wrinkles, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (645, 689, 738 x2) Compact three Sun Yat-sen issues franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a November 16,
1947 Chungking dotted bilingual cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (722a-727a) Complete set of the perf 14, 60th Birthday of Chiang Kai-shek set franked on a FDC going to the USA. Tied
with the special October 31, 1946 commemorative cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (732-736) Complete set of First Anniversary of the return of the Chinese Government to Nanking franked on a surface
cover to the USA. Tied with a July 1, 1947 Foochow dotted bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (738, 739, 740 x3) Three different 1947 Sun Yat-sen issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a November 11,
1947 Kunming dotted bilingual cancel. Violet rectangle AIRMAIL hand stamp at upper right, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (740, 755 x2) Two different Sun Yat-sen issues franked on a domestic air registered cover. Tied with a May 31, 1948 Shanghai
dotted bilingual cancel. Rounded corner, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (740, 756-757, 784 x3) Simple airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a May 3, 1948 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel. Violet
“Air Mail” hand stamp at left, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (749) $2000 Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issue franked on domestic surface cover. Tied with a March 30, 1948 Peiping dotted
bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (752) $5000 Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issue franked on a postage due surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a November
18, 1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel. Violet postage due box and black “T” auxiliary hand stamps on the front. Few wrinkles,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (755 x2, 757, 809) Three color combination Sun Yat-sen issues franked on an aerogram posted to the USA. Tied with a June
26, 1948 Chengtu dotted lunar cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (755x4, 805) $10,000 Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom and $5000 on $100 carmine Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issues franked on
a domestic registered cover. Tied with a July 30, 1948 lunar cancel, red an August 16, 1948 Shanghai cancel and part of a register label
on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
China (755, 756 x3) $10,000 and $20,000 Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a
March 31, 1948 (last day of rate) Chengtu dotted bilingual cancel, black box Par Avion hand stamps at top center. Couple faults, wrinkles,
Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (756 x2, 759) $20,000 and $200,000 Sun Yat-sen issues franked on an airmail registered cover to the USA. Tied with a June
11, 1948 Canton bilingual cancel. Violet box Par Avion hand stamp at upper right. June 11, 1948 Canton bilingual transit and a couple
USA receiving cancels on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (758, 759 x2, 791) Three different Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a
August 4, 1948 (3 days after a rate change) Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (759 x5, 791 x2) $20,000 and $5000 Sun Yat-sen Plum Blossom issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a
September 5, 1948 Tientsin dotted bilingual cancels. September 7, 1948 Tientsin dotted bilingual transit cancels on the reverse, few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (764 x2, 880 x3, C56, C60) Four color combination airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a March 6, 1949 Tsingtao dotted
bilingual cancel. HR’s on the front at bottom, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (784) $5000 Stamp Exhibition at Nanking commemorative franked on a domestic express cover. Tied with a March 20, 1948
show cancel, red circle hand stamp at center. March 21, 1948 Shanghai dotted transit, violet show hand stamp, and label receipt on the
reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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China (784) $5000 Nanking stamp Exposition issue franked on a domestic surface rate cover. Tied with a Liuchow April 16, 1937
dotted bilingual cancel with a Chungking April 14, 1937 dotted cancel at left and the reverse. Trimmed a bit at the bottom and a few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (809 x5, 810) Chinese National Currency overprints franked on a domestic airmail cover. Tied with a July 14, 1948 Amoy
dotted bilingual cancel, July 18, 1948 Changsha transit lunar cancel. Vertical violet auxiliary hand stamp on the reverse, mild diagonal
crease, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (861 x18) $1.00 on 40¢ Central Trust Print franked on a airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a December 13, 1948 (second
day of the new rate) Yingtan dotted bilingual cancels. Small tear on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (873 x8) Two National Currency overprinted blocks of four franked on a surface rate cover to the American Zone Germany.
Tied with a February 10, 1949 Chungking bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (875, 880, 884-885) Gold Yuan issues franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with March 15, 1949 Foochow bilingual
cancel. Small spot at bottom center, a few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (877, 918 x6) Gold Yuan issues franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a February 24, 1949 Shanghai dotted
bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
China (964 x3, 967) 4¢ on $100, 10¢ on $1000 Silver Yuan revenue issues franked on a domestic air register express cover. Tied with
a May 27, 1947 Swatow bilingual cancel. Label receipt below the stamps, May 28, 1949 Canton dotted bilingual transit cancel and a
couple of violet auxiliary hand stamps on the reverse. Couple of wrinkles, reduced at top, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
China (C6 x2) 15¢ second airmail issue franked on a cacheted Canton-Shanghai first flight cover. Tied with an October 25, 1938
commemorative cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
China (C6, C25 x2) Kwang-Ho route, Canton-Kwangchowwan-Hanoi cacheted first flight cover. Tied with a February 2, 1936
Shanghai bilingual cancel, February 14, 1936 commemorative cancel at bottom center. Delay by adverse weather hand stamp on the
front. Couple of violet hand stamps on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
(C11-C17) 15¢-90¢1932-1937 Junker issues franked on a Hong Kong to San Francisco FAM flight. Tied with a April 26, 1928 Shanghai
bilingual cancel. Cover has been damaged on the reverse otherwise F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Czechoslovakia cacheted Zeppelin card cancelled in Prague on 19.11.32. This card was mailed with one each C10, 13, 16. It has a
red circular Berlin-Friedrichshafen connecting flight and violet first South America flight & globe cachets. This card was sent to Recife,
Pernambuco, Brazil where it was cancelled there on arrival on 23.III.32.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Danzig Polar flight Zeppelin cover. From Danzig (17.7.31) to New York. Uses #187 and C30 to pay the rate. Lightly soiled and
pencil marked. Transit marks all on the front, include Leningrad (25.7.31) and Berlin (25.7.31). No receiving mark. Not backstamped.
All the other markings are clear and legible.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Danzig Zeppelin flight card from Danzig (12.5.30) to Sevilla, Spain (31.5.30). Pretty three color franking #170 x 2, C26 x 4, and
C29 and C29 to pay the rate. Lightly soiled with all appropriate markings. The face of the PPC is a real photo of the Graf Zeppelin
low flying over a corn field. A stamp dealer seal graces the address.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Danzig registered Zeppelin flight cover for the Danzig Graf Zeppelin flight of 1932. From Danzig (29.7.32) to Winterthur, Switzerland
(1.8.32). Uses the full set C31-C35 along withC27 and C29 to pay the rate. Lightly soiled and pencil marked. All the other markings
are clear and legible.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Denmark cacheted Zeppelin cover and card. The card was cancelled in Logstor on 16.7.34 having one each C6, C8, and C10 stamps.
It was sent to Berlin and cancelled there on 17.7 and then forwarded to Friedrichshafen and cancelled on 21.7. This cover was mailed
to Victoria, Brazil and received no back stamp. The cover was cancelled in Copenhagen on 25.9.36 with two C8 and one C10 stamps.
It was mailed to Grand Forks, North Dakota where it received a back stamp on October 2.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Egypt “fumigated’ stampless cover cancelled in Cairo on November 22, 1831. This cover was mailed to Florence. Boxed fumigation
mark “Lazzeretto San Rocco di Livorno.”
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Egypt fantastic fumigated registered cover cancelled in Port Said in 1891. Mailed to St Remo, Italy having forwarded cancels in
Naples and Genoa. Cover has neat “Lion & Blum Hamburg-Port Said” wax seals on it reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
France two Marseille Aviation covers. One multifranking, cacheted cover was cancelled on July 25, 1927 while the other cover was
cancelled on July 26.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
France Montpellier Aviation Meet cover cancelled on September 2, 1923. Cover was mailed with semi-official stamps to Paris.
(Webphoto) S.B. 55.00
France Montpellier Aviation Meet cover cancelled on September 2, 1923. This cover was mailed with semi-official stamps to Evreux
and cancelled there on September 4.
(Webphoto) S.B. 55.00
France domestic First Flight multifranking cover having semi-official stamps cancelled on October 7, 1923 in Amiens. It was mailed
to Paris and received a Beauvais cancel.
(Webphoto) S.B. 55.00
France (7) four margin copy tied on folded letter by petite lozenge cancel, horz. With Diena cert.,letter has crease otherwise F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 130.00
France (47) tied on 1871 cover by 2240 grande lozenge cancel to Italy with receiving cds on back. Stamp nice four margin copy, cover
with horz. crease, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
France (48) four margin copy tied on folded letter with receiving cds on reverse F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Germany three Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight covers which were all cancelled in Friedrichshafen from the Coach’s collection. The
first cover was cancelled on 14/10/33 with a C44 to Chicago where it was back stamped there on October 27. The second cover was
cancelled on 14/10/33 with a C45 to Detroit and back stamped cancelled n Chicago on October 26. The third cover was cancelled on
14/10/33 with a C43 to New York City and cancelled in Rio de Janeiro on October 18.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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Germany three Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight covers from the Coach’s collection. The first cover was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on
24/7/31 with one C42 stamp. It was mailed to Union City NJ. It has a receiving cancel on 27/VII/31 on the Soviet Icebreaker Malyguin.
The second cover was mailed to Rochester, PA with a C41 and cancelled on board 26/7/1931. It has a receiving cancel 27/VII/31 on the
Malyguin. The third odd flight postal card was cancelled in Berlin 25/7/31 with a C40 stamp, received a transit cancel in Leningrad on
25/VII/31 and then another Berlin cancel on 27/7/31. It was mailed to Amsterdam.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight postal card from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 14/10/33
having two C43 and one C44 stamps. This cover receiving green cancel was in Friedrichshafen on 2/11/33. Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight postal card from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 14/10/33
having two C43 and one C44 stamps. This card has a green return receiving cancel in Friedrichshafen on 2/11/33.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 18/5/30 from the Coach’s collection. It was mailed
with two C39 stamps. This cover was mailed to Lyndhurst NJ and received a back stamp in Lakehurst on May 31. It has several slight
creases.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Lemwerder on 11/10/33
having two C44 stamps. This cover was mailed to San Francisco. It has a transit cancel in Chicago on October 26 and San Francisco
receiving cancel on October 29..
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin two cacheted flight covers from the Coach’s collection. The first cover was cancelled in Friedrichshafen
on 13/Okt/33 with one C43 stamp mailed to New York having no receiving cancel. The second cover was cancelled “on board” 9/12/34
It was mailed to Recife, Brazil with one C44 stamp where it received a back stamp on 12/XII/34.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin two cacheted flight postcards from the Coach’s collection. The first postcard was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 18/5/30 with a C39 to Washington DC. It has a receiving front cancel in Lakehurst NJ on May 31. The second postcard has
an on board cancel on 24/5/30 and transit front cancel in Bahai, Brazil and a receiving cancel in Lakehurst NJ on June 12.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight cover from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 17/10/31 having
two C41 stamps. It was mailed to Bueno Aires and has a receiving cancel there on October 22.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight card from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 24/7/31 having a
C41 stamp. This card was mailed to Addison, Illinois and has a receiving cancel on the Soviet Icebreaker Malyguin 27/VII/31.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 18/5/30 from the Coach’s collection. It was mailed
with a joined pair of C35 stamps. This cover was mailed to New Haven, Connecticut and received a back stamp in Lakehurst NJ with
a weak cancel .
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight postcard cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 24/7/31 from the Coach’s collection. It was
mailed to Portland, Oregon with two C40 stamps. It has a receiving cancel on 27/VII/31 on the Soviet Icebreaker Malyguin.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 18/5/30 from the Coach’s collection. It was mailed
with two C38 stamps. This cover was mailed to Estrella, Brazil and received a back stamp in Rio de Janeiro on May 25. It has medium
soiling a vertical fold in the middle.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Germany registered cover cancelled on November 11, 1944 in Frankfurt and mailed locally where it was back stamped on November
12.1942. It was mailed with ten 3 mark stamps with perforation Michel “B” variety in two blocks of four and a horizontal pair which
exceeded the rate for a locally mailed registered cover. Two stamps have shortened perfs. It comes with an expertized certificate by
Schlegel BPP from November 3, 2016.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
Germany registered cover cancelled on November 11, 1944 in Frankfurt and mailed locally where it was back stamped on November
12.1942. It was mailed with ten 1 mark stamps with perforation Michel “B” variety which exceeded the rate for a locally mailed registered cover. It has been expertized by Schlegel BPP.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany Third Reich Propaganda unused postcard Day of the German Police in General Government Poland Waffen SS. Severe
upper right corner bend does not distract from the historical theme of this card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
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Germany (B58) souvenir sheet on home made large sized postcard using stiff cardboard. From Coach’s collection, registered and
mailed aboard the “Europa” (18.2.34) back to Bremerhaven (24.2.34). Glued fast to the cardboard. Addressed in the souvenir sheet
margin. Proper registration label, Lloyd line on board cancellation, and receiving mark on the reverse. Comes with the 1997 Schlegel
certificate. RARE expertized non-event, period cover in presentable condition.
(Cover Photo) Catalog 12,000.00
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Germany (B58) souvenir sheet on cover. From Coach’s collection, registered and mailed from Stuttgart (1.2.34.17-18) back to Stuttgart
(1.2.34.20-21). Glued fast to the envelope. Proper registration label and receiving mark on the reverse. Philatelic attempt to get (1.2.
34.5-6, 8-9) on a cover (just a little too late). What’s left is a great use of a B58 on cover in presentable condition.”
(Webphoto) Catalog 12,000.00
German Zeppelin flight cover from Konigsberg (Ostropapa-Aussttellung) (28.6.35) to Pernambuco, Brazil (3.VII.35) back stamp.
After five days in Brazil it was to be shipped back to Sieger. Uses an OSTROPA souvenir sheet, B68, two C35, and three C49 to
overpay the rate with 306 pf total affixed. The souvenir sheet is toned and stained from its gum, but the event cancels are readable and
the back stamp clear. Part of the registration label is damaged, but not enough to downgrade this rare, albeit philatelic cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted DO-X flight cover cancelled on board on 19/ Mai/32 from the Coach’s collection. It was mailed
with three C38 stamps. This cover was mailed to Berlin and received a back stamp there on 27/5/32.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
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Germany registered Zeppelin Polar Flight cover. From Berlin (25.7.31) to the Icebreaker Malyguin (27.VII.31) and then on to
Pittsburgh (no backstamp). Proper markings tying C42 to the cover. Typical example.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Germany Zeppelin Flight cover from the 1930 Graf Zeppelin Baltic flight cancelled “on board” (23.9.30) and sent to Glen Allen,
Virginia. Uses C38 to pay the rate. The Backstamp Stockholm (24.9.30) indicates that it was dropped there to start its destinational
journey.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted registered flight cover from the Coach’s collection. It was cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 14/10/33
having two C44 stamps. It was mailed to Pixley California and has a receiving cancel in Chicago on October 26.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Germany Zeppelin flight covers (4) each with slight imperfections. Imperfections include bends, creases soiling, overfranked, heavy
cancels, tape marks, etc. Uses four different Zeppelin stamps C36, C37, C38, and C41. They all look nice, but check the web photos
before bidding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Germany Century of Progress Zeppelin cover cancelled on board the Graf Zeppelin (16.10.33) and delivered to Chicago (Oct. 26,
1933). No New York receiving cancel. Uses #395, C31, and C44 for the rate. Clean no problem cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Germany AMG cover from Unna (6.12.45) to Hemmerde (7.12.45) using 3N14 and a 12pf “postamt Unna” prepaid “Gebuhr bezahlt”
label. These labels are scarce on cover and this is an excellent 42pf registered rate example. Signed ZiererBBP on the reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany Zeppelin flight cover. From the ninth South American flight 1932. Posted on board the Graf Zeppelin (3.11.32) using #397
and C35 to pay the 150pf rate. No backstamp as expected. Clean and crisp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany private postal stationery flight card (Frankfurt 12.10.12). Issued for the special Zeppelin flight. Corner bumps, pencil
notations, but crisp clear appropriate Luftpost cancellation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany Occupation of Luxembourg WW II assortment from the Coach’s collection. Around 50 covers in a Safe binder, slipcase
and pages offering a good variety. From a collector who had a passion for assembling German material from this time period.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Germany early post WWII covers (8). Includes Berlin, Locals, uses in Austria, etc. Each with small faults. Still a lot of value needing
an up close inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
German (Offices in China) postal card cancelled in Shanghai in 1902. Card was mailed to La Junta, Colorado. It has some tape residue
but overall a neat example of German Chinese postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Gibraltar Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover cancelled on 22 June 1933. It was mailed with one each #83 and 96 stamps. This
cover was the Third South American flight sent to Brazil where it was back stamped in. Recife, Pernambuco on 5.VII.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Great Britain (411a) missing color tied on reg. B/S cover with two other values F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Great Britain Offices in Morocco Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover cancelled on 22 June 1933 in Tangier. This cover was the
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Third South American flight sent to Brazil where it was back stamped in Recife, Pernambuco on 5.VII.
Great Britain Offices in Morocco Zeppelin registered cacheted flight card cancelled on 6 October 1934 in Tangier. This cover
was sent to Germany where it has received transit cancels in Friedrichshafen and Stuttgart on October 13. It was then sent to, Recife,
Pernambuco, Brazil where it was back stamped on 17.X. There are old mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Great Britain Offices in Morocco Zeppelin registered cacheted flight cover cancelled on 26 July 1933 in Larache. This cover was
sent to Germany where it has received transit cancels in Paris on July 28 and in Friedrichshafen on August 5. It was then sent to Recife,
Pernambuco, Brazil where it was back stamped on 9.VIII. This cover has slight mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Hungary First Flight cover from Budapest to Vienna cancelled on October 31, 1932. Cover was mailed to Gyor having two Endresz
memorial labels
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
Iceland cacheted registered Zeppelin card cancelled in Reykjavik having an illegible cancel. This card was mailed with one each C9
and C10 stamps. It received a Friedrichshafen cancel on 3/7.31 and then mailed to Basel, Switzerland where it was cancelled there on
4. VIII.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Persia (Iran) 1927 cover. From Tauris to Peking, China. Using #713 and 724 to pay the rate. All sorts of transit, routing, and receiving
markings from Chengen, Shanghai (16.4.27), and Peking (25.4.27). Interesting destination and markings. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Ireland Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled in Baile Atha Cliath (Dublin) in 1933 (weak cancel) This cover was sent to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil for the 5th South American Flight from Germany where it was back stamped on 23. August. (Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Ireland Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled on 26.VII 1933 in Baile Atha Cliath (Dublin). This cover was sent to Coombe
Dingle (Bristol) England and then sent to Viktoria, Brazil for the 4th South American Flight where it was back stamped on 10.VIII.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Italian Offices in Turkey (53) tied on registered cover to Graz by 10.NOV.22 cds. Holland bank seal on back, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Italy Aegean Islands Balbo flight cover from Rodi (7.6.33) to Chicago (Century of Progress Sta.) July 12, 1933. Transit markings
include Rome (5.6.33), Amsterdam (1.7.33), New York ( July 11, 1933), and Chicago ( Registry Division July 12, 1933). Uses #C26
correctly tied with all the proper markings and cachets. Opened a little roughly at the top, but good corners and clean presentation.
Beautiful example of this rare flight cover.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 1500.00
Japan cacheted Zeppelin Around the World Flight Z-74 cover cancelled in Tokyo on 21.8.29. This cover was mailed with three 1
yen and one 10 sen stamps. It was sent to Lakehurst where it was back stamped on August 29.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Japan cacheted Zeppelin Around the World Flight LZ-127 card cancelled in Tokyo on 21.8.29. This 6 sen card was mailed with one
each 1 yen and 50 sen stamps. It was sent to Los Angeles where it was cancelled there on August 26.
(Webphoto) S.B. 170.00
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Japan Zeppelin flight card from the “First Round-the-World Flight” of 1929. Uses three colors of stamps to pay the rate. Bold
Tokio cancels. Appropriate red cachet tying one of the stamps. The PPC shows the Graf Zeppelin over Tokyo. The message includes
“Had a fine view of ship from the roof of our house”. Great historic card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Libya Zeppelin registered cacheted flight card cancelled in Tripoli on 29.5.33. This mixed franking card was mailed with one
Tripolitania C21, and Libya two #55, 49 stamps This cover was sent to Germany where it received transit cancels in Rome on 30.V, in
Friedrichshafen on 30.5, and on 2.6 in Lorch. What a neat art deco card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Liechtenstein flown card from the Vienna flight of 1931. From Riesenberg (9.7.31) to Vienna (12.7.31) through Friedrichshafen
(12.7.31) using Scott #1, 3, 6 all tied to the cover. All the clear markings are on the front.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Liechtenstein Flown Zeppelin cover from Vaduz (5.9.30) to Mauren (13.9.30). Flown on the Russia Flight with appropriate cachet.
Back stamped Moscou (11.9.30) and Berlin (12.9.30). Colorful franking uses #66, 90-93, and C6. Lightly soiled. Gum toning on the
tips of some perfs, but an overall pleasing cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Malta Zeppelin cacheted flight cover cancelled on June 26, 1933 in Valetta. This cover was sent to Germany where it has received
transit cancels in Rome on 28.VI and in Friedrichshafen on 1.7. It was then sent to Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil where it was back stamped
on 4.VIII. This cover was mailed with one each #180 and 132 stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Malta Zeppelin cacheted registered flight cover cancelled on June 26, 1933 in Valetta. This cover was sent to Germany where it has
received transit cancels in Rome on 28.6 and in Friedrichshafen on 1.7. It was then sent to Buenos Aires, Argentina where it was back
stamped on 4.VIII. This cover was mailed with one each #181 and 136 stamps. It has medium soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Poland two registered covers both having #77-78. One was sent from Skalmierzyce to Poznan cancelled 9/23/19 and the other was
sent from Ostrowo (Pozen) to Poznan cancelled on 10/27/19.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Poland First Flight cover from Poznan to Warsaw cancelled on May 29, 1921. Cover has red cancellation and a vertical fold through
the middle. Nice early Polish aviation history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Poland First Flight cover from Poznan to the Polish Consulate Rome cancelled on June 22, 1921. This cover has black cancellation.
Interesting Polish official and aviation example.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Poland WW II Government in Exile in Great Britain assortment from the Coach’s collection. Consists of 18 covers on Safe Dual
pages from 1942 to 1945 having a variety of frankings.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Romania Zeppelin registered cacheted flight card cancelled in Bucharest on 12. April.1932. This card went by air to the the Munich
railroad and then to Friedrichshafen where it was cancelled on 18.4. It took the 3rd South American Flight to Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil
where it received a receiving cancel on 20.IV. A cool example of Romanian postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Russia cacheted registered Zeppelin card cancelled in Moscow on 22.8.32. This card was mailed with one each C16, C17, and C18
stamps. It was sent to Berlin where it received a transit cancel on 24.8 and then held and cancelled in Friedrichshafen on 29.8. This card
was sent to Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil where it was back stamped on arrival on 1.IX.32.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Russia Polar Flight Zeppelin cover from Leningrad (25.7.31) to the Icebreaker Malygin (27.7.31). Uses #C27 and C29 for the franking. Appropriate registration and airmail markings. Good example of the flight cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Saar registered Zeppelin flight cover for the First South American Flight of 1932. Franked with #119, 124, 134, and C1. From Saarbrucken (17.3.32) to Asuncion, Paraguay (30.3.32) through Friedrichshafen (21.3.32). Lightly soiled and pencil marked with mount
marks on the reverse. Interesting uncommon destination.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
San Marino Zeppelin registered cacheted flight card cancelled in San Marino in May,1933. This card was mailed with one each C11,
119, and 126. It has a Rome transit cancel on 29. V and then was mailed to its destination of Friedrichshafen where it was cancelled on
30.5. A neat art deco card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
San Marino First Flight cover from May 3-9, 1939. This cover was mailed with one each C1-2 and #161-162 stamps to Germany.
There is no receiving cancel.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Spanish Morocco Zeppelin flight card to Cottbus with markings from Sevilla (2.6.30) and Friedrichshafen (6.6.30). No backstamp.
(Webphoto) Catalog 100.00
Zeppelin handstamp on front. Lightly soiled. Minor tape marks.
Spanish Morocco (93, 95-106, 107, E4) on cover to Paris (18.6.28) from Arzila (10. NOV.28). Purely philatelic, but backstamped and
unopened. Striking example of a pre depression cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Switzerland registered flight cover from Geneva (31.5.25) to Paris. Two triangular labels are tied commemorating the International
Airmail Meeting in 1925. Special cancels and two color registration label are highlights. Uses #174a and C9 for the franking. No
backstamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Tunisia Zeppelin registered cacheted flight card cancelled in Tunis on 29.V. 33. This card was mailed with one each #141, 48, and two
#67 stamps. This cover was sent to Germany where it received transit cancels in Marseille on 30.V, illegible Paris, in Friedrichshafen
on 3.6, and a final receiving cancel in Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil on 6.V1.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Vatican City Zeppelin cacheted flight card cancelled in Rome on 27.8.32 This card was mailed with one each #6, 7, 11, and 12. It was
sent to Friedrichshafen by railroad where it was cancelled on 29.8. This card was then mailed to Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil where it
received on 1. IX. It has old stamp mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale
of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding
and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids
are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to
accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot
is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in
arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the
right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks will be subject to a
$10 service charge and foreign credit card purchases are subject to an additional 2% Buyer’s Premium. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be
collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.

